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Thursday Convocation Opens
Salute to Century of Progress
’Week’ To ClimaXIGov. Knight To March
With Relays, Ball In Academic Procession

two
MI6

sAsthe(
To (prowth in Higher Educatton

Centennial Arts Offerings
Include Paintings, Dramas
By MARY ANN HILLEVI
Fifteenth century Italian books,
Early American and Arabien
Nights drama. California artists
and H San Jose State graduate
with the Berlin State Opera are
the Fine Arts feature of the
Centennial celebration.
The collection of Frank de Bettis, San Francisco patron of music
and the arts in general, which includes rare books of Italian printers from the beginning of printing until the year 1500 will he on
display.
Fifty-six volumes will be shown
in the main lobby of the lihrary.
Some of these have illustrations
thought to be by Botticeili. Mantegna and other renowned artists
of the Italian Renaissance.
Included in the collection is a
copy of St. Augustine’s "City of
God," one of the most admired
hooks of all time. This is the only
privete copy in existence. Luther
Nichols of the San Francisco
Examiner calls it "very -wen preserved and one of the most venerated books of all times,"
de Bettis himself says,
have
been collecting Italian Renaismance books for some time now
but I hardly knew what I had
until some experts raved. I don’t
believe collections should be stored
up in private to gather dual,, Ho
here it is, spread nut to gather
people."
The exhibition will remain in
the library throughout the month
of May.
"Green Grow the Lilacs." the
elaborate play on frontier life by
Lynn Riggs will he the Ma in
Stage production of the Speech
and Drama Department during
the Centennial celebration.
The play, which is the basis for

Bs SORE littoWN
Student activities during the Centennial Week will intensify on
The 10 day salute to San Jose State College’s Centennial will
May 8 with an All -College Day celebration at the Santa Clara County get underway Thursday morning at 9:15 o’clock with a colorful
fair grounds; featured will be the Lambda Chi Alpha Parade -Pushcart Academic Procession from Washington Square to the Civic AudiRelays, Centennial barbecue, and pavillion dancing. Two nights later, torium, where at 10 a.m. President John T. Wahlquist’s Convocation
May 10, festivities will climax with the Centennial Ball at the Civic will highlight the opening day ceremonies.
Auditorium.
Participating in the procession are representatives from over
Classes officially will be dismissed at 2:30 p.m. for the All -College 200 colleges and universities in the United States. The entire College
event, according to Dean Stanley
faculty, as aell as Governor
C. Benz. Themed "Mardigras," the
Goodwin J. Knight and State
celebration is a "calico and jeans"
Superintendeot Roy E. Simpson,
day.
also will march.
Twenty-six organizations have
’INvo hunched nurmbers of the
entered the pushcart c
petiCentetininl graduating class will
consists
which
of
tion
18 races
escort the delegates from the
for first, second and third prize
flat ion’s educe t ional institut Ions
trophies. Also a warded is a
ihiring the march. Delegates will
grand prize perpetual trophy,
march in order of the year in
presently held by Alpha Tau
which the college they represent
Omega fraternity.
was founded. Dr. John W. M.
Participants in the men’s groupWhiting of Ibirvard University,
ing, division "A" includes virtually
which was founded in 11163, will
all SJS social fraternities, with
lead the sisitors.
the exception of sponsor. Lambda
Major sink ersilles represented
Chi Alpha. Division "A" includes
include Vale. Princeton,
Delta Upsilon. Phi Sigma Kappa,
hia, George Washington, Tubule,
Theta Xi, Alpha Tan Omega, Sig, Missouri. NorthnissDe 1*,
ma No, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
tern, Purdue. Ohio state, SyraKappa Alpha, Kappa Taii. Sigma
CHM‘. John finishing, California
Chi, l’i Kappa Alpha, Theta Chi,
and statiford.
Delta Sigma Phi, Alpha Phi
Colleges participating Include
Omega and the Newman Club,
J.
KNIGHT
GOODWIN
Arnherirst, Layfnyette, Oberlin,
DR. JOHN T. WAHLQUIST
SORORITIES RACE
... Will Attend Celebration
Forest, Knox. City College
. . . President Speaks I
All 12 sororities HI eiontending _
of New York, Swarthmore, Lewis
r--for laurels iu divistnixi 41It. ThiqsZff
rand
and Mark, "!4titith, and Of John’s
are Phi Mu, Gamma Phi Beta.
College which was loonded
1685.
Sigma Kappa, Delta Zeta, Alpha I
Full regalia will he worn by all
Omicron Pi, Chi Omega, Kapp
members ot
procession. Gowns
Alpha Theta, Alpha Phi, Kapoi
representing nearly every degree
Delta, Alpha Chi Omega and
conferred will be worn by MemThere never has been a time in the history of the nation when
Delta Gamma.
bers of the Academic Procession.
The parade which precedes the a higher premium has been placed on higher education. Men of in Different colored caps and gowns
actual relay s. will follow the tellectual ability and advanced training are in great popular demand.
will (iPiwet the I ratittintls or the
theme of the "Second Centennial," In part, this may be transitory, and related to the low birth rates of colleges.
depicting college life 100 Years the ’30s. It may also.be due to the race for armaments. And this, too,
In addition, Phi Beta Kappa, the
from now. A special Centennial we hope is transitory.
American Mathematical Society,
trophy will be awarded to the
-trained
men
college
the
of
serious scarcity
On the other hand,
the Assn. for Childhood Education
winner of the parade.
and women is a concomitant of the technological society in which
International,
National AssociSPECIAL BARBECUE
we find ourselves and in which we are destined to live for many ation of Manufacturers, the Amer111e reason thu Relays wilt be years to come.
ican Assn, for the Athancement of
held at the fair grounds, accordScience, the National FAucatIon
automobile,
television,
technological
advancementthe
Each
ing to Don Mumby, Lambda Chi
Assn., Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Delta
Alpha pushcart chairman, is to automation in the factories, the harnessincoof atomic power creates
Kappa, and Pi I AIMINid Theta will
draw a larger crowd of alumni a demand for more engineers and scientists to keep the complicated send delegates,
and students to the traditional machinery going. Moreover each qpw invention seems to have further
complicated our culture, our political institutions, and our day-to-day CONVOCATION ADDRESS
races and special harbeciie.
The convocation which follows
The harherued !serf dinner be- living, making increasingly greater demands on our scientific knowgins at 3:311 p.m. in the Esposi- ledge, our sense of values, our critical faculties, our nerves and hearts, the procession will feature an ad.
Don halt al the fair grounds.
E’lwati" for a
Recently, a national figure predicted a few of the things to come dress’
Dancing it ill follow from 6:30- in the next few years. After cataloguing nuclear advancements that Dynamic America,’ by Dr. Ernest
P:30 p.m. on the outdoor nonil- will replace coal, gas, and oil as sources of energy; other sources of 0. Witty. dean emeritus, New
York Link ersit y. The program,
lion at the fairgrounds.
energy, such as the sun, the tides, and the winds; the purification end
Tickets for the event cost $1 use of the briny seas and the farming of the tidelands and ocean open to students and townspeople,
and are being sold in the Outer floors; the guided missle that will transport the mail, freight arid pas - is expected to draw a capacity
Quad and Student Affairs Office. sengers of the future; and the robot -operated factory, he concluded, crowd Members of Black Masque
Trucks and cars will pick up stu- -there is no element of material progress we know todaythat will !rid Tau Delta Phi. SJS honor ordents at their hoarding houses not seem, from the vantage point of 1980, a fumbling prelude. - ganizations, ail, usher.
Congratulations on lb.’
and take them to and from the Whether for good or ill, we are rapidly moving into an age of brain
fairgrounds on S. 1st street, ac- power, as well as atomic power. By 1980 a college education may be P"i"" of the Man Jr.’..cording to Dean Benz.
gi""
as indispensable as fresh air to anyone assuming a role of responsibility t"Ilrgi’ c’fli""I’l "Ill
by Stanford President Dr. J. E.
&VOL AT BALL,
in community affairs.
Sterling.
Wails.’..
r.’presenl ing
The Centennial Ball, sponsored
The national tendency in this direction is already clearly mani.
hy the Social Affairs Committee,
fest: while the population in the United States has increased 100
isc.i of a Ifornia I resident Dr.
will replace the annual Winterper cent, holders of bachelor’s degrees have increased 1100 per
ihert
Sproul, representing
mist dance. Frank DeVol and his
cent, and holders of Ph.D. degrees 2200 per cent. Since 1910 the
the state non "rallies: State
orchestra, consisting of 13 musicinumber of teachers has doubled in our society, and the number of
Siini.rintendent Dr. Roy Ir.. %impans and a vocalist, will play for
college teachers has multiplied 10 times.
nom repretentIng the state dethe affair from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Of c,..o e even these increases are not nearly large enough to partment of education; and
DeVol’s orchestra was secured
1..itilltt in .1. is
representing
at a price of approximately $1500. solve our problems. We are told that we will need more rpllege teach
the people a California.
DeVol is musical director of Cap- art in the next 10 years than we have employed in our history.
ASR President Ray Freeman
recordWhat a challenging era is ahead for every educational institution!
itol transcriptions. ile is
ing artist in his own right and Particularly is this true of a California State College with its concern and Alumni President David A.
for vocational, as well as liberal, education. Undoubtedly, San Jose Heagerty also will extend con(Continued on page 71i1
State College will continue to grow, but I would not presume to pre- gratulations, and Reverend Herdict the college of 2057. It is enough to talk about the developments man J. Hauck, S.3., president of
the University of Santa Clara will
-4 the next few years.
deliver the Invocation.
One thing is certain: we will never run out of students, short
TO CONFER DEGREE
of some catastrophic war or other occurrence. We are dealing now
During the convocatirm, honorage
who
are
in
short
with
the
college
supply,
of
youngsters
the
sons
SPORTS and SOCIETY
ary’. minter of music degrees will
end deillsters of the riepre,,..ion years of the ’30s.
conferred upon Miss Yvonne
Early Football
1
The tidal wave of children from the post-war years nf the late he
Patricia Delis and Stanley WalHoopster History
time,
it
is
that
At
1970.
es’40s will not reach college until about
ker lioningswirrth A master of
Progress in Track
2
timated that we will have twice the number of college students in
letter.’ degtre will he presented
3
Hall of Fame
California that we now have.
rimoissClyDdeelAisrbuwcilki lebe, lotienalthuins.tdoritahne.
4
Athletic Growth
Unless new state colleges and universities are started in the Bay
5
Sports Memories
6 & 7 area it is estimated that an Jose State will :save 20,000 full time next day in a Centennial Concert,
Spartan Queens
Homecoming Events
7 students in 1965 and 30.000 in 1970. and the University of California at the Civic Auditorium
(at Berkeley 30,000 in 1965 and 40,000 in 1970. But no one wishes
Added highlight to the acaFEATURE SECTION
educational institution!. to reach that size and complexity. Obviously, demic tirtieeedIngti still lie the
Aerial Views (now and then)
2 we will all have to adjust our mind -sets, and possibly our allegiances, pre...M:014in of a Spartan *shield.
SJS in 2057
a gift from the tit) of sports.
Letters from Home
2 in the years ahead.
(Continned on pegs’
JOHN T. WAHLQUIST
Publications Feature
3

the musical show "Oklahoma!"
will run from May 3 through the
11 in the College Theater, for
the. general public. A special invitational performance will be
held on May 2.

designed by Miss Berneice Prisk,
associate professor of drama., and
constructed by members of the
costume construction classes.
(Seamier manager for the production will be Jack Byers, graduate
Every effort is being made to student.
give this play a colorful and exThe atmosphere of festivity and
citing staging. Under the general colorful celebration will be carried
direction of Dr. James Clancy, out by the use of regional folk
professor of drama, scores of stu- melodies as atmosphere music and
dents have spent weeks in per- by folk dancing-- early American
fecting acting roles, building style- between acts.
scenery, and constructing cosThe Children’s Theater Associatumes.
tion of the college is presenting
Stage settings representing the "A laddin and His Wonderful
homes and backgrounds of charac- Lamp" its their contribution to the
ters in the territory of Oklahoma celebration,
have been designed by J. Wendell
"Aladdin" was chosen for the
Johnson who is in charge of scenic
Centennial because it offered qualdesign at the college. Sherman
ities of production adequate to
Blass is stage manager for the
the importance of the general Colshow and is being assisted by Jon lege
celebration. The show is diHall. Margaret Tilton is in charge rected by John Kerr,
associate
of properties and Jim Dobbs’ and professor of drama. The staging
is
in the hands of Jack Byera as
Tel Johansen are in charge of
part of his Master’s Degree in
sound.
Ifilahorate cestimies have heen

(Ciintinued

on page
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EDITORIAL

SJS Expansion Foresees 20,000 Students in a Few Years
Pioneering progress in the realm of education
has been the keynote in the life of San Jose State
College since George W. Minns opened his Evening Normal School in 1857. And the growth of the
college is only in its infancy.
Student body growth has been phenomenal and
a far cry from the four women and one man who
entered Minns’ first class. Nearly 11,000 inhabit
our campus today, with enrollment calculated to
soar to more than 20,000 within a few years.
Campus facilities have expanded from a single
antiquated structure to a 10 -square block coiege
plant, with an additional 58 acres of athletic facilites off campus. In the short span of the last seven
years we have seen ti.mert.l0-1 expansion.
More than $5 million in buildings including the
present Engineering Building, Music Building,
Speech and Drama Building. Spartan Shop, Mans
Gym addition and the Library addition have been

Spaztanaihi

One of the yo!.. !st but most mittees, who make recommen- zation under the teadership of
This year’s major items of Far’ important organizations on the i dations for the Council’s consider- ’ its first chairman, Dr. Dudley T. ulty Council diireussion have been
łeto
daesour
upmac
campus is the Faculty Council, a ation.
Moorhead, professor of history standards for promotion and tenSlated for 1957 completion are the Science faculty members’ advisory group ! After has ing spent its first and political science, the Council ure and the desirability of greater
Building addition and the new Administration Build- whose recommendations have had. year in setting up the
autonomy for 8,ts
organi- began its actual work in 1953.
ing. The present Legislature already has given con- a decided effect on life at SJS.
sideration to budget items for a new cafeteria,
The Faculty Council was form- !
Industrial Arts Building, Art Building, Health Build- ed in 1952 v.ith three purposes In
ing,1Student Activities Building and Faculty Office mind:
Building. Construction of $5 million in dormitories
To promote among the facrecently was recommended by the Assembly Ways
ulty informed discussion, symand Means Committee.
pathetic understanding and effecSan Jose State College has become an integral tive communication concerning
part in the community life of San Jose. Recognizing common problems.
the importance of the college to the city, city of21 To promote these same ends
ficials have g:ven the green light to campus ex - between the faculty and other
pension plans.
groups,
the students, ad.4."
T
--"ene:..7ar
Least we become absorbed and look behind t ministralors, other state colleges, . .... ......................%
..o.
it% it
is
"di 4100,0000180ww
what has been, let us not lose our foresight. Let us the State Department of Educa.
..... . . . . .
look ahead to another century of progress and our tion and the State Legislature
I
rising stature in the field of higher education.
31 To promote understanding by
t h e faculty o f administratiVe
OR/
policies, and to convey to the ad- .
ministration the feelings of the
. . . . . . . .
. . .. . . . . .
.
.

We’re pleased and proud to have been
associated with the college-these many years,
and wish you CONGRATULATIONS on your..

WO YEAR ANNIVERSARY

Librarianship Program Began In 1921,
Expanded to Departmental Status in 1950

The San .1,,
oiship pt.In 1950
he Dopartment
f
Etifored as second ciass matter
April 24, 1934, at San Jose. Calif.,
gram was started in 1921.
I.ihrarianship became an indepenunder the act of March 3. 1879.
though it did not gain departmen- dent unit with Miss Dora Smith
Member California Newspaper Pubtal status until 1950.
heading the department. At that
1;s1son. Association.
Published daily by the Associated
At first t h e school offered time the school added four fullof Sea Jose StateCollega courses in library services a n d time faculty members and specialrocept Saturday and Sunday. during
techniques and gave courses in ized in training students for school
the collog yriar with one issuo durlibrary economy, methods, and librarianship. Prior to this the
ing each final examination period.
faculty worked in other library
practices,
Subscriptions accented only on a
rersmindisr-of-school year basis. In
positions part time in addition tol
In 1928 SJS became the first
fog semester. $3, in Spring semester,
their teaching duties.
college in
;1.50.
the state to off’ r. In 1959 the department enlarged!
courses in teacher librarianship,
! its program and began offering a
Taltsplverasi Ctpress 4-6414Edioffering a special credential in ,
torial. Est. 210: Advertising Dept
Masters Degree in school librarthis
field.
Ext. 211.
!ianship. It is the only department
Press of the Globe Printing Co..
By 1999 more than 100 students in any college in California which
1445 South First St. San Jose. Calif. h a d completed training in the
offers this program.
4110-o
teacher program and in that year
The school averages about 60
the department was enlarged to students majoring in librarianship
Editor
permit students in allied fields, each term and graduates from 15
BOB PENTZER
such as children’s library work to to 18 a year. Nearly all graduates
Business Manager
secure a BA degree without the !are in t h e school librarianship
HENRY HUSTEDT
school credential.
ContenniI Edition Editor
MIKE BROWN

ADVERTISING STAFF
Office Manager Katherine Rondon
John McCIlion, Dawn Tognoli, Larry
Kufman. Williant Soggier, Frances
Stuart. Jerry HeimpI Robert Nichols
Ea Regaled., Robert Sheldon, Robert
Reinhart Dian Willett Shirley BugFiglionsni,
g*, Nick Sell, V; n c
Robert Gilmer*. William Gu;ment,
Marcia Haggard, Roger Leo,. Leon
Kepselis, Ken Cornett, George McKenzie.
I

Jil.0.9.110e.
.....

e .....

,,,, ,,,

Coastr\

The 18 -member Council is made
up of teachers with the rank of
instructor or above; teachers with
the rank of assistant; division
heads; non-professional librarians;
and professional members from
various campus offices and the
business staff. Much of the...Colinell’s work is conducted by its cons.
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BETTER HURRY
if you’re marrying in June
WHEN IT COMES TO

DIAMONDS
erYOU’LL

Walt Taylor
News Editor
Marilyn Peters
Footers Editor
Don Becker
Sports Editor
Pat; Barritin:
Society Editor ___
Fine Arts Editor -- Mary Ann Billed
Wir Editor
Jim Kallnbach
Jim Cohun
Phisto Editor ......_
Rosalind Berthold
Exchange Editor
Ilazin
Donna
Libroriaa
REPORTERS
Mike Brown, Tom BrufDonna
fy. Arthur Cook. Bob Craft, Jim CyDrennn, Mel Gaunt:. Ce
phr.
. Doug Hill, Bill Ho condi H
worth. Tom Larimoris Lyndell Manley, Rndie Pois Larry Reese, Beverly Reynolds. Jerry Sheehn, Gene
Tessandori Jr., Bill Watkins,

Faculty Council, Since Start In 1952, Promotes Understanding, Communication
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Art Dept. Was Tiny in 1911 Journalism-Ad Dept. Grows Steadily
Now One of Largest in West
By JIM DRENNAN

By MARY ANN BILLECI
In 1911 a specialized one-year
course leading to an elementary
diploma in art was initiated at
San Jose State Normal School.
From this beginning the San Jose
State Art Department has developed into one of the largest and
best known on the West Coast.
Growth within the department
since 1911 has been steady and at
times remarkable.
Calthea C. Vivian headed the
department until 1916. She was
assisted by such faculty members
as Frank Ingerson, Elizabeth L.
McDermott, and Estella Hoisholt.
From 1919 to 1938, Ruth W.
Turner served as department head,
and during her tenure an art education program of wide scope
and excellent reputation was developed.
She was succeeded by Dr. Marques E. Reitzel under whose leader_
ship, according to Dr. John E.
French, current head, "The department gained recognition as
one of the finest in the West. The
faculty was enlarged and the curriculum expanded to include major
offerings in such occupational
areas as commercial art and interior design."
In June, 1956, Dr. Reitzel retired
and was succeeded by Dr. French,
1933 San Jose State graduate and

college faculty member from 1934 1941. He holds M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of CalCal ifornia and served on the art
’
faculties at Chico State College
and University of California where
his specialty was art education
and teacher training. He is the
author of numerous articles in
these fields, as well as a painter
of note.
The present-day art department
is a focal point in the artistic life
of the area. Its faculty of 30 Is
the largest group of artist -educators between San Francisco and
Los Angeles. In local, state, and
national exhibitions they have won
prizes for painting and prints,
ceramics, sculpture, jewelry, silver
craft and weavink.
The influence of the art department is widespread, particularly in northern California. Its
graduates in the fields of commercial art and interior design
hold many responsible positions. A
number are distinguished themselves in the fields of art history
and museum direction. Its graduates in art education are to be
found on faculties from the primary to the college level throughout the state and nation.
Perhaps most significant is the
fact that in recent years an increasing number of art graduates
have won important fellowships in

the field of fine art.
Plans for the future are being
made throughout the art department. Dr. French has demonstrated a capacity for long-range planning and achievement of positive
goals. Curriculum integration, improved equipment and facilities.
and higher standards are current
aims, and expansion to meet future
demands is well under way.
A new three-story art building
which will cost an estimated
$1.816,100 and accommodate 695
students is included in the governor’s budget now under consider.
ation in Sacramento.
If the appropriation is approved,
the building will be located on
South 9th Street, behind the Music
Building, and will include 37 well.
equipped lecture, laboratory and
activity rooms.

Twenty-two years ago, the Department of Journalism consisted
of two typewriters in Room 13.
one professor, Dr. Dwight D. Bente’: and a handful of students,
Today the Department of Journalism and Advertising onisists 01
an entire building; 14 full-time or
part-time professors and instructors: more than 200 majors; ;tnd a
curriculum that has helped it win
recognition as one of the two leading journalism depart mcnt s in
California.
This two-decade span of growth
and expansion began esith the arrival here in 1939 of lir. Bente’,
who helped organize the department and became its chairman
and sole professor.
Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon. avho had
been three times the editor oi the
SPARTAN DAILY, became the
second professor in the depart-

SPARTAN DAILY

ment in 1938. a n d its steady nalism lab and journalism classgrowth continued.
rooms.
World War 11. v. hid, hit the
entire college, had an especially
severe effect on the department.
The number of majors dropped to
100. "most of these girls.’ according to Dr. Bente!. The number of
journalism students dropped more,
percentage -wise, than did students
in other departments.
But, following the war, the
trend completely reversed itself,
with the tremendous rush of students back into the colleges, and
the department got more than its
share.
The department, which added
the advertising title in 1955. made ’
its most recent move in 1952 into
its present quarters, formerly the
Music Building. The Barn," as it
is affectionately called by journaDR. DWIGHT D. BENTEL
lism and advertising students,
News-Ad Head
houses t ii e SPARTAN DAILY,
Lyke. 1.8 Torre, the pictorial JourThe present curriculum of the

Page 3a

, department is an extensive one.
It breaks doun into four major
categories: advertising: reporting
and editing: journalism and special
emphases I l rcs s photography,
radio-televislon reporting, public
relations, newspaper business
practice and independent professional *Tiling). an Interdepartmental major. The department also
offers a course of studies to journalism minors.
nu, department is one of two In
California and one of four on the
West Coast ac-ererlited by the
American Council of Education for
Journalism. Only 40 journalism deportmnts in the United States
Wive been so accredited.
"Among graduates of the SJS
Department of Journalism and
Advertising are men in substantial
positions on newspapers through Oct the country, and Washington
and foreign correspondents," Dr.
Bentel stated.

2

Home Ec Dept.
Dates From 1.910

By. BEVERL1
The buff-colored building with a
red-tiled roof on the east side of
the campus is the learning center
for many of tomorrow’s home
economists. T h e Mediterranean
architectural styled building is the
second home of the Home Economics Department since it w a s
established at. the school iti 1910.
Miss Maude I. Murchie, an
early-day educator at the college,
established the Home Economics
Department on the San Jose State
campus in that year. The other
college classes had moved into a
new building, vacating a number
of older structures, according to
Miss Martha Thomas, associate
professor of home economics.
The department is accredited by
the American Dietetic Assn. Two
members of the association, Dr.
Ruth Darby and Mrs. Fern Wendt,
are on the teaching staff at the
present time.
Another milestone for the Department is the new Master of
Arts degree for which plans will
be completed by the fall of 1957.
By 1911 there were only three
or four students in the department, according to Miss Thomas.
The department advertised its
program through the college bulletin with pictures and descriptions
of classes. There were then two
instructors; Helen Xoung, who
took charge of chemistry of food
and nutrition, and also taught
household equipment maintenance
and repair, and Miss Helen Mignon
who later became head of the
department.
The enrollment increased to 15
or 20 students, according to Miss
Thomas, who was in the second
graduating class. After she had
been graduated, Miss Murchie
asked her to stay and teach. Miss
Thomas accepted the position and
taught for one year.
Miss Charlotte Morton succeeded Miss 31m-chip In 1918,
followed by Miss Mignon, A four
year degree Home Economies
inhINIted in 1923
program was
tinder the leadership of 311ss
Mignon. In 1923 the department
nits moved to its present location.
In 1934 Dr. Margaret C. Jones
succeeded Miss Mignon as department head.
The Home Economies Department which is part of the Applied
Arts Division offers a variety of
courses. Among theme courses are
clothing, construction and design,
textiles, food preparation and service, food chemistry and dietetics,
equipment, art and flame furnishings.
There are two student organisations in the department. Eta
Epsilon is a 1.01.11ii club open to
n11 Dome Er. majors and minors.
I.ast fall the club %tam host to
college clubs in
delegates f
California and Ne%iiila at the
Western rrosinee College Workshop.
In November, 1955, Phi Upsilon
Omicron, honor society, was

a

REYNOLDS
granted a charter by the National
chapter. The club was organized
in 1932.
During the past 22 years the
department has been under the
leadership of Dr. Margaret C.
Jonec, a leader in Home Economics
education in California.

Dept. Donates
Spartan Rose,
Ceramic Plate
The official Spartan rose and a
10-inch ceramic plate beautifully
embossed with a picture of the
Tower, are contributions from the
Home Economics Department in
commemoration of ,the Centennial
year.
The Centennial rose was proposed by Dr. James Wood. professor of English. After considering other roses, the Home Economics Department selected the
blushing orange Spartan rose because of its registered name of
"Spartan." According to Robert
Alexander, grounds supervisor, the
first Spartan rose was planted on
the west side of the Home Economics building in February, 1956.
Since that time dozens of Spartan
roses have been planted around
the campus and should be in full
bloom during Centennial Week.
The faculty wives’ garden section and other faculty members
have planted Spartan roses in their
home gardens. According to Miss
Anna Loze, associate professor of
home economics, "It is hoped that
during the Centennial Week we
can use them as decorations at
luncheons and dinners."
The ceramic plate is the project of Eta Epsilon, home economics social club, and Phi Upsilon
Omicron, national honorary fraternity. Under the chairmanship
of Mary Lou Smith, a home economics major, these clubs chose
the design for the plate.
A delicate gold filigree edge
borders the plate. In the center
an image of the Tower and part
of the Inner Quad is embossed in
soft green strokes. Beneath the
picture is an inscription which
reads "San Jose State College,
Founded 1857."
A six-inch ceramic tile of the
same design and inscription was al.
so ordered by the clubs. Both the
plate and the tile may be -used as
decorations and the tile square
may be used as a wall ornament.
The two ceramic articles will be
OR sale In the Spartan Bookstore
during Centennial Week for $2
each.
The first male occupational
therapist to be commissioned as
a second lieutenant in the Army
was a graduate of MS. Another
graduate, from the first class, is
now supervisor of rehabilitation at
Dewitt State Hospital where she
is in charge of all the occupational
therapists, _recreation people, and
the rehabilitation staff.
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Health and Hygiene Dept. Furnishes
Training for Future School Teachers

Aero Program
Marks Growth
K.,

4.1

1

11.4 1.1.IA HANSEN
The Health and EiYgitme Department had its beginning about
the turn of the century under the
guidance of Dr. Jay Elder, professor of biology. In 1912, it was
designated officially as the Health
and Hygiene Department and Miss
Elizabeth McFadden was named
to head it.

I

San Jose State (Oil,
almost half a centuty old al,
the Wright Brothers made
\
first successful flight So 11-,
tf) understand why the Aerial
U’s Departnient Isn’t one ol Itainstitutiorr’s older schools.

tsan Jose is the only state
neg.- In California that has an
department quail tied to meet the (’AA’s apMPUI !remove majors ohlain their .Aircraft and Engine
ii. eases as part or their cur -

At its inceptio the department
included what is now the Student
Health Service and a separate entity. The department served its
dual function originally under
Miss McFadden and then from
1937 until 1956 under the leadership of Miss Margaret Twombly.

ri"11"fil
Eat the aeronautics program
The etAlet-..e has had a strung
does mark its 20th year in 1957.
A busy, bustling actit.ity of the flying club movement even in the
Engineering and mathematics DI_ earliest days of the aeronautics
vision, with approximately 150
students enrolled, today’s department contrasts sharply with t h,’
program initiated as part of II..
Natural Science corricultini

SHOP MORK TRAININ(.Future Industrial arts teachers are
hard at work in one of the many shops in the sits Industrial Arts
Department. ’the department utters courses in all phases id 1111:1111111i
to hand oioultiorking.
training from eleitr

1937.
It was then located in the liasement of the science building with I
Frank Petersen in charge. A num-1
ber of courses oere offered in
subjects such as navigation and
meteorology, and there arms a
loosely organized smattering of I
aircraft maintenance classes.
The program grew as the
turned into the ’40s. And ts,t
the coming of World War II it
mushroomed as a Civilian Pilot
Training Program was set up here
to prepare men for military service. Many who attended State’s
CPTP later mosed into the higher
circles of the Air Force.
Also, the war caused a training
program to be installed here to
instruct persons for work in the
booming aircraft industries. One
hundred students were enrolled
at the time, which was tops for
the school up to that date.
But during the hitter stages
of the war the program ass
almost completely dc-actisated.
Then, in 1945, Dr Ralph Smith
was enghged by the college to develop an engineering program. The
then relatively inactive a i.e.:mutics program was placed tinder the
new program.
Donald L. James a :is employed
in 1946 to re -develop the program
and was made head of the Aeronautics Department. lie made an
extensive suney of the needs of
the aircraft industry and initiated
the Air Transportation and Aeronautical Management Programs.
San Jose Junior College was
on the Campus at the time, and
Department
Aeronautics
the
boasted a strong junior college
Program
James was replaced as department head by Associate Professor
Tom Leonard, who had joined the
department in 1946 as an assistant professor and now is in
charge of the current program.
In June of last year the Aeronautics Department offered its
first Bachelor of Science degree.
This
that it meant aeronautics graduates would now be able to seek
employment in many areas without restrictions, particularly with
the government.
The department now offers two
(our-year B.S. programs -one in
Aeronautical Maintenance and one
In Aeronautical Operations. Both
these programs
require a
of
thorough grounding in the basic
sciences, as each student is required to complete year courses
In chemistry and college physics.

I.!. I )(pt. Lxpansion
Parallels SJS Rise

TOM LEONARD
. Aoro Dept Head
program. The present organization, Flying -20" Inc.. boasts three
aircraft owned mutually by its
more than 30 members.
The club has totaled more than
6200 hours of flying time, since
it was organized, without a serious accident. This is equivalent
to 558.000 miles or about 22 tripes
around the globe.
The Aeronautics Department
now occupies two 11111-11V114 huts
on the 1.111111/11%. They were constructed in 19114, one to house
the budding Engineering 1).part merit , the other as an aeronautics laboratory. In 1952 the
inns ed
engineers
into
their
present building, and the Aeronautics Department took over
the vacated quonset.
The_clepartirient-has-hopes of
one day moving into an extensive
new laboratory which, if current
plans are approved in Sacramento,
will be located at the San Jose
Municipal Airport The proposed
airdrome will cover 33,000 square
ft. It will be built on a five-acre
site adjacent to the airport runways so students can take an active part in the flying activities.
If passed by the state legislature,
the project should total $700,000,
according to Leonard.
Each of the past four years,
including 1957, SJS has been

a

"T"""t"..ssmUlans

Two years ago the functions
were separated, and often Mims
Twiiinhly retired aa head of the
joint I
in 195k Dr. Charlotte E. Whim itas named as
head of the reorganized Health
and Hygiene Departtnent.

Dr.
Wilcox attended
lillitois
State Normal University where
she earned her bachelor degree in
biological science. She then earned
a Masters degree in public health
at the University of North CaroBy ART COOK
The modern tools and well- and was accredited by the Slate lina.
equipped shops of today’s Indus- Department of Education.
The. main functions of the
trial Arts Department are a far
Spaulding resigned as departHealth and Hygiene Depart cry from the modest beginnings of ment head in 1929 and retired
the Industrial program at the old from the faculty last year, having
served under eight different colNorinal School of the 1870’s.
Manual training, as it was then lege presidents.
lie was replaced by the present
called,
began at
the Normal
School during the administration head of the department, Dr. ileber
of Charles IL Allen. Principal A. Sotzin, Dr. Sotzin was gradAllen, a cutler by trade, gave in- uated from the Williamson Trade
structions to a few students soon School in Philadelphia and
awarded his A.B. and M.A. de
after his arrival in 1873.
grees at George Washington Urn
CARPENTER HIRED
It was not until 1887 that a versity. In 1929, he received his
room was set aside and a few PhD. from the University of Cinhand woodworking tools provided cinnati.
for instruction. A few years later, PROGRAMS; OFFERED
Now
the
department
offers
a skilled carpenter was hired as
three basic programs in industrial
:in instructor.
In 1891, James E. Addicott, a arts. Two baccalaureate major
:raduate of the Normal School, programa are offered, one leading
-Turned from the St. Louis Man- to a special secondary credential
ual Training School to take over and the, other to industrial employment.
the manual training program.
A graduate level program has
Addieott established the first
regularly organized program of in- also been added and now the dedustrial training at the Normal partment offers courses leading
School, remaining in charge until to the master’s degree and the
generpl secondary credential.
1902.
DEPARTMENT GROWS
VARIETY OF COURSES
’
Together with the degree curAddicott was succeeded by Edwin C. Snyder, who took charge ricula, the department also offer,
of what was now called the Man- many service courses. A printin
ual Arts Department. Under Sny- courses is offered for journalism
der and his successor. Andrew advertising, and commercial art
Hill, the work of the department majors and a bookbinding and
grew steadily.
crafts course for occupational
In 1913, Benjamin W. Spauld- therapy majors.
ing became head of the departAn activity lab for general element and under his guidance in- mentary majors, stressing wooddustrial arts at San Jose State working and crafts, is also part of
came into its own.
the department’s services. Driver
855 W. San Carlos
IA. IS ACCREDITED
education and safety education
CV 5-9061
In 1925 the department became courses are offered to the entire
ndustrial Arts Department student body.

from the Univertilty of Denser
and has taught at both the Cul%entity of Denver and Fresno
State College.

ment now nre traitor, training
In liesalth ethical.
and furnishing health training to all elementary teachers. The depaHmeat also helps train secondary teachers who hair selected
health as a teaching field.

Dr. Louis J. Peterson, assistant
professor of health and hygiene,
came to SJS in 1955.

Elsie D. Meek. assistant proMrs. Alston Ii. Bigler, assistfessor of health and hygiene, came ant professor of health and hyto SJS in 1946 after having served giene, has been at SJS since 1948,
in the U. S. Army Nurse Corps.
received her masters of pub-

Site

Mrs. Jean F. Lees, associate lic health from the UnisatiNify of
professor of health and hygiene. California.
came to SJS in 1946. She taught
assistant
Wallace,
Catherine
in Illinois and was principal of
professor of health and hygiene
13aquio Normal School in the
received her A B. degree from
Philippine Islands.
SJS. In 19:32 she returned here to
Esters P. Leilne, assistant
teach and was awarded her masprofessor of Ile:11111 111111 hygiene,
ters degree by Stanford later
received an s. ft. and an M.S.

19254957
32 years
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Our continual effort has been to

serve you always aitli

quality merchandise

SPRING

honestly priced
eon rMOUS

SALE

service

The fact that we hake shown a steady and
continuous growth over this period surely
indicates ’our appreciation of our efforts.

14000

Our faith in the cOntinued expansion of this
area is evidenced by our complete refixturing
joh with the most efficient selfilervice in*siallation olotainable for your conienience.

AND UP

Formals
Cocktail
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Your continued patronage is sincefel requested where our courteous sales people
are always at your service anti ready tit
serve.
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and complete stock Includes:

BO 1101
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Gifts
(:ommercial Stationer
Cards
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Pens
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Accounting Forms
Art and Drafting Supplies
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Small Mark-up
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Merchandise
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Stationers
77 So. First St.
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I.. participate in Air Youth Day,
a celebration proclaimed by the
state governor to honor outstanding students in various
fields of aviation.
The 1954 recipient was Charles
Cutting, who is now a flight engineer with Pan American World
Airways. David K. Leslie won in
1955. He now teaches at Palo
Alto high school. The winner for
1956, William A. White, is a
service engineer with Douglas Aircraft.

TIRE
SALE
GOODYEAR

3-1 Tire Sale

we congratulate the san
jose state college in its
century of educational
achievement ... and are

we’ve known them all: the girls who attended
the san jose state college some fifty years
ago, their mothers, daughters, granddaughters and grandmothers too . . .

proud of our own halfcentury of f a shion

who all look to blum’s, "her store",
for fashion knowledge.

achievement.
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
100 years in Santo Clara Valley

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
73 Years in Santa Clara Valley

SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS
TO SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
ON ITS FIRST CENTURY OF PROGRESS
FMC is proud of its long association with San Jose State College,
which has extended over nearly three quarters of a century ever
since the roots of our company’s beginning were planted in Santa
Clara Valley in 1884.
We are particularly proud of the San Jose State alumni who have
contributed to the growth of FMC by fulfilling positions in all
phases of our operations, at both the local and national level.
In the future, as in the past, we will continue to look to San Jose
State, and its men and women, as a source of continuing strength
and progress.
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Department Began With One Professor
By JIM CYPHER
In 1923 Professor Lee Clinton
\ewby was the only member of
he Modern Language DePtirt-,nt faculty. lie instructed two
chisses in French and two classes
n Spanish. In April of 1923 he
.eis appointed department head.
rhe following year. Newby added
!., c,nning German to the language
lrogram.
DEPARTMENT GROWS
Although modern languages
have never been a degree requirement at SJS. the Modern Langue Department has grown stead. Following World War II longice classes were overcrowded to
such an extent that it necessitated
increasing the faculty to 13 memt ’era.
The Modern Language Department of SJS has, for the past 30

years, been unique among midern
language departments of other!
educational institutions in t
United States, in that the dep.,.
ment has emphasized the devel...
ment of speaking ability to a
degree among its students. The
foreign language is spoken constantly from the first d a y of
study.
In conjuction with the teaching
of the spoken foreign language. the
Modern Language Department has
developed a laboratory equipped
with tape recorders and listening
devices, which enables students to
Check on their pronouneiations and
intonations.
At present, 10 faculty members
comprise the staff of the Modern
Language Department. Members
of the faculty have made many
outstanding contributions in the

field of language study.
Dr. Wesley Goddard is co-author
with Dr. Paul Roberts of "Preface
to Composition" (Harper, 19481,
i a textbook for English composition.
In 1932 Dr. Boris Gregor). founded Iota Delta Phi, the French
honor society, and has been its adviser since that date, lie became
OffIcier d’Academie by decree of
the French Ministry of Education
in 1948.

The French honor society, Iota
Delta Phi, which celebrated its
25th anniversary this year, has
presented an impressive number
of French plays.
The Spanish national honor
society, Sigma Delta Pi, sponsored
by Dr. William Moellering, has
also been active with plays and
other programs offered in the
Spanish language.
The German club, Der Deutsche
Verein, sponsored by Dr. Theodor
Verhaaren, has likewise presented
German plays and programs in
German.
The El Circulo Castellano, a
Spanish club organized by students
interested in the Spanish language,
celebrated its second anniversary

LANGUAGE SOCIETIES
Approximately 600 students are
enrolled in language classes in
French, German. Spanish, Italian
and Latin, The Modern Language
Department offers the A.B. degree in three major foreign longuages French, German and SpanL. C. NEWBY
on April 1. 1957.
... Language Dept. Head ish.

160 SO. FIRST STREET

CYpress 2-8426

SAN JOSE
IF THE SHOE FITSMenibers of the S.15 Police School are shown
comparing foot size* during a recent crime deteetion lecture. This is
one of the many aspects of criminal apprehension taught b) instructors (.1 the Police School staff.

SJS Police School
Observes 17th Year

By LYNDELL MANLEY
"When the history of professional training for policemen is written.
you will be given credit for initiating the first pre-employment police
school in these United States," wrote August Vollmer, late police chief
of the Berkeley Police Department in a letter dated April 26, 1940, to
SJS President Thomas W. MacQuarrie.
Vollmer, considered to be the "father of the modern cop," also
indicated that the "police curriculum offered at SJS is’ without doubt
--4the very best program offered anywhe re ,n the country.’
/\’
Some 17 years later. the Police
School at SJS still exists. and 1,
constantly striving to maintain
. standing as one of the top poll,
schools in the U.S.

ursing Dept ,
Offers B.S. ,
’R.N.’ Degrees

Established October 2. 1930, w:(
George H, Brereton as di!:
By CECELIA HANSEN
the SJS Police School has One of the most recent departments organized at SJS is the De- outgrown its needs owing to ti ,
partment of Nursing, set up in volume of new students intereste.1
work.
1953 with Miss Grace E. M. Staplein police
Currently heading the departas head.
The first students were admin. ment is Willard E. Schmidt.
ed to the new collegiate program 1945 graduate of SJS and
leading to a B.S. degree in nursing partment head since 1946. SchruiL:in the fall of 1955. At that time 52 and his staff have outlined ..
students registers-ti for the pro- course of instruction for police all
penology majors which they fc:
gram
Graduates will be eligible to . offers valuable training for s!:.
apply to the State Board of Nurse dents interested in a police care,Examiners for he registration ex=
Becoming enrolled in the pokaminations. Those who pass will school is no easy task.
be qualified to use the letters R.N
The applicant Is required to !
after their names. They also will
obtain a character elea ranee
be qualified to apply to the State
from the Chief of Police in his
Department of Public Health for
communit
Resides the regular
a Public Health Nursing Certificollege personnel tits required.
cate which, if granted. make
special pollee tests are taken and
them eligible for the School Nurse
must sulimit to a
the at
Credential.
rigorous character in%estigation.
MATERNITY CARE
Firs t course in the nursingl The police school currently h
major is maternal and child health seven assistant professors of
in which students study the family lice on the staff. However. sever
in its community setting including of the instructors are not en
nursery schools and family ser- ployed full-time since: they ser:.
vices, and learn to care for in other capacities. One of thc
mothers going through the preg. ’ is J. R. Blackmore, San Jose poll,
chief, who instructs in police (,
nancy and delivery cycle.
A program in nursing edu- ganization and administration.
cation a. established in 1916
One of the most interesting sunder the Di% ision of Natural tions of the police school is t:
Stlence. Rut in line %%Oh modern Police School Staff which Is op.trends, it separate Heim rtment ated solely by students. The st.c
of Nursing IA
organited in . lists as its purpose "to assist ;
the administration of the polo ,
1953 so that s.P might offer
nursing ediwat ion at the col- school, to aid in obtaining poll:
employment and to act as studerc
legiate IC% it.
At present. the staff is headed representatives for the school."
by Miss Staple who came to SJS
In addition, the staff super-v!,,
in 1953.
.
the wearing of the uniform
OTHER STAFF MEMBERS
students, handles all matters cur.
Other staff members include cerning part-time employment. Cr
Miss Carol Keefe who was form- forces school regulations and ruh
erly assistant director of the Div- and maintains records of stude(
ision of Nursing in the San Jose act iv dies.
Health Department. :01f. has hi-en
Schmidt huts cuiphasi/ed ti,.
at SJS since 1955 and is Millf1111importance of the stintents maio
sit& for the Public Health Niirslainiog the Police staff with...?
ing courses.
At the end it
afl%a...istanee.
Mrs. Rizpah Lindstrom reeeived
’.I alt 5’ ibm
semester.
the
each
of
her B.S. from the University
report lit its Nell% ities for the
California and her M.S. from Stan.
semester to the Pollee School
ford.
Mrs Helen Stevens came to the director.
According to Schmidt there a,
Department of Nursing in 1956
from the Department of Health adequate instructors for the 2, police and penology majors h.
and Hygiene.
Miss Helen Steyaert raffle tr. not enric:.:h spare. The school h
F.IS in 1955 with a master, de.,:ree a fainsidersible amount of seientil,
from the University of Washington equipment such as a lie &Seri And Miss Hazel Tay-lor came in and comparison microscope who
1986. Mrs. Laura Mae Douglass, it has no place to house. Ms(
assiittant direetor o I many crime exhibits and erin
Tiinnetly
Santa Clara County methods COilld 114. PIA to use as I
at
Writing
i sufficient laboratory space.
tikaipital, (Arnie het e in 1956.
is

o the STUDENT BODY -ALUMNI -FACULTY
OF

SAN JOSE STATE

OUR SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS
- WE KNOW HOW PROUD YOU MUST FEEL TO BE A PART OF STATE’S CENTURY
OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS. MAY WE SHARE IN YOUR PRIDE AND EXPRESS
OUR WISH THAT FUTURE YEARS WILL BE EVEN MORE REWARDING FOR ALL OF YOU.

Fine Arts Display
Features Rare .
Italian Books

Salute to Progress
44 out inued from page ler
Greece by Harris .1. Hooras,
president of the American
rmindation for Greece. Dr. E.
Panagor
las, assistant professor of history, will make the
acceptance ...lapel’ in Greek.
The San Jose State College Symphonie Band, under the direction
of Robert Y. Hare, assistant professor of music, will provide the
musical background for the Convooat1on, and the A Capella Choir
also, will perform.
Other activities during the first
day inchide a luncheon for delegates at Hotel Sainte Claire. with

t hell, will be a private vi,’ rig of
rin exhibit* of Incunabula and ran
books from the collectiog of Frank
de Belle, at the main ’Ala of t no
Library,
Monday. May 6, a noon luncheon for retiring and emeritus
faculty will be held at the Hotel
De Anza. "Green Grow the Lilacs,"
again will play in the College
Theater at 8:15 p.m.
The following day’s activities
will consist of ’ a lecture on- early
Italian printing by Frank de
Bellis in Room 55 of the Main
Building; a Centennial Recognition Dinner in the Empire Room
of the Hotel Sainte Claire, honoring faculty and townspeople who
have given valuable service to
the college; and a continuation of
the College Theater production of
"Lilacs."
ALL-COLLEGE DAY
Centennial events for students
will be emphasized Wednesday.
May 8, an all -college day. The
annual Pushcart Relays-Parade
will be held at the Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds at 3 p.m. and
a Centennial Barbeque will follow
at 5:30 p.m. in the Exposition Hall
at the Fair grounds. Dancing until
9:30 p.m. will be the highlight.
See separate story pager lA for
complete account of Student activities during the celebration.,
May 9, Open House and Exhibits will he held from 1-5 p.m.
ROY E. SIMPSON
and from 7-9 p.m. Also "Aladdin
... State Superintendent and his Wonderful Lamp," will
play in the Studio Theater at 4
Dr. Wahlquist presiding. Presen- p.m. Highpoint of the evening
tation of the "Spirit of Sparta" will he an 8 p.m. Symposium,
essay awards will be made at the "One Hundred Years of Public
luncheon by 9eorge E. Johnson, Education," which will he held
vice president of nce American In the Concert Hall of the Music
Foundation for Greece.
Building.
A dedication ceremony will take
Participants in the Symposium
place at 3 p.m. at the corner of will be Dr. Robert N. Bush, proFourth and San Antonio streets, fessor of education. School of Edwhen the San Jose historical ucation, Stanford University; Miss
Society will erect a Historic Mark- Helen Heffernan, chief of the
er. That evening. the Speech and bureau of elementary education,
Drama Department will present state department of education; Dr.
"Greep Grow the Lilacs," in the Harold Spears, superintendent of
College Theater to invited guests schools in San Francisco.
only.
Friday May 10. will be dominCENTENNIAL CONCERT
ated by the Centennial Ball, to be
Friday, May 3, will be devoted held in the Civic Auditorium from
to the Centennial Concert at which 9 p.m.-1 a.m. Anotirr feature will
Miss Dabs, mezzo soprano of the be a living groups open house at 4
Berlin State Opera Company, and p.m. In addition, the Chamber of
the College Symphony Orchestra Commerce will hold a Luncheon at
and Chorus will perform beginnihg noon at the campus barbecue area.
at 8 p.m. Earlier in the day a ALUMNI HOMECOMING
Concert rehersal, open to selected
The final day of the celebration
music students from Santa Clara will be the Alumni Homecoming
County and San Jose City Schools, day. The annual spring alumni day
will be held.
dinner dance at the Santa Clara
Saturday, May 4, Centennial County fairgrounds will be featuractivities will Include an ft a.m. ed. Also. a Symposium. "The ComAir Fair, presented by the Aero- mon Denominator forsEducation
a Child- History, Literature or PhilosoMud les Depal men(
ren’s Theater production of phy?" will be held in the Student
"Aladdin and His Wonderful Union. Speakers will be Dr. Arturo
Lump." at 10:30 a.m. in the B. Fallico. Dr. David P. Edgell
Stlidio Theater; and an 8:13 p.m. and Dr. E. P. Panagopoulos.
Centennial Exhibits and Open
production of "Green Grow the
Lilacs," In the College Theater.. House in all college departments
May 5, from 3 p m. to 5 p.m will he held from 2-3 p.m.

ont Mimed from page II)
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Gals Were Sporty
n Early Tinies

drama presentation Performaamail
will be on May 4, 9, 10, 11,
By DONN.41 BL.7.124
Over seventy California artists
Women at SJS were given a in the organization’s growth. Duirwill feature work in the "California Artists 1957" exhibition to sporting chance as early as 1909 inc this period the Wornen’s Block
be held in the Library Study with a women’s intermural basket. S J. Society was formed as an
ball competition and a team that ; honorary club for women who had
Room from May 1 through 11.
played Chico State in its hug ’ earned the official monogram and
Artists who have been invited
;:iia, did , sweater in athletics. Other activgame. But not for nine
to participate in the exhibit were
these sports activities become a ities of the year included playdays,
selected from nominations made
VVAA Day, interclass Field Day
student organization.
by museum directors, gallery diChristmas dituThr.
However, in 1918 t h e Girls’ afIrl
rectors, and art critics throughout
Athletic Assn. was formed and
ell1/the state.
Vie 1’1441111g that plikrisli
track and tennis were added as
tiltiirll and snorts %ter.. ror naIl
The exhibition is divided into
part of the sports program And
brought about an In.
NOIllel)
three categories; oil paintings,
along with this came more comcrease in the 00000 tint of snorts
watercolors and mixed media, and
petition with other schools in the
otteretl, Sports offrrerl at that
drawings and prints. Artists select
anea such as COP, Stanford. Cal.
Thousands of San Jose state their own entry and the only reits
k
lime are nitwit Ihe
CENTENNIAL FLAG leAISING
State
Francisco
San
ifornia
and
inner
quad
the
minded
into
College. students and faculty mesobers
striction is that the size not exare today. They included baseNormal School.
to witness the initial raising of the offieial College flag in tribute ceed four
bask. l ball, tennir,
feet square.
’’The promotion of phy.4eiti efto SJs’s 100 years of pioneering Lu education. Dr. John T. %Vahlquiret,
lisll.
Cash prizes totalling $875 will
president, unfurled the gigantic white add goid silken Dag at hia
fleleney and an interest in
hockey anal interprellee dance,
full semester convocation. An liffieial honor guard escorted the flag be awarded. The jury of judges
women id
to the filleilker’N platform for the grand premier. Later the flag was Includes, Thomas Carr Howe Jr.. athletics among the
known as "Orchesls.olJose
State
Teac
C
hers
San
hoisted up the flag pole beneath the Flag 01 the United states of
of
the
Palace
director.
California
is
flag
displayed
The
From 19-1(1 to 19.17, the AssoeiAmerica and that of the State of California.
urge by priu Wing at. opportimit u
Legion of Honor; Alfred Frank- ’
on special evasions.
for eery girl to partivipate in abed Women’s Activities was
enstein, art critic for the San Mime form of aetkitv." na the
formed as a combination of WAA
Francisco Chronicle; and Millard slated purpose of the %%omen’s and the Associated Women StuSheets, artist. Richard F. Brown,
Athletic Assn. %%hen it was dents. Swimming and reheats.
chief curator of art at Los Angeles formed In 1911.
were the two big activities of
County Museum of Art, has been
The year 1924-25 was a big one this.period.
named as an alternate juror.
The exhibit will be open to the
public from May 2: an invitational
showing will be held on May 1.
Judd 61 HI
The Centennial Concert will be
San Jose State’s Alumni Associ- and San Carlos Street
The staff, too, has increased held in the Civic Auditorium at
ation has the unique distinction
of being the only such organiza- with a new alumni field direc- 8 p.m. on May 3. Irene Dabs,
tion in California’s educational tor to be added on June I. The Mezzo-soprano of the Berlin State
system that is self-supporting: Association now pays all of Its Opera Company and a San Jose
State graduate, will be featured.
that is, the only Alumni group own bills, buys its own supplies
that does not receive part of or all and equipment, and pays the She will be accompanied by the
of its support from college funds. salaries of its employees. The college Symphony Orchestra and
college furninhes the room for Chortle.
The Alumni Association has
the offleen.
Miss Delis was graduated from
been in existence at the college
for
Among the various activities ac- San Jose State in 1946 with distool;ng
ye . ^
bees
tr...
ocb
since 1875 but was not a fulltime
of roll, 1.....ur;ous Angora. Ftw
complished by the Association in tinction and honors in music. She
. ..ade
working force with its own offices
teep thorn
places,
.n..e.tert
In
two
past years is the Memorial studied voice with Maurice
until 1951.
whoa worn down grit% a
..00rh
Chapel. This project was inspired Thompson and piano with William
turned op. 25% Angora.
led
cull
or
The Association has enjoyed by the Association members and
Erlendson, both associate profes3S% Wool and 405, Nylon stays
this independent status since was built largely through contrilook;ng 411er repealed tub or
sors of music.
1931, and prior to that time was butions from alumni, together
iasiorioslhinsl ges
sirashinq
ri-srhin
Miss Drills made her debut in
i,,,td
an,
In shrink 1,
tended carefully by faculty with funds from the student body
March singing in Verdi’s "Don
members as extra -curricular ac- and facqlty. This was one of the
portrayed
in
which
she
Carlo"
SIZES
tivities. In 1931, however, the first major projects undertaken
$100
Princess Eboli. According to New
9 TO ii
college hail grown to such swol- by the Association.
York newspapers she received a
PER PAIR
len proportions that the faculty
The Portal Memorial Scholar- prolonged ovation following her
bee a m,’ overburdened with ship was started by the Associarendition of the aria "0 Don
"extra" tasks, and the college tion in November. 1953, in memLOVELY PASTEL and DARK SHADES
Fatale."
administration advised the As- ory of the beloved late Spartan
Powder Blue
Frost White
sociation’s hoard of directors boxing mentor, Dee Portal. This
Dawn Blue
Black
that they must find a way of award is given annually to an
Maize
Oxford
supporting t he ni seines
or
Blonde
outstanding San Jose student.
Peppermint Plink
the honorary
Tau Gamma,
abandon the organization.
Brown
Cherry
The Alumni Illagazine. Sparwomen physical educaMint
Scarlet
It was a gqmble for the Board tan Review, is an outstanding mciety for
was
Aquamarine
Baby Blue
of Directors to take -in 1951, but Alumni publication which runs tion and recreation majors,
organized in 1926 to study the
they took it, and in January of between 16 and 20 pages.
eaftesaaiseasareefterare
different phases of physical eduthat. year opened -the first Alumni
taring Sisa,s
In the position of an indepen- ration work and to keep in conOffice on the campus, with a full- dent, the Association can devote
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
tact with graduates to augment
time, paid Alumni Director.
MI of its energies and time to their needs in the teaching proSince that time. the Association, helping San Jose State develop fession.
56 West Santa Clara ’Street
too, has grown, from 1200 mem- into .a greater college. It is to
Today Tau Gamma stresses high
bers to more than 5000 active sub- this end that the Association, led standards
between First and Market
of leadership, the proHOSIERY CO.
porters. The office has increased by its 15 man board of directors, motion of professional growth, and
San Jose
from one-room to a four-room is dedicated. A more active role high standards of scholarship.
quarters, located in the Social is being played now in all college
Science Building "N" at Seventh Weirs by the Association.

Alumni Maintain
Own Organization

P.E. Honor Group

Activities Climax With Ball

t and Ills Wonderful Lamp." on
(Continued from page In)
supplies background music for May 4. 9. 19 and 11 in the
Margaret Whiting, Peggy Lee, Studio Theater.
Students will have an opPorMel Tot-me and Kay Starr. Also.
he arranges for the Four Fresh- tunity to attend the President’s
men, the Modernnaires and J. P. Academic Convocation at 10 a.m.
Morgan, as well as having an ex- Wednesday morning. Two hundred
tensive background in both motion seniors will act as personal escorts to the visiting delegates and
pictures and television.
The bandleader’s appearance dignitaries from the nation’s colat the Ball will mark the second leges and universities during the
name band to play for S.IS academic procession from campus
to the Civic Auditorium. In ad11:1111.erS (luring this Centennial
Year, Earlier In the spring the dition, students from 13 la c k
hand of Jerry Grey played for Masque, senior women’s honor
the Junior Prom. Lea Brown society, and Tau Delta Phi, men’,
will play for the Senior Ball In
June.
-Die Centennial Ball is going
to be one of the big events of
the year, and the Social Affairs
Committee is working hard tab
stage a dance which long will be
remembered," according to Cal
Callawa y, SAC entertainment
chairman.
OPEN HOUSES
In addition to the concentrated
activities on May 8 and 10, living
groups will hold Open House the
afternoon of May 10 and the
morning of May IT, alumni homecoming day. There will be an Air
Fair, sponsored by the Aeronautics Department, May 4; a symposium, "One Hundred Years of
Public Education" on May 9: open
house at fraternities and sororities
FRANK DeV01
the afternoon of May 11; a 2:45
... Plays For Ball
p.m. concert by the College Music
Department. May 11: and exhibits’
fraternity.
honorary scholastic
NVerInesday through May 11,
will seat visitors at the Civic Audiontinidng performatives of
torium.
the speech and Drama DepartACTIVITIES
ment product ion of "Green CULTURAL
Repeated exhibits of Incunab(iron the Lilacs," iin May 2. 3,
4, R. 8. 9, 10 and 11 old he pre- ula, hooks printed before 1500,
’ seated In MY College Theater at and other rare books from the
R:13 p.m. The Department also Frank de Bellis Collection will be
the 4 hildren’s featured in the main foyer of the
present
will
library. A lecture by de Bellis
Theater production of "Aladdin

ANGORA
RIB -KNITS
by

ri "Early Italian Printing" also
is open to students on Tuesday,
May 7 at 10:30 a.m., Room 55.
Cultural activities for students
will be highlighted by the Centennial Concert at the Civic Auditorium at 8 p.m. on May 3. Mezzo soprano Irene Dalis of San

Jose will be featured. Miss Delis,
who will receive an honorary degree from the college at the
President’s Convocation, is a member of the Berlin State Opera
Company. She received top reviews at her debut with the Metropolitan Opera Co. in New York,

CONGRATULATIONS
to SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
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draping
Double indemnity ...
a swimsuit with
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fashion and figure
insurance!,
Dream colors
in Lashes. 10-18.

17.95
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California’s Oldest Real
Estate Board
1868 1957
SAN JOSE REAL ESTATE BOARD

185 So. 1st

When Have You Been to
_WILLOW GLEN?
Best Wishes from the Willow Glen Merchants to San Jose State!
Amosidimmumm

Sprouse -Reitz Company, Inc.
San Jose, California

114 Lincoln Avenue

5c - 10c - 25c

Bergman’s
Department Store

Store

We specialize in foods to take home
The Finest Dinners Served Here
Our Specialties Are:
Home Made Lasagne, Ravioli, Pizza
We Cater To Parties and Weddings

Alotfa Says "Thanks, Folks"

1365 Lincoln Avenue

Cy 2-5861

Residence: CYpress 4-3251

CYpress 2-1356

Phone CYpress 7-2688

School of Sewing

1173 Lincoln Avenue

Carpets and Draperies

little *ink Coat

Edith Brookmcyer

"Breeders of Tropical Fish"
Open Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12 to 6 p.m.
Monday Until 9 p.m.

Alotta’s
Delicatessen Cafeteria

Congratulations From

Accessories of Tomorrow

CYpress 5-6056

JERRY’S
Carpet Mart, Inc.

1186 Lincoln Avenue

Largest display of Tropical fish in
Northern California
Tropical fish, birds, fresh U.S. Gov’t insp. horse meat
Complete line of pet supplies
CYpress 3-11.01
D. P. Schiavo
1175 Lincoln Avenue
San Jose, California

31r. Cohn. Television

Zen(wipe

J

(!,\ ision Sales & tiers ire .

1177 Lincoln Avenue
1182 Lincoln Avenue

"Learn to Sew"

Elsie Shives

San Jose, California

Jerry N. Davis
Owner

(Willow Glen)
San Jose, California

CYpress 2-6447

1176 Lincoln Avenue

CYpress 2-0448

Opp. Garden Theatre

Best Wishes From Two Former Students!

CYpress 5-4622

1188 Lincoln Avenue

Tropical Fish Company

Clyde and Nancy Manley

ELISA’S

Manley’s Do-Nuts

Fashions In Yardage
"They’re Good"

"GOLD"---_-_-...-..-

in them Mar hills!

Son Jose, California

Elisa Mondora

Rentals

Repairs

Tbs. Spoo Shop

1; 1..SINE’S

,11,e, (den Finicer Shni,

Lincoln near Willow

Willow Glen

Phone CYpress 2-1750

Success For Another 100 From

Nader s

Valentine Sewing Clinic

1!26 Lincoln Avenue

Kay Wlach, Manager

A-1 Sewing Machine Company
Famous Pfaff Automatic Machines
Vol Smith

1115 Lincoln Avenue

CT 2-3469

San Jose, California

Half Moon Pizza Parlor
Finest Food Served Anywhere
Orders To Take Out

Featuring: Italian and B -B -Q Dinners

CYpress 7-1423

Willow Corner
Lincoln Avenue

Or CI 2-8312

Lamps and Shades

1172 Lincoln Avenue

Electrifying & Repairing of Lamps

San Jose 25, California

Your Convenience Location
Featuring PICK -PAY -PACK and Unusual Gifts

Maytag Washers & Ironers
O’Keefe & Merritt Gas Ranges
Hoffman TV
Westinghouse
Home Appliance’,
Packard -Bell TV

Phone CYpress 5-2340

San Jose
Phone

Props.

CYpress 7-2088

Bridals

FINE SHOES

A.L. "Pat" Pooler’s Jeweler
1389 Lincoln Avenue

Cocktails

Di Salvo Appliances
1310 Lincoln Avenue
San Jose, California
CYpress 2-6484

"If We Can’t Fix IfThrow If Away!!"

Formals

19 99
FAL S

Jewelry

Street Wear

inow

Cashi’s
"Willow Glen’s Newest Formal & Bridal Shop"
1378 Lincoln Avenue

CYpress

5-1175

Joseph S. Castello

Rose E. Biazzi

PrireSiii All10

Phone CYpress 5-5945

Best Wishes On Your Birthday

Hobby Shop

WILLOW CYCLERY

1314 Lincoln Avenue
Son Jose, California
CYpress 4-7074

Golden Rule Dry Cleaners

/Neff wail 1 .sed Bicycles 8, 1?cluiiring

and

.qtrirpetiol

Laundry

I% (’VS

ED PESTNER
Airplanes

H-0 Gauge

In at 9:00 A.M.

Engines - Cars
Archery
Craft Kits
Art Supplies

Ir vow! Spt tigni.ci

Supply

EAST FOOT HILLS
Lo flues Piazza
(Corner of Story & White Road)

From

Willow Glen Pharmacy
Tut’s AO

1376 Lincoln Avenue

J. Lemaigre

veSSIlfic.N..

Speed to

Two stores to serve you-WILLOW GLEN

San Jose, California

Perfumes

Wishes You Luck For The Future

THE COBBLER HOUSE

Happy Birthday From

1113 Willow Street
Don & Tony Ditri

1130 Lincoln Avenue
San Jose, California

Prescriptions

1110 Willow Street

San Jose, California

. May the next 100 years be
e Ial I 00
ds
as ilrie.pei

1335 Lincoln Avenue

Drugs

Sundries

swim suits

nn rnmprr. .

sport shirts
Gouclio’s

ken 1 loll ( .amI i

ON.1
P.V9PHILIE
STORE FOR MEN

belightfully Different
1316 Lincoln Avenue
,’in Jo

CYpress 7-2844
nil

Free Delivery

1341 Lincoln Ave.

We Give SRN Green Stomps

Son Jose, Calif.

CYpress 4-2615

For the man

CYpress 5.3646
-

Out at 5:00 P.M.

Manufactuied

.11

I Ill I iii I

\

.

Free Parking
1360 Lincoln Avenue

CYpress 2-0591
San Jose, California

^---,-,...,.IMIIM

Evening School Blazes New Trails
SJS Matches
Lore of State

Spaztattaity

By MIKE, BROWN

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

ALL IN IQ YEARS in the spirit of the West
an evening school became one of the largest
colleges in a pioneering nation, while a state became an empire, and a casual Spanish town grew
into a metropolis.
In the spirit of the West, after early years in
San Francisco, men built in the marshes of San
Jose town the largest and first California State
College. The names of George W. Minns, Leland
Stanford, James Reed, Glades H. Allen, Morris
Elmer Dailey, T. W. MacQuarrie and John T. Wahlquist are prominent.
An evening school became one of the largest
colleges in a pioneering nation, all in one hundred years, but George Minns probably didn’t
think that his weekly class for San Francisco
school officials in a Powell street basement would
be the forerunner of a school which in 1957
would enroll nearly 14,000 students.
While a state became an empire, a college
shared its lore. The sagas of the Donner Party,
the rush for gold, the earthquake, five great wars,
the age of the Carnegies, the depression, the introduction of Yankee hustle, are part of the College’s
history.
And a casual panish town grew into a metropolis in the fertile valley of Sainte Claire, at bay’s
end, between the mountains of the coast and the
mountains of the Teeter valley; again the College
shared its lore.
But the sunny,

pleasant days along the

1857

1957
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SJS Grows to Giant
From Modest Start
Its

Holt

CRAFT

In the beginning of San Jose State’s long history, the institution which was called San Jose
State Normal School was a little lonely.
In 1871, when the school moved to San Jose
from San Francisco, the city of San Jose gave it
24-acre site know as Washington Square, in the
center of the city, which has continued to be its
location to the present day.

But in those days only a few scattered homes
and stores stood along the Washington Square
area, and there were practically no homes on the
muddy streets which connected First and Market
streets, which were not much more than cowpaths
themselves.
This was the start of the normal school in
San Joseone lonely buildins in Washington
Square.
The cornerstone of this first
normal school building was laid
Oct. 20. 1870, in ceremonies conducted by the Grand Lodge of
Masons of the state. On July 7,
1872, the normal school occupied
the building, but only used five
rooms of the first floor at the
beginning.
It took almost seven yearn to
complete the building. but the
finishing touches were applied in
1876 at a total cost of approximately $28,1.00()

Burned in 1880

El

Camino Real have not quite been shouldered out
by Yankee hustle. The past and the present are
seen in the conglomerate, red tiled buildings
which ramble about the gray, straight -edged
structures of a streamlined age. Though palm
trees grow out of concrete -bound patches of
felt earth, the spirit of the early pioneers has
lived through ten decades.
IN THE SPIRIT OF THE WEST, the pieneers
built an institution, the growth of which is recorded in its narngs: Minns Evening Normal School,
San.francisco, 1857; Normal School of California,
San Francisco, 1862; California Normal School,
Ski Jose, 1870; San Jose State Nocrnal School,
1887: State Teachers College of San Jose, 1921;
and San Jose State College, 1935.
The present college was built on low, marshy
adobe which had traces of alkali. A few scrub oaks,
yellow mustard and that pioneer family of weeds
constituted the landscaping. Out of this, neo-classical gardens and tall redwoods evolved. But as
new build.gs rapidly become the main produce
from the earth, who’s to doubt that nature may
ripeat itself:
What of the men who built the College? The
signature of Leland Stanford, as governor of the
state of California, made the college a reality:
the land of James Reed, a survivor of the Donner
Party, provided the Washington Square site; and
the efforts of 17 college presidents have kept SJS
alive.
Eastern men predominately have been the
College’s presidents pioneers in the West.
they have been an interesting lot
prison
chaplains, ministers, members of the Vigilance
Committee, bankers, Harvard men, and men
without college degrees.
New Englander Ahira Holmes was the first
president frc n 1862-1865. During his early years
in California :le was a member of San Francisco’s
famous Vigilance Committee.
A Harvard graduate, George W. Minns, was
president from 1865-1866. He came to California
via Cape Horn. The third president, Henry P.
Carlton, 1866-1867, was a New England farm boy
who was graduated from Vermont University. In
1835, he too came
’round the horn.- In later
years, after his presidency, he was associated
(Continued on page 2, Historical Section)
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The three -at orled is o to
structure was of Romanesque
architecture iilth 4.11111.141. details,
and the main part of the
ling
114141 11 frontage of fin feet. sur15040411-11Igh
d
by
a
lower.

The main entrance faced west.
and the first floor included the office, recption room, five classrooms, room for apparatus and the
lihrai-y
The .seerind floor had three

Class of ’68
Reported
Rock ’n Roll
Earthquakes have played an important roll in trw history of San
Jose State,
Marietta Gould Biwa, class of
1869 reported of a quake: "Very
little apparatus, and that very
primitive, was furnished us in
those days. The great earthquake
of October 1868 demolished our
largest and most valuable ’aid to
learning’ - the mannequin, greatly
to the disappointmert of the Physiology claws."
State Supt. 0. P. ’Fitzgerald
said in a dedication speech in
1870, "We must begin at the beginning (in forming a method of
education). First in this structure
is the concrete foundation, harder
than granite, capable of resisting
the heaviest earthquake ’shock, and
incombustible by any heat short
of the final fires of the last day."

classrooms. a

smaller recitation
room, a music and museum room,

and a normal hall.
The front half of the thlrd
flour wa% lecture room and the
rear part rontained gallerie of
the normal hall twlow. .1 haw,meat I lllll sed fuel and engine
supply
r.% bins. rye runloll
rooms, and fireproof %antis.

I lies "ginde Si) Sall 410,,

pealing in 1872, described t

a

1.tu..411.41.
KII44TV VilcAltaS A440
hire *hove nits thr normal School In !WMpredecessor of present day San Jose State College. The
building, burned on Feb. 10, 18740. A plaque (upper
photo) donated hy the Class of 1955 trace% the
development of the college from an ciening school
to one of 1114 largest colleges in the United states.
Brion is a photograph of the Inner timid, sl
ang
the Mt. Hainilton Range in the background. The
game photo amwars lily the rover of the Santa tiaraSan Jose telephone directory.

Campus Today

ldest Department
Celebrates Growili

e
building as "spariouls en,)tigh to
,iccomeidate all the pupils in the
stale for a century to come"
111EV
ORTSE.
D
FIRE
But on Feb. Iff 1RRO, Just four
I years after its final completion,
; the building was completely dentroyed by a d
blaze, but
tsailun
the school officials wasted no
time in taking steps to replace the

no rimoan1

th
new

b uilding hrsin Just three

th%

By DOt
1111,1.
,
o
a
c
u
,""
?
then
oldest and
aread
74"
after E
lb’ fir"’ ami
San Jose
lar- i
in t
session
in the
1851. the second normal school
gest of the departments at San public schools
Jose State, has come a long way
One hundred year% a go the
.11..1,1..141i:1,g ,0153;36’7uun11)1"" it
in the past 11)11 years. From a erni11114441 in teacher training
tile college had
class of "five ladies and one gentle.
taken temporary residence in the
man," who were graduated during
high school now Hornet. Mann
Lincoln’s (Abraham, that is) adSchool) then on Santa Clara
ministration, the current enroll St rect.
ment in the department is close to
Ionic in style, this building
4000 students.
housed on the first floor, various
San Jose is by far the largest of
classrooms, two large training
the teacher training institutions
rooms, a library, reception room,
in the state, as well as being the
and of f
oldest.
44144r) had 10 u-lassThe
More than 700 persons a year ,
rouums, un usa. nibty h4111 arid
receive credentials along with
’multi offices. The third rta.r
their diplomas, in Kinder-cart’s
, and :in imhoused a muse
Primary, Elementary, Junior thigh.
mense siater lank. ’in ornate
Special Secondary and General
bell tosser rose alien e the thid
Secondary teaching areas.
floor.
Fifty full time instructors give
Another structure, the old San
a multitude of courses within th.,
Jose State Normal training school.
education field, while forty in.
was erected in 1R91 beside the
strurtors have dual appointment..
second main buildinc. This building survised the 1906 earthquake
with nothing worse than loosened
plaster

meaning they serve in educateal
as well as in some other academic

department on campus.
The "Pioneers for 100 Years"’
theme of the Centennial celebration is nowhere more sividly exemplified than in the Education
Department, which has pioneered
new and improved methods,
courses, and techniques in the

NEIN

mum)

new training school,
concrete structure.
was built and Inv, old building was
,ised for other purposes until 1933,
w hen it 44s."4, (lest royed
The bonding, erected af a
cost of 537.000. %%311 of Moorish
Remit...1m e architectural stile,
isith a slate roof and Is,,, tossers.
thr ta.ger osier, 110 feet high,
slapi:r.e.ilnths.aSnt. Carlos St lind the
%m ailer one, I nn feet high, faced

In 1911, a
DR. WILLIAM G. SWEENEY
a two-story
. . . Education Dept. Head

en niethedeleo of Ifai fling To
day. after leap. of (hang*. and

experiment, the t,tbientien fir
field of teacher education.
-Educational TV. a relatively MN/ partment aims to train the pros
r Ii, eilm ate hr
development. is one of the latest pee t is e t at
innovations which the Education whole Mkt, iii rilatIon to his
Department is hoping to utilir
siscieti, In .vilditIon to Elitism him
emir.
in this training: Contingent upoi, A welt reignited
approval by the State Leginlatine. Mien.
I the college will get facilities and
The tremendous growth of the
The building inchubd 15 class.
’equipment to stage cloned circuit
nation has led to an astounding in. rooms, a gymnasium, main hall.
TV broadcasts on campus, a nd
crease in the demand for teachers, and basement. Called the "annex."
through the use of a mobile unit,
which the college is attempting to the school had its main entrance
classes in Education on caminor
will he able to "look in’’ on classes;
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SJS Blazes Trails

Oldest Dept.
iEnrolls 4000
In 100th Year

’Loom enrollment period.
(Continued from page I)
C.
../ L
AN EVENING SCHOOL became one of
J C.
with the San Francisco Chronicle."
(Continued from page I)
largest colleges in a pioneering nation during
Virginian. George Tait, 1867-1868, first wits espast 100 years. Its beginning was shaky.
sociated with the French Bank in San Francisco.
State Supt. Andrew J. Moulder recommended
Tait was a warm,advocate of religion in the school.
meTete aincshTli:arel "cr.HuYi:inent confer...
the establishment of a State Normal School in
and thought ’he banishment of all religious in.
owes. at which leaders in edu.
1859-60, and on May 2, 1 862, the legislature. I xiiesT
I
et.Ass...rh,. )11tIllg Is lies and 0114. grill e- via* just the begi ming of a series ofmat,
institutional
struction from the classroom was, a slur on the
couege.jcation. business, and the other
passed
an
act
creating
a
Board
of
Trustees
of
1
man"’comprisea
tee
5.’
opening
elass
of
the
Sti
changes
that
gre
y
into
San
Jose
comrre.nity..he
of
morals
meef and discuss ways
Normal School on July 21. lad:- George W. Minns
Minn’s school was followed ht California state’ professions
a state Normal School and authorized a Normal
Fifth president was Dr. William Lucky. 1868.
founded the San Francisco Evening
School.
Normal1857
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1873, who was from Kentucky. Lucky was a regforerunner of San Jose State
Jo
people
theory and practice of teaching of such citizens
en may 2, 1562 the State Legislature adopted his
State College. Enrollment of 10,000 in 1937 Is quite ing teachers have become a reguular minister of the Methodist Church and is reof this state as may desire to engage as teachers
seho_ol_lios_a_SIate Normal School. This legislation
an liscrease over the six students of 1882.
Iliar feature of the dtive for more
sponsible for the building of a Chapel in San
in the public school thereof.Quentin prison. Because of his interest in prisand better gratified teachers.
Expectmg a large enrollment, the trustees set a
oners, Lucky was Sari Quentin chaplain two
Depart nil-litt 7it
:ta
The Fhic
of
-with
from
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students,
limit
one
60
each
Sundays out of each month.
,
sfs is disided into Elementary
county." The enrollment fee was $5 for those who
president who didn’t go to college,
Department.
Secondary
ani:t
d id not receive gratis entrance. Other requirements
A
Cries H. Allen, 1873-1889, the sixth president, is
ile the too departments have
a
female
stated
that
must
admission
for
student
the
remembered by college historians as one of
simila- goals. they are each au
be 15 years of age or osssr. and a male must be 18
greatest presidents. Allen shares with Henry Brace
ing articles of clothing for the tary, treasurer, representatives large and rumple.% that a head
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over.
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or
Norton. a natural sc’ence teacher, what is perhaps
"AWS for every girl and every service men through t he R e il from each class and from all wo- for each department is needed.
school had to sign a contract stating that they
the most prominent monument at SJS. The large
girl for AWS" is the slogan that Cross.
men’s organizations on campus.
would devote their entire life to teaching.
.
Dr. Gervais W. Ford heads the
rock in the Outer Quad bears a plaque honoring
was adopted along with the crar
Black Masque, a current ram Presently, the women of 5J5
Six students showed up for the first class
Secondary Department, while Dr.
the two men.
tion of the Associated Women sponsor a week of women’s
in
was
started
organization,
pus
man and five women. First students included ..
Lowell G. Keith heads the ElemenThe memorial plaque was placed by the class one
a d
in 1922 and is still used activities called Women’s Week, I 1930 for the IS top honored
Agusta Fink, San Francisco: Ellen Grant, Nevada
tary Department. Dr. William G.
of 1884 on the 15th anniversary of their gradtoday.
Spartan
senior women. hi 1932
rh earned
jeeThet,r
They
e
havelmi
r ,,titiotlDid
isprtit.n
County:: Ellen L. Baldwin, Contra Costa County:
Sweeney is head of the Division
uation. Both men are cited as pioneers in California
Spears, honoring* sophomore woThe coordination of women’s
Emily L. Hill, San Francisco, Nelle Hart, San Franof Teacher Education,
education. Together they went into the rural dis, organizations on campus ahd the W ((((( en’s Week is an awou.,,dt.
men, was formed. Other AWS
cisco: and Frank G. Randle San Franc: ’7.
tricts of the state and urged young people to seek
Directed or student I teaching
offering of social and cultural ac- Or teiter-t:$pe of water actiA its.
organizations are WAA and
Fire and earthquake have played an importa higher education. They were described by the
is one of the most interesting
tivities to the women students is a chapel serlre, a dance. as
Panhellenic Council.
ant part in the history of San Jose State College
Class of 1884 as -Lovers of Nature, Truth and
one of the main objectives of NO
Standing committees of AWS courses within the department. In
show and tea and March
after its move to Sari Jose in 1870. In an essay
God."
AWS. The organization also strives Melodies, ishich is a %MIK. Ii’s- are Big Sister, Publicity, Inter- this course students spend several
Ruth
Guppy,
class
of
1880,
described
the fire
a week in classroom pracNew Yorker, C. W. Childs, 1889.1896, was the
to coot-ierate with the student body thaI
to sill women’s thing collegiate Association of Women hours
which took place on Feb. 10, 1880.
next president. Ch’ilds has the distinction of being
’ in all matters pertaining to the groups.
Students, Student Activities Board, tice teaching. )under the direction
On the morning of Feb. 10, fire bells rang out students. life at colic ge. t a
of the resident faculty at the
the only president who was graduated from this
AWS also sponsors the annual and the representative to the
the burning of the Normal building. Firemen ap- strengthen the spirit of unity tnd
particular school to which they
college. The eighth president was A. H. Randall,
Committee.
Rally
peared. only to realize their inability to combat , good fellowship among the women Recognition Banquet given for the
are assigned.
1896-1899, a tall, bearded man from Maine.
associate
Dimmick,
Helen
Dean
successfully with the great tongues of flame en- students, to provide a medium 100 outstanding women students dean of students, is honorary adJames McNaughton, 1899-1900, was a graduThey also spend some tino
on campus. They also make favors
velopiro the *Qwer zind spreading over the roof, through
ate from Allegheny College and the University of
which the women may ex - for children and elderly poeple. viser of AWA. Mrs. Izetta Prit- each week in classes on e/I
"A great crash! And the roof and third floor
Michigan. Before becoming the ninth president of
chard, housing supervisor, is their evaluating the experienees which
press opinions on matters of in fell through, giving fresh impetus to the flames terest to them and to foster leader- They are sent to various hospitals adviser, a job she has held since they base bad, and dismissing
the College, he had been president of the Arizona
and provide entertainment to r
already at work in the laboratory and chemistry
State Normal School, Tempe, Arizona.
ship qualit
their problems and impressions
veteran’s hospitals. Other projects 1945.
rooms.
Morris Elmer Dailey, 1900-1919. in whose honor
In 1927 an activity calljd Co-Ed include sending clothes and
gained in their praetical work.
toys
leadership
Co-Rec
serves
as
a
The crippling earthquake of April 18, 1906 Capers was started. And from this
the main auditorium is named, was a giant in Sparto needy children here and in "lab" for the recreation majors
This is the first opportunity for
damaged the Normal School building which phoe- start grew the annually anticipattan history, according to S. Estelle Greathead in
nixed from the burned ruins of the first building ed night of fun now known as Europe. and also raising money for., and minors as well as weekly ac- prospective teachers to .experience
her book, -Story of an Inspiring Past.- Dailey
the Community and Campus tivities for all students. Badmin- teaching "from the other side of
was dominant, but not dominating, the book says. ’to such an. exteet that it was torn down with the Revelries. Also. from a dinner
Chests.
ton, volleyball, ping pone, basket - the desk." and it proves to be a
Legislature voting appropriations of $29,000 to that was given in honor of the
Dr. Dailey is credited with helping to create the
AWS officers include the presi- ball, table games and dancing are very interesting, if somewhat
erect temoprary buildings.
nationwide reputation of the college as a teacher
freshmen girls h a s arisen t h e
hectic. -;emester.
WHILE A STATE became an empire, a college present Big and Littlt, Sister dent. two vice-presidents, secre- part of their activities,
training institution.
shared its lore. A symbol of opportunity is seen Party which is held each semester
Lewis B. Wilson, 1919-1920. was acting presi,
in the triple archway which spans the main en- to acquaint freshmen women with
dent after Dailey’s death. Popular with the students,
trance to the inner clued. From an initial enrollment other SJS coeds,
he was called -Louie gen."
of six, the college has grown .with California to a
William Webb Kemp, 1920-1923, was the only
’Other past activities of AWS
secient b7,civ more than 2000 times that size,
SJS president who was a native Californian. Born
(ENDING ONE CENTURY
BEGINNING ANOTHER!)
included a Mothers’ Tea, a dance
in Placerville, the heart of the gold country, Kemp
San Jose State’s most famous graduate is
called the Women’s Jinx, a rooting’
was responsible for the collegiate standing being
Edwin Markham, the poet who wrote "The Man
section organized in 1930 at the
granted the normal school in 1921. Later, he bewith the Hoe." And what of Miss Lou Henry, who
first mass meeting of all women
came dean of education at the University of
became the wife of the 31st president of the ’students a n d parent-student-fecCalifornia.
United States, Herbert Hoover. There is Henry , uity meetings.
The 13th president was Alexander Richard HerSuzalo, class of 1895, who became president of
In 1949 AWS combined with
on, July -September 1923, who was a Canadian.
the University of Washington. The list of famed ,
the Wornen’s Athletic Assn, to
After serving as acting president here, he became
graduates is long. Time will make more recent
rea t e t he Assotiated Women’s
Director of Finance for the State of California.
graduates immortal.
The College has grown from a teaching staff -4* Acthitles. This union lasted onFollowing Heron, Edwin R. Snyder, 1923-1925 beDI 1947 when ANN.: and WAA
came president. Snyder first came to State to esone to a staff of more than 550. Once, only classes
tablish the Manual Arts Department.
in education were offered. Now, more than 2150 again became separate emit ies.
During these set en years AWA
M. F. Minssen, 1925-1927, the 15th president,
classes in all fields of learning are offered.
is described as, "young enough to be fully in
A CASUAL TOWN grew into a metropolis, all sponsored and financed a swim ,’in one hundred years. A historical sketch written in ming club, Spartan Spinners,
sympathy with the modern point of view, old
enough and wise enough and sane enough to
1889 reports that State Supt. 0. P. Fitzgerald hesis and a badminton club. "1
recognize the value of tradition."
urged the San Jose site for the first Normal School Campus Compass, the forerun!
because of the size of San Jose, -not so large as of "Spartan from the Start," k,
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie became college presi
to present the disturbance and temptations of a published by AWA from 1941
dent in 1927 when the school had a student body
city and yet large enough to offer suitable board- til 1945 when the administrati,,n
of 1500 and 77 faculty members. Under the leaing accomodations for students." Fitzgerald had took it over.
dership of present chief, Dr. John T. Wahlquist,
no way of knowing what a paradox his statement
who came in 1952, San Jose State has undergone a
World War II found bete...
five year expansion program and experienced a
would be ;n 1957,
400 and 600 AWS members ill
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_WS Offers Social, Cul-tural
Ac tbes To Women Students "

Congratulations

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

ollege Becomes Gigantic
(Continued from page 1)
facing Seventh St. and the west
entrance led across the -bridge of
sighs" to the main building. The
annex was used for about 4f;
years.
CAME THE TWENTIES
Then came the roaring twenties.
and with it came more buildings on
the college campus. In 1920. the
Morris Dailey Auditorium, named
in honor of Morris Elmer Dailey.
who was president of State from
1900 to 1919, was completed at a
cost of $80.000.
In 1924 the Manual Arts and
Homemaking buildings were finished, costing $129,799. The rerrecreation field ii as purchased!
from James D. Phelan in 192.1
for 120.000, ;laid on Feb. 10, 1926,
the college Health Cottage opened.
The training school was completed in 1929 at a cost of $88.351
This is now the Education Building and the I.ittle Theater.
Although the twenties brought
more bleb% buikling for the college, they also brought head Wile% to the administrator*: For
the projected esitanshin the college brought about a g relit debate.
It became evident that the six
square b locks lying between
Fourth and Seventh streets. and
San Fernando and San Carlos
streets would not be large enough
to provide ter a spacious campus.
with big lawns and beautiful trees
enhancing the area, so the suggestion was brought op to not
cernpus away from the eit:.
out to the country, where the college would have lots of coon’, -with
acres to build on
THE DEBATE CONTINUED
This debate went on for quite a
while, but Dr. Thomas W.
MaeQuarrie, president of San Jose
State for 25 years settled list’

question by standing steadfastly
for keeping the college here.
He maintained that in a business district, students would
have a better opportunity to obtain jobs. So the college stayed
In the business district.
One of the oldest buildings on
campus is a barn -like structure
that was erected in 1915 at a cost
of $20.000 as a "temporary classroom buliding." This is the present
headquarters of the Journalism
Depatrment.
MUSIC IN ’THE "BARN"
In the early days of the "barn,"
the Intermediate Department was
housed in it, but in 1929 the Music
Department was assigned the
anci...nt structure.
The Music Department ears
housed for 22 years in the
building, and its thin partitions
and open windows were no barriers to the sounds of practicing students, some of %%horn were
lifting their voices in song,
while othrrs Si ere impro% ing
their skill on VS r1011.4 11111141(111 in1

atrumentv.
In 1951 the old building had to

be abandoned as unsafe. This
startling action came when workers examining the roof found that
termites had practically eaten
away all of the supporting timbers
of the building.
The music classes were transferred elsewhere in the school, and
the old building was condemned.
nut elan, this was not to he
It,.’ dist h of the antiquated structure: for according to lame!,
Pratt, head of the 1.111111e Relations Department, t b e school
spent $30.000 ref111011,1111g, the
Journalism De1 building ter the
portment, which has occupied It
I San .1te:e State’s huge building
!program didn’t just originate
, overnight. Only in the last few

years have expansion plans been
so energetic.
DR. WAHLQUIST ARRIVES
Since 1952, when President John
T. Wahlquist came to the college,
the school has been carrying out a
large-scale building program.
But the building program goes
bark farther than that, for it
was In 1949 that the college
decided to -go-all-mit- to enlarge the facilities. This was
brought behold Ns much by
necessity as the desire to expand.
In May of 1949 San Jose State
College representatives met in
Sacramento to confer with state
officials on a proposed "master
plan" for future development of
the college campus.
This proposed master plan WWI
suggested in February of 1949
by Dr. Charles F. liurseh, in
charge of special programs at
State at that time.
The representatives had many
problems, and many good reasons
why State should expand.
FACILITIES CROWED
At the close of World War II,
SJS facilities were badly overcrowded enrollment had almost
doubled between 1944-45 and 194546.
In the fall of 1947, the enrollment etas riser 7000 stiidents.
The largest pre-war enrollment
had been about Mal. Fifteen temharracks buildings, totaling 77.900 square feet Of floor
space, had 11/.1.111 erected on the
Vallipii.. lint fall...I I,, meet the
toal reostirement of I tic- growing
’student poirlation.
From 1949 to 1952 the state
spent $5.772,372 to improve and
enlarge the campus, but that was
just the beginning.
HOUSES TORN DOWN
On Octboer 14, 1950, workers
began tearing down houses on

, Seventh street for the start of
the "ifinster plan." In this area
the site of the present 1W Building, which cost $756,700,
the Engineering Building, who trial cost ran to $577.000.
’
Miring thin period. the Speech
and Drains Building was ids,
completed at a coat of $1,282,00o.
Recently completed construct.
includes a $600,000 addition to
men’s gym, and a $1,400,000 librai;,
addition.
Nearing completion is the $2.629,615 addition to the Natural
Science building.
Under construction at the present is a $1,399,000 threestory
classroom and office building, and
an $803.000 twostory administration building.
Additional future expansion of
both physical facilities and academic and administrative personnel are foreseen for San Jose tn
the $9 million capital outlay bud- I
get outlined for the college in ;
Governor Goodwin J. Knight’s pro- ,
posed 1957-58 state budget now
under consideration by the legia!attire.
FUTURF. CAMPUS PLANS
Campus additions of six and
one-half blocks of land and five
new buildings Are included In
immediate future plans. The new
’buildings will he a $2,500,000 Industrial Arts Building; a $1,916
Art Building: a 8409.300 Factilt
Office Building; a $971,300 Ifeltith
Building: and a $650,000 Student
Activities Building.
RPaldra the new buildings that
will he springing tip, the five
year Man also inclitiles remodeling of the Main Building, art
%%frig, old Industrial Arts Budding, Home Economies wing and
the seienee Building.
outdoor physical education facilities will be expanded, and the
parking area will be greater.

on 100 Years
of turning-out-Leaders!

. . . Since the days of horse-drawn vehicles public
transportation facilities have served San Jose Normal
School and State College students while acquiring
their higher education.

As its predecessors
of the first 100
years
SAN JOSE CITY LINES
looks forward to
continuing service to
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE,
its students, and the
community in
the new century
now beginning!

SAN JOSE
CITY LINES, Inc.
860 W. San Caring Street
CY 14224
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Speech and Drama Departmentalized
In 1928; Had 12 Majors, 4 Instructors
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By MARY ANN BILLECI
Five worrien taught in the
speech arts field before 1928.
Elizabeth Lee Buckingham taught
oral reading and public speaking
in 1914. Clara E. Kuck joined the
English department in 1925 and
A CAPELLA CHOIRThe A Capella Choir, organized in 1931, has
Provided concerts for the college and its community faithfully for
28 years. William J. Erlendson directs the group. Music Department stuff members have composed music, written articles on composition and published instruction books for the benefit of the choir.
The Music Department sponsors the group.

Music Dept. Offers
Fine Performances

By BEVERLY REYNOLDS
Band and orchestra concerts, working towards an elementary
choir recitals and other fine musi- diploma were required to take a
cal performances are presented year of advanced study, and two
each year by the Music Depart- years of study for a secondary
ment.
diploma.
Music instruction became a
The Music Building, a spacious,
modern structure, is one of the separate department in 1916.
more recent additions to the San During the 1920’s ’George Matthews conducted a men’s ’ glee
Jose State College campus.
It was dedicated in impressive club and Earl Towner organized
ceremonies on December 3, 1953. a 20-piece niale student band.
An A.B. degree was author:
izkl in music education during
this period, and by 1928 the
department had seven members
on its faculty. Instruction was
offered in harmony, orrhestra,
glee club, piano, violin and coordinate subjects.
A four-year course allowed
the music major to teach or
persue graduate study.
The famous college A Capella
Choir was organized by Professor
William J. Erlendson in October
1931.
The Master’s degree with
specialization in music education
or theoretical and applied music
is available. Famous graduates include composers, singers and conductors such as Irene Dalis and
Carmen Cavallero.
The Music Department sponDR. HARTLEY D. SNYDER
sors the syMphony orchestra,
... Music Department Head
symphonic b a n d, A Capella
The cream-colored exterior is sur- Choir, men’s glee club, women’s
rounded by wide, well-kept lawns glee club and many small vocal
and neatly trimmed flower beds. and Instrumental ensembles.
Department organizations inThe modern interigr contains a
concert hall capable of seating clude Phi Mu Alpha, men’s honor575, persons, 36 practice rooms, ary fraternity and Mu Phi Epsieach with a piano, 17 offices and lon, a national professional sorority. The department also sponsors
17 classrooms and studios.
Among early music instructors the Music Educators National
at the normal school in the nine- Conference Club.
Dr. Hartley D. Snyder joined
teenth century were W. Elliott,
F. K. Mitchell, Dr. Crossetti and the staff in 1955. He obtained B.S.
and M.A. degrees from Ohio State
J. H. Elwood.
In 1912. Mary McDermott re- University and holds an Ed.D. deceived the first special diploma gree from the Colorado College
under the supervision of Ida M. of Education. From 1938-1955. he
Fisher, who was in charge of was head of the music education
department of the University of
music instruction.
At that time, music students Arizona at Tucson.

AFROTC Trains
In A.F. Specialties
Air Force ROTC Detachment
45 became an official AFRO’TC
unit in 1949 a’s a result of the
separation of the Air Force from
the Army. Prior to this the Army
and Air Force had been integrated
Into one unit since 1948.
The program parallels that of
the Army ROTC with emphasis
on Air Force specialties rather
than those of the Army. Previously, students entering the
program were required to choose
one of two programs. These
were the Operations Course and
the Supply and Maintenance
Course. One of the major
changes In the AFROTC curriculum eliminated the "option
plan," subst it ill ing a general
course of instruction designed
to teach each radel the basic
responsibilities of a commisslimed officer.
New officers now are being sent
to one or more of the various
Air Force technical or administrative schoola rather than to attempt to give the cadet specialized training while in college.
In 1953, a new curriculum was
Initialled which includes instruction
In "The Airplane and the Air
Age" and "Leadership and Air
Power Concept." Students also
study such courses as political
geography, problem solving, communications, Air Force history,
special weapons and navigaticn.

DR. HAROLD C. CRAIN
... Dept. Head
taught oral English and public
speaking. Gertrude Payne joined
the English department in 1892
and remained until 1920. She
taught public speaking.
Viola Mae Powell, instructor in
education ft’om 1924-1929. direc-

ted plays while she taught here
Virginia Somes Sanderson was the
first head of the Speech Arts
Department. She entered the English department in 1922 as a
teacher of Oral English. public
speaking and dramatics.
W’hen the Depart ment
Speech Arts began I unethaiing
In meptemher i994 there urn.
12 majors and four nod met ors.
deDr. Sanderson, head of t
partment, taught theater and
play product ion. Miss t la ra
Kuck taught oral evpresslon.
Miss Elizabeth Jenks taught
public speaking and Miss Sarah
Barrows was a part-time instructor in speech correction.
In 1929, Dr. Hugh \V. Gillis
joined the staff and taught Public
Speaking, debate, and drama. Dr.
Gillis became head of the department in 1937 and resigned in
1955 when he accepted his present
.post of Publicity director for the
department.
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher was added
to the staff in 1930. She taught
oral reading and public speaking.
She is still teaching the courses.
Dr. Kaucher was instrumental in
establishing public speaking as a
requirement for graduation.
Dr. Harold C. Crain became
head of the department in 1955.
There are 27 staff members for
the 1956-57 school year. From
12 majors in 1928 the depart-

ment novv ha.. 200 in various
fields of eniphasis added through
the years: Teacher training (the
original one), Drama -English,
Drama and Theater. Public
Speaking and Rhetoric. Radio
and Television.
A dramatic society functioned
intermittently at various periods
of the school’s history. It was first
organized in 1898 and changed its
name in 1918 to the San Jose
Players. In 1912 the society presented some Shakespearean
drama, modernized. Most of its

productions vvt-re either of a classical nature or pageants. In 1921
the society reorganized into the
Masque and Key and presented
tu o plays.
Kan Jose Players Is still In
honexistence but has bet
orary rather than act is elv productional. This is because that
much of the drama activity of
the departnitnt Is now handled
through class-work rat her than
estra-curricular.
The first regular season of
plays was 1928-29 under the dIrec-

SHADOW AND SUBSTANCEStudents of the Speech and Drama
Department present a play, "Shadow an Substance." The Department presents many three-act and one -act plays each semester.
Students and faculty cooperate on these efforts.

lion of Dr. Virginia Sanderson.
With the exception of tuo depression years, and one war year,
the regular seasons have continued. As main director, Dr. Sanderson was followed by Dr. Gill*
whose work, after three years,
was shared by Dr. James Clancy.
Since that time other directors
have been added. including John
Kerr and Miss Elizabeth Loeffler.
Theodore Hatlen and James Butler. now head of the Drama Department at USC, each directed
for two years.
At the end of the 1956-57 season, there aill have been 162
major productions given. In addition there have been hundreds
of one-acts, pageants, and studio
product ions.
With the new building sad
greater student interest, television was added to the activities in 1954. In 1955 MR wait
given the Award for Excellence
In Educational Broadcasting in
Northern California for its productions of "Antigone" and
"Thin Like Tortillas", the tatter
being an original script written
by a student, Mrs. Olive Engwicht.
At present the college produces
two or more television productions
a year over commercial stations
with many more programs done
closed-circuit at the college itself.

First Normal School Building, Son Jose, California

A Century of Progress!

the unit, while at present there
are 10 officers and airmen as signed.

Hart’s has been a traditional part of the Santa Clara Valley scene for nearly a century. We

During the nine years of the

offer our salute to another tradition in this community. San Jose State College on its Centen n ia I Anniversary,

San Jose Educational Progress ... 100 years of growth and expansion! Students learning in
the little red school houses from McGuffy Readers and Noah Webster Spellers, at Minns’
Evening Normal School, in the classrooms of the first State Normal School, and now on the
campus of San Jose State Collegean institution of over 10,000 college men and women
enrolled in 31 departments of learning. Pioneers built a heritage for their children . . .
built with

3 V;riC,^

of thing, to come.

LT. COL. EMERY A. COOK
AFROTC Commander
SJS program there have been five
commanding officers or Professors of Air Science. The first
commander was Col. James H.
Hea who headed the Army and
Air Force program. Lt. Col. James
A. Lee took command In 1949; Lt.
Col Doward E. Brown in 1950;
and Col. Richards M. Bristol in
1952. Col. Bristol served until
February 25 of this year when he
retired and was replaced by the
present commander Lt (-hi. Em-

The new curriculum resulted in
the reduction of the, number of
officers and airmen required to
administer the program OrigiCook.
nally 14 were assigned to direct ery A.
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Ed
Mosher

440-.

CLASS OF ’52

It took a lot of growing up for San Jose
State College look as it does today.
Here are scene., from the ohl school’s
first century. Don’t smile. Maybe the
Spartan Daily will be .showing your
picture 100 years from now.

t
...,

. ;04

that’s what Spartan
A tradition a+ San Jose State College
Alum Ed Mosher had in mind when he opened MOSHER’S FOR
MEN in August of 1955. A men’s store with a casual campus
atmosphere, well styled quality merchandise, and campus prices
are the by -words.
part of
Ed has a philosophy about a college education and
this education should be to learn how to plan and buy a basic
wardrobe that will be adequate for school and at the same time
a beginning for what will be needed after graduation. Therefore,
browsing and the asking of questions is always encouraged at
MOSHER’S FOR MEN.
When you have a few minutes, why not drop in to MOSHER’S
and become acquainted with San Jose State’s only campus
men’s toggery. The featured style is the Natural Look (some.
times referred to as Ivy). You might not be convinced that this
’s the style for you, but Ed still will be more than happy to
expound on his ideas as to how you should go about planning
your wardrobe for now and later.
and who knows,
Down the alley and through the Dutch Door
its way to pioneering
in the Class of 1977 with State well on
its second hundred yearsyour son might be carrying on the
tradition of MOSHER’S FOR MEN at San Jose State.

,
<

,
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moier’s for men
121 S. 4th St. (Down The Alley)

Armstrong Pharmacy

PRESCRIPTIONS
NEAR WILLIAM

518 SOUTH 10th ST.
Phone CY 2-5502

GIFTWARE

One of the largest selections in San Jose
Pottery, Ceramics, Figurines, Miniatures

Scrap and Photo Booka

STATIONERY
\ elrv modern uriting paper and notes

WEDDING INVITATIONS
511.00
11/0 printed
Mg..1.1A1.
12 different styles of paper - - 24 HOUR SERVICE
Bride and Guest Book-. Plates, Cups, Napkins,
& "p()())) .

T.,bkei,,ti... I ,,11,-

PRINTING
Of all kinds for Clubs, Fraternities,
Sororitie,.. Pirtle. and Dance., nese,- idea-

MELVIN PRINTING & STATIONERY
- --ccomi St.

P4RK’S
Picture lisaminf
Prints & Frames
Original Paintings
Artists Materials
Be sure to get the pictures
that you bought at the Spartan Shop
Framed here.
CY 3-1793
332 S. Santa Clara St.

Campus Changes
THE BRICK BUILDINGThe

second building on Vlisishington
Square (top le(t) replaced the
original building burned in 1872.
It hutted until the earthquake of
1906. Immediately behind it was
built the Old Training School
(renter right) in is Meta many
generations of San Jose Normal
School future teacher. attended
classes. It was torn down in the
early Thirties. Immediately below, the wooden shacks served
as temporary housing for the
school after destruction of the
brick building by the earth -quake. The bamboo was to prevent curious males front peeping
at (he ph ysi a. a I education
classes. Bottom, the Women’s
Drill Team of 1891. Known as
"C pany A." this group represented .the Normal School in
stirring competition with San
Jose High School. It wowed the
townspeople in First Street
parades. Some of the ashes from
the remains of the first Normal
School building and the brick
and concrete rubble from the
school were uncovered by builder.’ digging for foundations for
the new Selmer Wing.
Today’s streamlined buildings, erected during the huge
$29 billion construction program.
may have to scrip double the
duty of theme old buildings. The
California State Department id
Education estimates that there
probably will he around 11,100
fulitime students by 1961.

Women Outnumber Men in Early Era
THIRTEEN
LESDespite t e act that hamWoo was planted’
around the shacks, left, to discourage male students from viewing
W01111.11.% physical education flames, men did manage to have an

enjoyable time hack in the early days when there were five women
to every man. Frost. maim. however, were in a Cla1414 all by themselves. Cpon entering the college, the freshmen were issued blue
regulations cards which listed 13 rules: (I) Wear no cords; (2)
Obey upperclassmen; (5) Smoke no cigarettes; (4) Smoke nothing
on Washington Square; (5) No queening In corridors or Library;
(6) No stepping out on week nights: (7) Wear no prep school
Insignia; (8) Sit in front rows in assembly: (9) Attend all amensblies; (in) Keep off the grass; (II) Decorate for all student body
dames: (12) Keep the campus and corridors clean and (13) Build
bonfires. But male supremecy sins questhmable in those days.
Girls’ team dominated the athletic actlyities. Women competed
with COP, Stanford, California and san Francisco State Normal
School. In addition, the featured sport was track! The girls had
their own cheer too:
Rickety! Rackety! Ray!
What’s the mat ter with %%’A?
We’re all right! Ready to fight!
For the I
f San Jose!
Cheer* there were, and black lii
rs too. In tilt. 1930’s it Wall’
discovered that women had Jew". If the atnount of clothing worn
by San Jose Slate College coeds continnes to decrease proportionately over the next 100 years. the Spartan Daily of April 29, 2057,
will make spry interesting reading.
The women who attended Sparta ’hiring the early years were
on Maim:grimy’ lot. A reception for College president charies H.
Allen had been planned for the day after the fire in 1550 which
gutted the Normal S111001 Building. A cake, "gleaming white and
generous In proportion." had heen prepared for the event. The cake
ivies ruffled off to earn
y for students who had lost their
possessions in the fire.
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(,ov. Stanford At Wornial" Beginning
THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATIONGovernor Leland Stanford
and the Board of Education sat in the capitol office May 23, la;-z,
to create tormally the new Normal Mel
1 of the State of California.
pre % lously Nlinn’s E% ening Normal School. Minutes of that find meeting, top. non are in c.dlege possession after being lost tor many years
and dIseinered In the attic of an old San Jove dwelling. A reproduction of thoseMinuti’s eliqw:ir alone. In the phut.i on the eght. their
skirts as hr.’ longer, hut they made atIlh the eyes Just like modern
coeds. The gals attending 1h.. Normal School in the 1890’s are shown.
and an Is the lone male student. In those days attelents read the
Normal School Pennant, a fore
ler of the SPAR
These publications still may he read In the College lihrary. When
the folks turned out for a celehration back In Ike
rly 1901)’’. they
really put it on. The Keene. Immediatly beton, Is a May Ilay let I- In
the Inner Quad. Most of the girls later eschanged the jaek-o’-lanterm. for rutting pins. Beneath the Ray Day Metter.. iv the archery
group. The black
(((((( iers as er. a. requIrctia.11 for female P.E.
students at San Jove Slate College clear up into II* late 1930’v.
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OWL SHOE HOSPITAL
Known for Quality Materials,
Best Workmanship and Servic,

1890 Coed Fashiuns FentU re Frills
before
THE LATEST F.%sllIONSDIspinying the latest In styles
.11
It,, turn of the century are tno coeds above. The buss Jacket, ii
the
pleated. and the bong full skirt, equally wel; pleated, made
to...
In
style
to
he
seemed
l,ustui,iui headlines In those days. hats
Ie. Bon unusual It is
Frills and filmy material aim’ re also the
eorridor.! DM the lamps really workl
%Cr potted plaints along the
Historians are not sure 1111 ill which
Wind of the Archnay
nrar, the top III the archbuilding it graced. The s,i1m1uurtIiIL lull, rs
the pnsetit Main Building !Ion
those
In
quite similar to
tnya
corridor are nail hurl
the
ever, the doilible isr.11c...y. at the 1.111i lei
til the present architectio..1 scheme.

RESTYLING SHOES:
Open Toes
Vamps Lowered
Platforms Removed All Sty/es New Heels
Expel I Shoe Dying. Shining and Cleaning
FACTORY METHODS 40 Year

119 South 2nd St.

in One Location

CY 3-1178
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ROTC Prepares
Cadets for Army
In 1948, two administrators at
San Jose State had the foresight
to realize the need of an Army
ROTC unit at the college. Dr.
Thomas W. MacQuarrie, then college president, and Prof. Williard
E. Schmidt, head of the Police
School, instigated the ROTC program, feeling that the installation
of an ROTC unit would he of value
both to the institution and to the
individual students.

New Engineering;
Century Old Math!
The Engineering Department at SJS is relatively new, having been
initiated in 1945. The department offers two degrees and five options.
A $1 million Engineering Building, completed in 1953, a staff of
31 full and part-time instructors, and 883 engineering students comprise the present department.
The recently completed building (1953) provides excellent facilities for undergraduate training in practical engineering. Most equip.

Sciences
Boast 100
Instructors

ment used in the technical laboratories is completely modern.
Local and Bay Area engineering
firms have provided additional
equipment at no cost to the college.

O .T. Registration Grows;
ow Largest in World

and Science Education Department.
The Division now offers strong
four-year programs leading to the
bachelor’s degree in a number of
science field,.

The department is headed by
Dr. William H. Myers who has
been in the division since 1940. Dr.
Myers succeeded Dr. II. F. Minssen in 1943.
There are close to 100 undergraduates and over 100 graduate
students receiving math instruction.
The department offers three degrees. the A.B. (since 19351. the
M. A. (since 19.17i and the M.S.
(since 1955.)
In the early days the department
was not able to grant degrees
since the college offered only education credentials. In 1935. however. tinder Dr. Minssen. when the
School became a state college, the
department granted its first 4c -

During and before World War
II many occupational training
courses were integrated into the,
science curriculum. A program in
nursing education was established
In 1930. the mathematic staff
in 1946. and by 1953 it had beconsisted of 3 instructors. Nest
come a full-fledged department.
During World War II the en- fall, the math staff will consist
Ii 25 full-time professors. The
rollment of the college dropped
breakdown or 848 math graduto a low ebb. The Science Diviate. find about 10’. In teaching
sion lay dormant. [lid since 1946
and 60’ in industry.
It his. been growing rapidly
rine of the important new trends
The new science wing on Fourth I
Street is slated to be moved into of the department is the siffering
Fy twist aarnesterAnuther build- uf mathematical training by emV11111111 I plooes.of issearch intl scientif ic
Is Manias’ aei,c,.
street, according to Dr. Duncan. industries.

and

teaching

The course of instruction still is
aimed at preparing the student
for a commission in the Army.
However, a great deal of emphasis

Previously the instruction offered by the ROTC was to prepare
students for commissions in the
Military Police Corps in the Reserve and Regular components.
Courses dealt with police matters
and were supplemented by other
courses offered by the Police
School. Police students were required to minor in ROTC and
some 80 per cent of those enrolled
in the ROTC program were In this
category.

An A.B. degree is given by the HOME FOR ENGINEERSThis el million building
building. The Engineering Department was In stituted In 1945 and has granted 824 degrees since
Department in Industrial Tech. ’.’.as completed in 1953 to house some 600 engineerthat time.
nology which qualifies a graduate log majors; Non near’s loon students occupy the
The SJS Natural Science Divi- for a ariety of non-scientific
sion. now one of the largest divi- posistions in industry and busisions on campus. employing close ness.
to 100 instructors and offering
Under the B.S. program optionsl
a myriad of courses, started with are available in. Application and
small beginnings as everything sales,
construction.
or,scinortcele
must.
chemical process and production.
The Engineering Department
The first science courses were
has granted 324 degrees since
agriculture and nature -study
succeeded Mrs It /C.1:11 das duet:- trips to the Veterans AdministraBy CECELIA HANSEN
classes. These were the days when
of
Therapy. tion Hospital in Palo Alto so that
Occupational
The Occupational Therapy De- : tor
SlaS
a
school.
AspirSJS
Normal
students may have practical expartment is one of SJS’s newest
.
ing teachers required and desired
perience in recreational planning
additions, having begun in the
science courses.
and leadership. Courses in phowinter quarter of 1943. The first
hi 1922. Dr. Carl D. Duncan.
tography, gardening, nature study,
f students were admitted to the
now chairman of the Natural
and cosmetics are given in the
Occupational Therapy Course unScience Division, entered the
Natural Science Department. In
der the direction of Mrs. Susan
Biological Science Department
addition, students have an opS. Richards. B.S.. O.T.R. In less
(which it was then called
us
portunity to elect courses in lithan a year. on June 11. 1944, the
a laboratory instructor.
brarianship. education, dramatics.
’ course was fully accredited by the ’1
At that time Dr. Jay C. Elder
and child development.
Council on Medical Education of 1
was head of the department, in
the American Medical Associa- 1
Medical information is given
1
addition to being bead of the
tion.
to students through the injunior college.
Originally the department ofstruction of outstanding medical
Dr. Elder aided much in the
fered three different programs. A
specialists in the city who lecgrowth of the Natural Science
certificate course open to college
ture to 04.cupational therapy
Division. Under his auspices many’
graduates, a degree course open
students on caliipus All the recourses were added to the science
to high school graduates, and a
quired courses on the theory of
curriculum.
diploma course open to persons
oecupational therapy are given
At that time time Science Dewith one year of college wool(
within the department itself by
is
the
partment was located
plus experience in an allied field.
the staff.
extreme west wing of the main
Both the diploma course and the
N. 0. GUNDERSON
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
building. There wasn’t much
.. Engineering Head ,certificate course have now been
One unique aspect of training
MARY D. 8001H
room.
discontinued.
1945; Indstrial Technology grad. Heads 0. T. Dept .t given at SJS is a pm -clinical
According to Dr. Duncan. Dr.
Today. the SJS Occupational
course required for seniors. They
uate’, number 99.
Elder believed in choosing versaWhen the course attained departTherapy Department has the
are sent out into community
Dr. Ralph J. Smith headed the
tile men for his faculty. When
mental status she was named delargest registration In the world.
homes under close supervision to
department since its inception unnew classes in science were clampartment head.
Students receive A.B. degrees
offer help which has previously
til he resigned last year. Professor
ored for by the students and corn The
Occupational
Therapy
and occupational clinical inbeen prescribed by a doctor. This
Norman 0. Gunderson is the presDepartment Is In the Division
ternships.
During
this
nine
i gives them practical experience
ent engineering head a n d also
of Natural Scienci and its poll- ,
months they
receive
closely
and insight into community probchairman of the Division of Eneles Sr.- determined by the Ocsupervised on -the -job-training in
CMS.
gineering and Mathematics.
cupational
Therapy
Committee
four or five clink-al situations.
S
of the students are now
A large majority- of the engineerunder
the
chairmanship
of
or.
After completing Mk internsent to uork in a school for
ing graduates secure work in
P. V. Peterson, chairman of the
ship, students are eligible to
ilisturbid
children
In
Philo,
Pacific Coast industry.
Department of Natural Schnee
take an examination for the
Calif. for their fifth year of
and dean of professional eduDuring the Engineering Open
registry of occupational therclinical training. This school Is
cation.
House held last January, Dr.
apy.
conducti.d by Mrs. Richards who
-Fred Harcleroad, dean of inMiss Mary D. Booth. a graduate
The department
utilizes the
struction, in commenting on the
of Wellesley College, heads the help of Other departments and was the first director of SJS’s
Occupational Therapy Course.
future growth of the department
department.
Immediately
after bases its curriculum on courses
It is a small school in a rural
said that of all the state colearning her B.A. degree in English in Natural Science. Social Science.’
setting and is reputed to be one
leges, SJS is the one most likely
Literature, she began work on her and
Occupational
Psychology.
of the finest In the United
to receive a nuclear reactor,
occupational therapy degree at Therapy majors must have course :.dates.
There at Clearwater
should the State furnish one for
Milwaukee -Downer College. Miss in design and composition. cerRanch, students have a very unuse of college students.
Booth was first employed by the amics, weaving. jewelry, and other
usual opportunity to work with
Professor Gunderson joined the State of Wisconsin General Hos- crafts from the Art Department:
children away from the tensions
department in 1948. He is a native pital where a large portion of Woodworking. printing, and bookand strains of city life.
of Laramie Wyo., where he re- her work was in orthopedics. Her binding from the Industrial Arts
About six graduates of SJS have
ceived a B.S. degree and a MS. next position was in Orange. N. Department, and courses in sewdegree from t he University of J.. with the New Jersey Ortho- ing foods and table service from already earned their masters deDR. CARL D. DUNCAN
Wyoming in 1939 and 1947 res- pedic Hospital after which she re- the Home Economics Department. grees and one, Helen Rothwell, is
now studying for the M.A. at
. .. Science Chairman pectively. Two years ato he re- turned to her the first place of VARIETY OF COURSES
employment as assistant director.
The Department of Physical Ed - Columbia University on a scholarmunity an all-round man couldC ceived a civil engineering degree
ucation gives a special course in ship from the National FoundaHEADS DEPARTMENT
fit right in and teach it. This from Stanford University. GunderIn 1944 she came to SJS and social recreation which includes tion for Infantile Paralysis.
son
succeeded
former
Engineering
philosophy contributed greatly to
the growth of the science curric- Head. Dr. Ralph J. Smith in 1956.
The Mathematic; Department at
ulum.
The Natural Science Division SJS has been -in operation ever
has always kept in touch with the since the school was founded in
community, according to Dr. Dun- i 1856.
can. and has grown with it and
the state as a whole.
Today: the Natural Science
Division ineludes the Biological
Scient e 11.-pa Mitten t Chemistry
Department, Health and Hygiene Department, Nursing EdOccupaucation
11.-pa rtment.
tional T Ii erapy Department,
Delia rt ment
Physical

and oral expression
methods.

entennial Committee Writes
History of SJS Organizations

By JIM KALLENBACH
The clubs and organizations
serving this college are now a
matter of public record for many
students who are interested in
being briefed on their histories
and purposes. All a student has
to do is go to our library, and
"dig" in.
One volume of a four volume
collection is now available at the
library. The other three will follow Within the weeks to come.
The volume presently out is not
the first volume, but actually it
is the third. It is devoted to the
sororities and fraternities, It gives
such pertinent data about them
such as, when they were founded
and established at SJS, purposes
and plans, and names of the members. Photographs accompany the
articles.
Other volumes not yet comVol.
I -concerning
pleted are:
service groups and religious organizations; Vol. II devoted to department clubs and honor societies with the fourth volume on
faculty and alumni. This latter
volume will not be out until fall

The boil -v olurne works has been
assembled by the college centenunder the
sub-cemmittee
Supervision of Mrs. Mildred G
Winters, assistant professor of
history and committee chairman
"The college has long needed
comprehensive historical account of present day cantpuii
organirations, and this is an exeellent ii ay of having one. Many
schools :ire beginning to 110 I he
same thing," comments Mrs,
Winters.
In the beginning it was inI
tended that considerable space
Iwould be devoted to the campus
!organizations in the forthcoming
centennial history of SJS by Dr
Benjamin k. Gilbert, associate
professor of history, however, lack
of space did net, permit a detailed background report of each

mitt,’.- as an aid to the committet:’s ivork and as a means
of famillarizipg itself with its
oun historic biukground. This
operirtion alone took a whole
year. The committee has spent
the last two -and -a -half years on
the entire project.
’rhe completed history includes
photographs with each volume.
Press photography major Jerry
French has done all the photo
work. Each of the fo ,r voluines
contains from 250-300 pages, according to Mrs. Winters, and is
on bond paper. The binding is
under the supervision of Daniel
C. Lopez, assistant professor of
Industrial Arts.
The sub-committee is composed
of Miss Clara ifinze, Miss Helen
Mignon, emeritus faculty members; Miss Joyce Backus, school
librarian; Dr. Gilbert; Miss Patcampus organization.
It was for this reason that the ricia Loomis, newspapei reporter
for the San Jose News; and stuhistory sub-committee was
ted, and put tinder the direction dents Adrienne Olsen, Keith Olsen, and Marvin Williams. Clyde
s
Id
i
WilltI
request,
Arbuckle, city historian, is also
Winter’s
Mrs.
’At
on the eirimmitteo in addition to
earl’ email; vi role and submit Mt s. Winters.
led its onn history to the

The first Professor of Military
Science and Tactics was Col. John
Pitzer who was assisted by a staff
COL. JOHN ROGERS
of two officers and three enlisted
. . . ROTC Commander
men. Col. Pitzer subsequently was
on subjects of value to
placed
is
James M. flea who
relieved by
the student, regardless of his fu.
served as commander until 19.19.
ture field.
In 1953. the Department of
The two main cadet organithe Army eliminated regulations
zations are Scabbard and Blade,
requiring ROTC a todents to
and the Pershing Rifles. The formajor In but one specific branch
mer is an upper division society
of the Army and new courses
while the hitter vi us crt.ated for
of instruction were offered. Col.
lower division students. The two
Heti was relieved by Col. John
societies unite the military de
E. Rogers, present commander,
partment of SJS, preserve and
anti it became the duty of the
develop the qualities of geod ofnew commander to establish a
ficers and prepare thi members,
new general military science
as educated men, to takt active
program. Col. Rogers and his
parts In thi military affairs of
staff effected the program which
their eonununities.
Is currently in use at SJS.
Faculty members of the detach
Courses now prepare the cadet ment also engage actively in cam:

roi.

for commissioning in any branch
of the Reserve or Regular component of the Army. Prior to the
student’s actual entry on active
duty, he receives special training
in the branch to which he will be
assigned. Not all subjects taught
apply to military training alone
since a considerable number of
hours are devoted to American
military histor y, principles of
written
geo-politics,
leadership.

pus activities by advising college
fraternities or similar organiss
ations, and assisting community
organizations. One member of the
faculty is coach of the varsity
pistol team while another coached
the rifle team.
During the past eight years,
many graduates of SJS have accepted commissions in the Army
and currently are serving in the
U.S. or aproad.
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Imported Italian Handbags
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Leather -- 5.95
See the biggest selection
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CHEVRON STRIPE
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Slim figuring sharkskin late
lex in pink. black, royal on
white. New look wide shout.
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I.y
selection
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Rose Marie Reid, Catalina.
Jantsen, and Elizabeth
Stewart. Sizes 10-16.
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Downtown erchants Salute 1
San Jose State College
1857

1957

Downtown merchants join together
heartily to congratulate San Jose Safe
College on its 100th Anniversary.

der

Some older establishments have
served San Jose State students for years
newer firms perhaps just a fewbut
all realize the importance of San Jose
State College to the community.

r
Best Wishes kiie9:45 Sana,a,.
for your

Monday. April 29, 1957

5r,-..5i

and. and Lloyd C. Douglas.
Heed. the campus literary
1113% / ill.% at as first published
in Maa 1919. Heed has annually
presented to s.IS: the best in
campus airiting of as id.. tariety.
The 10th annual KCVO, as ill go
tin sale May IS.

approved

One recent action of Pegasus.
the nomination in 1955 of the
Spartan Ruse as the official college flower, is. likely to be remembered for a long time. Pegasus gave SJS its first planting
of this rose, which is now blooming beside the Home Economics
Building, in , which the English
Department is chit-fly housed.
At the nunnent, the English
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100 YEARS
of Progress Together

Education
is your specialty ...

L. Lion and Sons Co.
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101 Years Old

Congratulations
SJS!
Make the next
100 years even
better!
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Dine at

Tropical Art Shop

Lou’s Village
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It

is

sum of Language and Liti
in 1951.
This semester, 3328 studilii,
enrolled in courses of the 1.n.H.1,
Department. Many of these students are enrolled in English
composition courses to satisfy Hu.

written communications

area

1868 Sees

Soc. Sci.
Join SJS

I.

guirement. Others are enrolled in
various literature courses to satisfy. the area requirement in literature. philosophy and arts.
The department grants the A B
degree in English and also in
Language Arts. It grants the M.A.
degree in English. The depart-

fly WILL WATKINs
The Social Science Diision has
had the modest beginnings typical
of all the Divisions in the College.

The first teacher who taught
, a social science subject, in this
ment administers teacher educa- ease history, was Dorcas Clark
tion programs for English and , who taught from 1868 to 1873.
Language Arts majors. A fifth Agnes E. Howe was the first deyear of study in the department partment head in the social actwill Ilnal to the 114,41114,40nm of the , epee field when she hecrune head
of the History Department in
generaI-secondary credential.
1899.
about
is
hIch
u
as
Creative
Hiring, as
fostered by instructors In the
early nornial school period of
Ito’ eollege, rece a eil at non;
Its :it the I urn tif the centura
it hen
ut
"’mg
poet
n
if enra Meade Bla nil joined the
lacuna. Dr. Bland. a ho u as In
1929 n
the sceorill poet
laureate if California, riot onla
founded t he Itronning Club in
mentor
1999 hut soon bee:
lif
I IN44.441, a, him 44 ere 311.,,,
position
stimulated by the I’
in San Jim. of Ethlin Mark ham’s "The Man with the Hoe."

,

In 1923 a staial Science Deportment 4111TIP Into being and
it :is headed by William Ploy tress %alai, arriaell at Slate that

Early in the present century
Dr. Bland gained for the college.
the patronage of Senator James
1). Phelan, who would gather the
poets of Santa Clara Valley to;ether annually for a day in the
hills at Villa Montalvo.
WRITER’S CLUB CREATED

Mrs. Sibyl Hanchett, poet and

49 W. San Fernando St.

Dressy Dresses

of creatise writing.

music instructor, sponsored a formal organization of college writers in 1923 known as the English

Formals

Zip& NM
BRIDAL STIOP 412,4

evening appointments

Ispartment is planning for de.
selopment and expansion in the
hoped that the department will
DR. RAYMOND W. BARRY
... English Dept. Head eventually offer a major course of
study in this area.
Stanford in 1925. Dr. Banii
appointed chairman of thi

BUDGET

1st,:

I

naltsm and speech arts as well
Dr. Raymond W ?tarry. one of FOsTERsRLATI % ITV
PoLiasus had continued to foster
he original rise, now heads the
nglish department. which has creative writing, to edit the col3r7oufgahcutiht; yntevamrit_.1blergienalitt,e,ratrhy:, publication, andwrtoo.
rk
m sti:va,dsteadilythare
ruhxeissre
campus noted
I ’ers and lecturers. It sponsored
len; on the department staff.
Barry was granted his A.B. de- one of Edwin Markham’s last ap’tree from Ohio Wesleyan Uni- pearances in San Jose on No ernversity in 1915. He receised his bet. 9. 1933. Other noted writers
’at A. and. Ph.D. degrees from wmhot,itinapixt:laa,reflin. opnr. cAalmim.pruts tv;s114e-rre.

CAMPUS FASHIONS

Norma Langton’s

te.
ir.
ty,
for we
diend

r 14c

JIM CYCIIER
In 1924 there were live (actin) publtsti until 1941. after which it
mintier’s who taught English in became a casualty of World War
department that included joule.- II

to

2v1

.1"11. I

English Department
Records Growth

famous for

100th Anniversary

rI 4

1465 W. Son Carlos

DR. LEO P. KIBBY
Club. a title it kept for ten years.
... Social Science Chairman
The English Club was entertained
by Senator Phelan at Montalvo year. Ha 1930 %Mlle nuts familJoined
on various occasions, including a iar CW1411141 figures had
Bernice
particularly gala spring day in the staff and in,
Frederick I:,
1927. The club in tills same year K. T ,,,,, pkins. Dr.
Darn NI. Broyles and
entertained Edwin Markham at Graham,
Dr. Larl C. Carioplw11.
a dinner on April 24 and. sponWith the arrisal of Milton Rensored a lecture by him in Morris
Dailey Auditorium on June 21. dahl in 1949 a permanent social
Among other activities of the club sera ice occupational program was
was the annual publication of established. In 1953 the various
-The Quill." a literary. magazine social science studies were placed
Among its chief contributors in under a division administration
the mid -twenties was Millard setup with Dr. Leo P. Kibby. proMaas, now widely known as a poet fessor iif history and
science, as chairman.
and a producer of art films
A reorganiratron of the urlters’ riot, with t he nevi name
"Pegasus" occurred In the spring
quarter of 1933. ( realise uriuns being
by student
stimitinted by Dr. Carl Holliday.
aabo hail Joined the faculty &Der.
ting

the death of Dr. Wand tin .1pril
29. 1931. Dr. Holliday hail had
muprofesaside esperIence a
sional a tiler. Morista er, at this
time a bequest of $10.000 ha
Sterna or Phelan, who hail died
tin August 7, 19311. funt her enIts
effort
tiiilent
couraged
making possible annual prires
for creatlar V, rit Ing. The first
4144
Phelan literary ( on test

In

1955

the

Ili%

v%

broken uli,as ii Mto departments
sail h lk. ihitIlea Moorhead as
111’341 of the Department of His.
lora. E4,4n1111114,1 and iteograplia:
Dr. Earl (. Campbell as head
of the Departnient of Political
Science and Public Administra
tIon : and Stilt in liendahl as
head of the Social VI, ’irk and
Yhmlology Department.

kibby. who has been chairman of the department since 1953,

came to SJS leaving a job as viceprincipal of Ventura Junior College. He has consistently sought
to enlarge the program of the
Division by offering experimental
, courses to determine new needs
held May. 1983.
The literary magazine. "El Por- I in the division and by gathering
tal," made its initial appearance. new staff members of high caliin April 1932. It continued to; ber.

WE REMEMBER SAN JOSE STATE
AS A YOUTH OF JUST 19. THAT WAS IN 1876,
WHEN YOUR GRADUATING CLASS NUMBERED 38 AND YOUR
COURSE OF STUDY WAS EXTENDED TO THREE YEARS.
BEVIES OF YOUNG LADIES USED TO DROP BY FOR
"SOMETHING IN A SHOULDER CAPE, SEAL PLUSH, PERHAPS?"
YOUNG MEN ( YES, THERE WERE At FEW MALE STUDENTS
THEN) LIKED THE WELL -TAILORED LOOK OF A
HALE BROS. SUIT. DO FORGIVE US, IF, AS ONE OF
SAN JOSE’S OLDER FIRMS, WE SAY NOSTALGICALLY.
"YS, WE KNEW YOU WHEN . . .
AB, YES

The tiro bui:dolg oroctod for whet is now San Jose Slate

CONGRATULATIONS on your

ilith BIRTHDAY
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Early Football Inspires SJS Athletic Prowess
By LARRY REEsE
(Centennial sports Editor)
One hundred years ago, while
the Gold Rush days were culminating and American settlers were
struggling thohigh the rugged
SierreNevada
Mountain passes
and landing oil the San Francisco
docks after a many months’ voytrie around the Horn. San Francisco’s Minn’s Evening School was
initiated.
Fi e young ladies and one gentleman attended the first semester tine century ago. From those
meager beginnings evolved San
Jose. State College with its 10,000-plus stud.mt enrollment.
SLOW BEGINNING
Like the school, SJS sports had
a meager beginning finally to
blossom into one of the top physical education departments in the
count iv.
Football at State became a
reality in 1895 when a handful
of SJS students played the College of Pacific to a 0-0 draw,
establishing a rivalry which has
since developed into a bitterlycontested traditional battle.
SJS gridders played high school
opponents at the outset and abandoned football after the 1900 season, which saw J. E. Addicott
coach his team to a 2-3-1 win-

loss -tie record. From 1895 to 1900,
the SJS footballers won 11, lost
five, and tied one.
HO the Spartan athletic dim’
tors maintained the sport, SJ
would have produced one of Ow
greatest halfbacks in college. fia it
ball history along with an equal!)
great college coachWilliam Mai tin (Wee Willie) Heston awl
Fielding Yost, respectively
In 1901, Yost took Heston t,
Michigan where they both became grid immortals, producing
point -a -minute Wolverine football
machines.
Fred Estes, a teammate to
Heston. established a world record in the 12 -pound hammer
throw in 1899, to become the
first Spartan athlete to attain
national recognition.
Football returned to Sparta in
1921, when David Wooster, a Kansas Aggie graduate, became head
football coach for SJS and produced a 1-4 record.
Football fortunes "dragged" for
a decade at State until Dudley S.
DeGroot came from Stanford in
1932 to produce the first unbeaten
season since 1898, winning seven,
losing none, and tying two, outscoring the opposition, 116-27..
Also coaching the team was
Bill Hubbard, who, from 1923

Hoop sters Have
Scoring History
Point Tanking Increases
Through the Decades
RANDIE K POE
Spartan basketball teams have
come a long, low: way, especially
In points, since San Jose State’s
first cage team in 1909-1910.
Coach Charley Furley’s squad
had an 8-2 record in 1909-10 and
nilled up 322 points. By contrast.
Coach Wait McPherson’s 1956-57
edition won 13 and dawned 12,
but they scored 624 points.
Offense has taken over the center of the stage and the scoring,

WALT McPHERSON
... Cage Mentor
of course, is tlic evidence of the
trend.
runums TEAMS
The teams of Furley. from 1909
to 1915, followed their 8-2 season
with 4-4, 3-2, 3-2, and 3-4 marks.
In 1915 Ben Spaulding was the
Spartans’ coach for one year. His
team rocked to a 7-3 mark, scoring 322 points to the opposition’s
272.
Karl S. Hazeltine began a twoyear tour of duty in 1919, although
his records are incomplete.
In 1921-22. Dave Wooster was
held coach and his first teain
COM plied a 1-3 record. It
Charles Reese wasetrapfain of this frail,, which tallied 828 swatils oldie holding the
enemy to 174 markers.
11. C. McDonald became the
Spartan coach in 1923 and he
held down the fort until 1935. Mc Donald’s 1924 squad was one of
SJS’s finest, winning 18 contests
and dropping hut 3. It rolled up
747 points and won the California
College Conference.
The 1925-26 team posted a 10-7
record, scoring 356 points to the
opposition’s 333. In 1926-27. McDonakl’s charges won 11 and
dropreal 8.
11111 Hubbard, now tlw S.IS athletic director, was captain of the
1927-28 team, which had a 15-3
record and again won the
.ecnerefnoc
The 1930-31 team and the 193334 squad also won the conference
crown. with Don Fowler heading
the ’30-31 combo and Henry Liebrandt sparking the ’33-34 squad

to a 13-4 mark.
Wilbur V. Hubbard took over
as coach in 1935-38. Larry Arnerich, the current San Jose J.
C. coach, was captain of this
’35-’36 team which had a 7-10
.record.
The 1937-38 team posted a 19-4
record and was the first Spartan
team to score over 1000 points
in one season. Their total of AK
bettered the opposition’s 937.
MePHERSON’S ERA
The present Spartan basketball
coach. Walt McPherson. began his
head coaching duties In 1940-41.
His team won the conference
championship and copped 19 wins
against 8 losses.
In 1942-44 (war years), T. Elwin Blesh replaced McPherson as
head coach. 13Iesh’s team won 11
and lost 13.
Wilbur V. Hubbard again took
over the coaching Job in 1944-45.
There was no Spartan team, due
to the war, in 1943-44.
McPherson returned to the
helm in 1945-46, and his first
team on his return won 17,
dropped 14, and rang up a new
record of 1437 points. In 194748, McPherson’s team won 23,
dropped 9, and won the title,
The following year, the Spar(cont, on page 4, col. 3)

I.. ’19. ..tarr..1 in football, 1,3.1 ketto.11 and I rack. II.. he.
it to it men in s.IS histor

great, gaining the IC4A champion- BIM I. 11811 Milts
ship in the shot and discus three
From 1943 to 1945. SJS placed
times. Twice he was a PCC titlist a temporary moritorium on foot and NCAA champion in the two
events, lie went to the 1924 Olympics,where he placed second in
the shot put. Ile missed first
place by less than an inch. He
also placed fifth in the discus.
In 1925 he established a world’s
record in the discus with a toss
of 157 feet 8% inches. Ile held
events in the
records in both
IC4A and NCAA.
Under DeGroot. State attained
national recognition hy winning
11 of 14 games in 1837, II of
12 In ’38, and then posted San
Jose State College’s first and
only ’perfect season in history
by winning 13 consecuti. games
without defeat or tie.

During these three years, SJS
GLENN "TINY" HARTRANFT
scored 642 points to the opposiSJS P.E. Head
tion’s 164, an average of 16.5
ever to be awarded 12 iirsity
points offensively to 4.2 points
letters.
chalked up by the opponents per
Today Hubbard is director of game.
athletics at SJS, the right hand
DeGroot ended his cbaching at
man of S. G. (Tiny) Hartranft, SJS in 1939 after that perfect
physical education and athletic de- season. He still holds State’s best
partment head.
coaching record In football, win"TINY’S" ACHIEVEMENTS.
ning 59, dropping 19 and tying
Hartranft also was an athletic three for a .756 percentage.

BILL HUBBARD
SJS Sports Great
ball because of the war, but in
1946 Hubbard became head coach
and guided his Golden Raiders to
a 9-1-1 season, finishing it with
a 20-0 victory over Utah State
In the Raisin Bowl. It was the
Spartan’s first bowl game in history.
But it wasn’t the last!

cIpaptatt Aally
1857
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Eleven Coaches Guide Spartan
Baseballers Since Start in 1911
The national pastime, baseball.
has been around ahout as long as
San Jose State College, hut it
did not become an activity on
Washington Square until 1911.
In that year a group of Spartans banded a team together and
challenged teams from the San
Jose area.
History of the success or failure of the early Spartan diamond
men is hazy, though local -records
indicate SJS fielded a team each
year from
1911-1915. ’During
World War I there was no team.
It was not Until 1923 that SJS
again fielded a team. Carl Hazeltine, the first baseball coach,
steered las group through a
short five game season which
saw the locals win two games.

a procession of six coaches in the
next 13 years.
Bill Hubbard handled the chore
In 1913-34; Joe Blacow, 1935-36;
Bill Bishop, 1937-38; Walt Mc -

In. 1924, the sport was again
dropped, but in 1925 E. R. Knollin started his four year reign as
head ball man.
ho
ning teams in three seasons.
Walter Crawford took over the
WALT WILLIAMS
coaching duties in 1929. In 1932,
... Fielded Top Teams
when the country was sputtering
economically, the Spartan base- Pherson, 1939-42; Milt Lanyon,
bailers roared to their greatest 194:3; and "Tiny" Ilartranft, 1944season, winning 17, while losing 45.
only six.
Walt Williams was brought in
Following Crawford’s departure for the 1948 season and he
In 1932, local baseball fans saw coached 11 seasons before re-

Three years later, liubbaril
coached his squad to a 9-4 season
to wind lip once more in the
Raisin Boo I plaiing Texas Tech
Again the Raiders won. this
time Balling hark the Texans
by a 20-13 count
Hubbard ended his vairer that
year (19491 as Spartan grid mentor. During his four years, he
won 36. lost 11. and tied one.
Robert T. Bronzan took over
the rem, In 1950 and since then
has been selected twice as the
Northern California coach of
the ’tear. Roth his Henske and
defensive techniques have been
adopted by many other coaches.
In 1952. the Spartans. under
Bronzan. were second in the nation
In total offense and fourth in
rushing. anti last year had the
third best passer in the nation.
Bob Reinhart, and the nation’s top
receiver in Art Powell.
,
BRONZAN AT TACKLE
Bronzan is a State graduate.
playing on the 1938 grid team at
tackle. Because of his great skills
as a lineman, he now is in the
Spartan Hall of Fame. With him
on that famous 1938 team were
Walt McPherson. captain; LeRoy
Zimmerman, who was to become
Player of the Year in the National
Football League the next year;

, and 110) and Dose Titchenal.
iironzan resigned from his position last year to attain a doctorate at Stanford and will devote
his time strictly to teaching here
at State upon his return.
Ti. take over the Spartan
, rein on the gridiron nevi year
is Bid) Titchenal, a ho fat -es a
rugged rebuilding Job vvith Reinhart Iinil Potsell going into pro
foidbaii.
Since the early days of high
school competition to the present
days of big time football, the
SJS gridders have won 181 contests, lost 120 and tied 28.
GREATEST WIN
They have scored 5390 points
against 41153 for the opponents,
which includes the two bowl victories and probably the greatest
of all triumphs, 13ronzan’s famous
come-from-behind 19-14 win over
arch rival Stanford University In
1954.
Some of the recent athletic
greats are quarterbacks Gene
Menges, Bob Reinhart. and Lynn
Aplanalp: ends Billy Wilson (now
with the San Francisco 49ers),
Bob Amitral, Charles Hardy, and
Junior Morgan; fullback Harry
Beck, halfbacks Roy Hiram and
Larry Matthews, and fullback
Dick Stuns.

SJS Boxing
Progress Told

Ry DON BECKF:R
Back in 1934 The San Jose ath
tette department added a buoyant
little guy named DeWitt Portal
to its staff. Portal was of that
vein of rare personalities who
tiring after last season.- The
likeable and much respected always seem to -be surrounded by
Williams had coached high a crowd. Ile had a keen wit and
school baseball for 23 seasons a creative mind and was the sort
who would have to look a long
before coming to MS.
Under Williams, San Jose al- time to find an enemy. He was
ways fielded top flight ball clubs. full of that stuff they call personal
Never actually having a wealth magnetism.
of talent. Williams had a knack
Best of all, Portal liked to work
for developing mediocre ball play- with boys. He had an insatiable
ers into highly. competent per, desire to pass along what be
formers.
knew Ns curiosity was great rind
San Jose’s new coach, Ed Sob- he learned much
el./1k. is the only Spartan basePortal was hired to he an asball heat ever to play professional
sistant football coarh: hid he
baseball. After graduating from
wipi also to set tip a hosing proMichigan State, where he lettered
gram at San Jose State. They
four times in baseball and three
could not have hired a better
times in football. Sobczak inked
anywhere in the country.
a contract with the Boston Red man
There weir only 2.3 students en
Sox. He played four seasons.
the first
Difficulty In hitting the cart e - rolled in boxing courses
Portal worked hard 10
ball, plus us contract that he year.
doctrine of his sport.1
wasn’t particularly happy with, spread the
The success of his public relations
caused Ed to retire from orjob is best Indicated by the fact
ganized ball anti enter the
that in later years, prior to his
coaching ranks in 1954.
untimely death in 11163, there
As a player, Soliczak was noted were as many as 1300 students
for his power at the plate, swiftregistered in boxing courses.
ness on the bases and smooth
fielding. At the helm for San Jose, HILL WRITES
Danny Hill, SJS athletic publihe figures to be able to pass
along much of. his first hand cist, wrote this about the local
knowledge of the garhe to his boxing program for which Portal
is responsible. "Boxing at San
players.’

Jose State is far more than a
sport. It
a
comcpommgPeratniitivaehicsPh successfullyis
bines all the beneficial aspects of
classroom, laboratory, intramurals and intercollegiate activities."
In 19 years of ring competition, San Jose has eon %iv consecutive California Collegiate
Athletic Atevorlation tit les; three
Intercollegiate
Patine Coast
two second
chaunpionishipa
places and three thirds in
NCAA tourneys. Individually,
Spartan ringmen have eon Si
CCAA croans, 2 national AA11
titles, 22 111 diadems, six In-

DeWITT PORTAL
... Boxing Immortal
NCA.1
hampionships
and an lymph. croan.
In 1950, the Spartans set two
na t tonal records for participation
42 men engaged in one or more
varsity bouts and the squad competed in 160 individtial bouts. It
is doubtful that this record will
ever be broken.

SET WIN RECORD
Over the 1951-52-53 seasons, the
Spartans won 20 straight dual
meets, then after a tie, won five
more for an undefeated string of
28 straight. The win skein is secrmd only to Wisconsin’s 28 without defeat set from 1945-49.
The great SJS record stands as
a living tribute to "Dee."
Portal did not merely turn
out winning teams. He constantly searched for s’,/We to make
boving safer for the glinemen.
Portal innovations are the Poetal Point Indicator, competitive
headgear. face masks, thorn/vies%
gloves. rating svstern. honor
system. three-inch mats, four
ropes around the ring, hosing
,
bidexterous hosing, the
s.1.4 point scoring %intern. and
ramps for boxers to enter the
ring.
Some of these imuwat ions,
notably the head gear. haie been
adopte.d on a national scale.
’
Jake Menendel. present Spartan
ring coach, is appropriately a
Portal protege With the solid
foundation already built, Menendez continues to seek improvements in collegiate boxing in true
Portal fashion. Young Julie (34)
figures to continue to build on
the great San Jose boxing record
I for many more years.
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Track Begins
or R ea 1 ’ in ’23

sirs R

S rin Snorts Gymnasts Hit Peak in 1957
Tin Acclaim
For Spartans

anks High
In College Judo
By TOM LARIMORE

To hear the sport of judo mentioned in discussion of collegiate
Taking a chronological look at , State under the watchful Winter
athletics is to hear about judo
track at SJS, we find the first eye.
teams- at San Jose State College.
Broadjumper Willie Steele sailed
"real" team was fielded in 192:11
Judoists throughout the world
with Coach Dave Wooster at the 25 ft. 7 in. at SJS, then trans look upon SJS as a leader in
helm. The Spartans took third
judo among United States colplace in ’23 in the Calif. Coast I
leges.
Conference.
Coached by lush Uchida, a
H. C. McDonald became the
fifth degree black belt man and
coach in 1924. His 1925 team won
a graduate of SJS. the Spartans
the C.C.C. title. The 1926 club
hate maintained high standards
won all its meets.
of the gentle art of judo. both
In 1936 the Spartans embarked
on a local !Walt’ and national
upon their first "heavy" schedule
levels.
and captured the Far Westren
Judo was initiated at SJS in
Conf. Meet in Sacramento. COP
tel Bruno. then a Hu1937 by
and Nevada U. were the only
dent
squads to whip the ’30 Spartans

in judo was held at San Jose
State. which defeated all tisitors
for the title. The AM.’ had laccepted the spurt in 1952 and San
Jose State was credited with playing a major role in this adoption.
In the 19.13 national tournament. San Jose’s Ls le Hunt
shone as the ittitstanding performer. Hunt is ’n the heavyweight tilt ision anti rattle bawls
to is
the grand ehampion honors. Hunt also earned the third
degree black belt after on Is
three years of eompetition. limit
’Is currently with the San Jose
PO1114’ Department.

In the 1952 and 1953 semitone
Probably the pinnacle of San
and still holds the point rectord
historN
gymnastics
Jose State’s
hr one meet, 31, which he Intwas reached this year when M.
tied against ( al Poly in 1952,
roit I Mickeyl Zavack collected
in the 19571
points
team
four
From 1952 to 1955. Hugh Mum In spring sports. SJS began to
Athletic Assn. by took over the duties of gym roll when athletic competition was National Collegiate
Annapolis. nestles coach. Both Ilugh and Ted
resumed after World War It. The tournament held in
Mumby carried the gymnastic
golf team especially the 1948 Maryland.
This was the fifst time in SJS squad. plus the wrestling team,
team put SJS on the intercolgymnastic annals that a Spartan coaching both simultaneously. In
legiate sports nolo
had, scored any points in the 1956 Bill Gustafson was handed
In that year Morgan Fottrel
Ithe gym chore and Hugh Mumby
won meslalittl honors in the
NCAA tourney’
1:slim:odic records date back
was able to concentrate on the
NcAA tournament and Hobbs
to 1949, when Ted Mumhy was
grunt and groaners. allowing both
Harris took intuit idual honors at
the coach. 5lumby, father of i teams to be better coached.
the %AIM’ bairn, ))))) ott. The team
t he present wrestling mentor,
as a ss hole swept ti, the 1.1.
by, fielded a Otani!)Hugh M
of the collegiate golf world its
in 1949, when the
team
ionship
.
grabbing
the
N e AA
team
Cali
the
captured
Spartans
Championship. ,
fornia Athletic .Assn. crown at
In addition to those on the
San Diego. Ti..’ 1950 squad rechampionship teen?, many Sparpeated in the (’(’AA title win.
tans have made their mark as
Professional golfers. From
the
In 1932. the name of the ath1948 squad Eli Berateau, Fottrel lete who holds many of SJS gymand Harris toured the pro circuit. nastic point -scoring records ap"Everyth.ng in Furs"
Bill Ogden also became n well peared in
Feria. Feria, not;
40 years’ working experienco
known pro, and last year Ken , gymnastics coach at James I.ick
Venturi shocked the pro circuit by ; High School,eis the only gymnast
CY 5-6065
37 S. 2nd St.
coining within an eyelash of cap- in the Spartan Hall of Fame.
turing the Masters.
Faria topped all competitors
This year’s team, according
to Coach Walt McPherson. hiss
started
to
improte
rapidly.
All I
gh they are now at the
same point in training as last
year’s club, the coach expects
his team to develop faster.
The tennis team can boast no
from
NCAA championships -- but look
out next year. Coach A.
B. ’
Dr. JACK H. CHENNELL
(Butch I Krikorian believes 19561
may be SJS’s year to give the
Optometrist
perennial champions -U.S.C. and
254 S. 2nd
CY 5-2747
U.C.L.A.-- a run for the collegiate

Congratulations
from

Uchida was named coach of the
Pan American team in 1953 and
UCHIDA’S ARRIVAL
toured F:urope.
Erwin Blush became head
Coach Uchida arrived at SJS in
Front meager beginnings. Uchiett,tch in 1932. Mesh’s team top1941. but was called into the serv- da has molded top notch judoists,
bounced
High.
ped Alameda
ice during the war. Ile restarted as evidenced by the string of
santa Barbara. and sreamed
the judo provarn in 1946.
championship titles won by the
Nllenlo J. C. But Fresno, the
Spartans including the three year
Since then, he has maintained
San Francisco Olympic Club,
reign over the Senior PAAU
a large, active program that
and Sacrasnento J. C. turned
championship in 19715. 1956 and
has drawn Judoists front all
the tables in the Spartans. The
1957.
over the United States. His
1933 trans placed second in the
BUD WINTER
teams hate won several champFar West ren (’oaf,
.
... Baseball Coach
such as the recent vie In 1934, the local thinclads
tory user San Francisco Dojo
ferred to San Diego State and at.
grabbed second in the Far Westtamed Olympic fame.
for the 1957 California State
em n vent, making way for the
Bill Pridd snow
the AAU
championship In the Ninth An 1935 aggregation. coached by W
pole %atilt in 1932 for Winter
nual SJS Ins Rational niece
V. Hubbard. The 1938 team. unit’!
c
the AA U in- I
In addition to the growth of
Uchida’s vast program of this
and rOutt upped
Hubbard, placed fourth in the S:
door highliimp in 1954 by leap"gentle art" is run under the rules the physical education department
PA A. championships
ing 6 ft. 8,2 in,
of the Amateur Athletic Assn., of Sparta, there grew also novice
Tiny Hartranft became head
Winter’s 1937 squad looks as
the only organization nationwide athletic
activities
and
special
coach in 1939 but scores of the
II it will he tspical of most Ito handle and control the sport. events.’
meets from ’39 through 1945 were
title.
Spar ta n track teams. It will
The first such "special event"
In 1949. State’s first black beltdestroyed.
win much ))))) re than it loses.
er appeared in George Best, who was the colorful and exciting Nov When Lloyd iBudi Winter took
In Ijapid Hay Norton, Winter worked his way up to the second ice Boxing Tournament, which was
over the driver’s seat in 1945 , a
have the finest sprinter in degree before graduating. SJS begun in 1935 by the immortal
new era in track was born at ; may
.1 the country. Norton already has judoists, led by Best, captured of SJS boxing, DeWitt Portal.
SJS. Winter has n national repuPortal came to the campus
clocked a :9.4 100 and a :20.2 the Northern California champtation as one of the most talented
In the fall of 1934 to produce
for
three consecutive
ionships
200.
spike mentors.
the event. Since then, It has be And thus the Spartan track years- 1950, 1951 and 1952.
Since coming to State, Winter
come a yearls tradition.
I
The first national AAU meet
legend rolls along.
has rolled up 60 wins and 29
In the fall of 1936. Glen S
losses for one of the best dual
"Tiny’ Hart rant t
front
caine
meet winning percentages on
Stanford to coach track and frosh
the Pacific CoasL Before his ,
football.,
teams left the California State
The ski team began official Council, and with Dr. J. Gordon
One of his jobs was to begin
College Conf., Winter’s teams
competition only last year. But , Edwards, associate professor of
the Novice Track Meet and the
won five titles in six years.
before then, a group of Spartan entomology coachin g, finished
annual Turkeytrot.
Winter’s 1952 edition of the students went to the ski meets, seventh in a conference which InSince then. Bud Winter has
Stanford
and
California.
eluded
paid
their
own
expenses
and
cornSpartans placed second to powertaken over the tasks. Ilartranft
next
year’s
Dr. Edwards thinks
ful USC in the NCAA meet. Six peted against organized and finan- ’
also started the Intramural proteam will better the fourth place
of the eight Spartan national ced collegiate teams,
gram In 1936 with c
petition
Last year a group of skiers re- finish registered in conference
track champions were under the
In football, basketball, IA restlthis
year.
money
competition
ceived
from
;
Student
the
tutelage of Winter. Winter has
ing, track and the. lit,.
had a man on each of the last
three Olympic teams.
Winter is president of the Arn-f
Coaches
erican
College Track
Assn., and was last year’s chairman of the first International
Track Coaches Clinic A year ago
W L 7 phs oPP
Coach
W
pfs app Taco
Coach
he represented the U. S. State Year
3 3 4
90 126
0 0
0 1934 DGroot
0
Department on an around -the- 1895
6
6 1935 DeGroot
5 5 1 116 101
0 0
world trip, most of his time was i896
93
1936 DeGroof
5 4 0 136
11
5 0
59
devoted to conducting clinics in ! 1898 Thad McKay
79
11 2 1 296
87
4 2
*68 1937 DGroot
1899 J. Woods
India
1 0 322
1938 DeGroot
56
11
1900 J. E. Addicoft
The Spartans’ Olympic track 64 1939 DeGroof (Glenn Warner,
11
& FiIding Yost 2 3 1
stem hate been: Javelinist Bob
29
Adv. coach) 13 0 0 324
1901 Addicott and
Likens in 1948. who hurled 211
1940 Ben Winkleman (Warner.
(no record)
Yost
ft. 7 in. (eight). Pole-vaulter
Adv. coach) 11 1 0 263
62
(902 W. Meese
(no record)
eeeterge !Hatton. whose 13 ft V’S
96
i941 Wirdlernan
5 3 3 128
1903.1920
no twn)
abyth. Mettle
40
6 2 0 150
Wanstar t 4 0
35 134 1942 G. Harfran1t
again in 1956, when he %milted
earl
(no learn
1922 Wooster
2 5 I
34 127 1943145
14 ft. 314 in. (fourth).
94
1
1 227
1946 W. V. Hubbard
Winter
also
developed
Hal 1923 H C.
9 3 0 327 125
McDonald
3 262 1947 Hubbrd
0 6 0
Davis. the California Comet, who
op 1948 Hubbard
9 3 0 373 168
25
1 4 0
was the world’s outstanding 1924 E. R. Knollin
’19 4 0 477 215
2 5 0
58 143 1949 Hubbard
sprinter at Salinas. Billy Smith 1925 Knollin
6 3 1 201 118
1 5 1
26
94 , 1950 R. T. Iranian
and Bobby Crowe were splendid 1926 Knollin
106 122
2 7 1
67 1951 Bronson
4 5 0 121
sprinters who hustled to :9.4 cen- 1927 Knoll..
164
6 3 0 251
1928 Knollin
117
64 ; 1952 Bronson
5 2 1
tury clockings.
156 220
4 4 i
50
78 ’ 1953 Bronson
2 3 1
Bob Likens, two-time NCAA 1929 W. Crawford
151
7 3 0 t91
2 3 2
50
73 ; 1954 Bronsn
javelin champ. Lang Stanley, 1953 1930 Crawford
6 3 1 i 59 114
1 7 0
23 114, 1955 Bronzan
NCAA 880 kingpin. highjumper 1931 Crawford
2 7 1 186 294
7 0 2 116
27 11956 Branum
Herm
Wyatt.
discuss
flipper 1932 D DeGroof
5390 4053
4 4 0 102
72 Tof1s W-161: L.120: T-78;
Woody Linn, Bob McMullen, 1952 1933 DeGroot
NCAA and National AAU steepleNo scores recorded in two games won in 1898, and on. game won in 1899
chase champ ... these are other
-1- Includes 20-0 victory over Utah State in Raisin Bowl.
champions developed at San Jose
t Includes 20-13 victory over Texas Tech in Rsitin Bowl

k...hips.

iYoung Ski Team Reviews History

part anAll-Time Gr
R ecord by the Season

Portal Fathered
Novice Athletics

tar low ’s

Centennial
eon

oralidalion

LEONARD’S sport shop
now on staff: BILLY WILSON
’49’er all-pro end

outfitting SPARTAN teams
for over 10 years
377 S. FIRST ST.

qPeteing with ctate

in our new store just over a year and
already we’re preparing plans I’ma second floor to provide
better service for you

text hooks - art supplies - toiletries - imuineering supplies - sialionery

Cooper-Challen Realty Co.
Continuously in Business in San Jose
SINCE 1887
Extends its

Centennial Congratulations
We Welcome
(Our present, modern, self-service store)

the opportunity to cooperate with the
student body in helping to provide housing
wherever possible.

Main Office
82 N. First St.

Branch Office
3164 Stevens Creek Rd.

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
... right on campus

Hall of Fame Hogors Athletes

Page

0

SJS sports heros have been
many since Willie Heston and
Fred Estes gained national recognition at the turn of the century.
To honor these athletes. the
Spartan Hall of Fame was established in 1952:
FOOTBALL
E Johnny Allen, 1939, ’40 ’
QB Lynn Aplanalp. 1951, ’52
F. Bob Amaral, 1950, ’51, ’52
F Harry Beck, 1941, ’50
.
QII Keith Birlem, 1936, ’37, ’38
T Bob Bronzan, 1937, ’38, ’39
G Kenny Cook, 1938, ’39. ’40
T Harley Dow, 1947, ’48. ’49
G Glenn DuBose. 1938, ’39
T Fred Estes, 1899, 1900
H Willie Heston, 1888, ’89, 1900
E Charles Hardy, 1953, ’54
H Roy Hiram, 1953, ’54
H Bill Hubbard, 1925, ’26, ’27, ’28.
E Bud Hubbard, 1930, ’31, ’32, ’33
F Lucky Laws, 1926, ’27, ’28
G Tom Louderback, 1953, ’54
H Morris Manoogian, 1937, ’38, ’39
H Larry Matthews, 1951. ’52, ’53
H Walt McPherson, 1936, ’37, ’38
QB Gene Menges, 1948, ’49, ’50
H Aubrey Minter, 1939, ’40, ’41
E Junior Morgan, 1947, ’48, ’49
H Bud Nygren, 1940
C Bob Pifferini, 1946, ’47, ’48
Hick Joe Rishwain, 1938, ’39, ’40
H Bert Robinson, 1941, ’42, ’46
II Harry Russell, 1946, ’47, ’48, ’49
H Dee Shentanian, 1932, ’33, ’34
T Dario Simoni, 1931, ’32, ’33, ’34
H Willie Steele, 1942
F Dick Stults, 1951, ’52
QB Tony Teresa, 1954, ’55
E George Terry, 1939, ’40, ’46
E Lloyd Thomas, 1936, ’37, ’38
C Bob Titchenal, 1937, ’38, ’39
G Hans Weidenhofer, 1941, ’42, ’46
E Billy Wilson, 1948, ’49, ’50
Tail LeRoy Zimmerman, 1937, ’38,
’39
BOXING
Bob Anderson, 1947, ’48
Chuck Adkins, 1952
Dick Bender, 1953, ’54, ’55
Don Camp, 1950, ’51, ’52
Wayne Fontes, 1947, ’48, ’49
George Latka, 1937
Mac Martinez, 1949, ’50, ’51
Dick Miyagawa, 1941, ’42
Jack Scheberies, 1949, ’50, ’51
Jerry Stern, 1951, ’52
Al Tafoya, 1949. ’50, ’51
Max Voshall,-1955, ’56
WATER POLO
Tom Daly, 1948
Al Grass, 1948, ’49

ANCIENT BEGINNINGS-Above bi the football
team of 1898, one-of State’s first. Standing from
left to right: Carr, Meow, Palmer, Estes, Byrd and
Marlin. Kneeling, center: Reynolds, Heston and
Elect Front row, left to right: White, Meliannity,
Rickabaugh, Nelson and Frazer. Heston became an
all-time great grid player and with Estes is In
Bob Keeler, 1947, ’48
Ron Mann, 1953, ’54
Ed Rudloff, 1946, ’47
Howard Ruweler, 1946, ’47, ’48
Norton Thornton, 1952, ’53, ’54
BASKETBALL
Larry Arnerich, 1834, ’35, ’36
Jolum Allen, 1939, ’40, ’41
George Clark, 1950, ’51, ’52
Dean Giles, 1949, ’50, ’51
Hal Hawley, 1925, ’26, ’27, ’28
Chuck Hughes, 1947, ’48
Bill Hubbard, 1926, ’27, ’28, ’29
Stu Inman, 1948, ’49, ’50
Gus Kotta, 1938, ’39, ’40
Tom Maloney, 1927, ’28, 29, ’30
Walt McPherson, 1937, ’38
Bert Robinson, 1942, ’43, ’46
Lloyd.Thoraas, 1937, ’38, ’39
Bob Wuesthoff, 1947, ’48, ’49, ’50
Carroll Williams, 1953, ’54, ’55
WRESTLING
Mel Bruno, 1939,.’40
Dick Francis, 1953, ’54, ’55
Dave Hines, 1941, ’42, ’43
Martin Olivarri, 1935, ’36, ’37
Frank Waxham, 1950, ’51, ’52

Hans Wiedenhofer, 1943, ’47
SOCCER
Martin Olivarri, 1935, ’36, ’37
GOLF
Eli Bariteau, 1947, ’48, ’49
Morgan Fottrell, 1947, ’48
bobby Harris, 1947, ’48
Ken Venturi, 1951, ’52, ’53
TRACK
Bobby Crowe, 1949, ’50, ’51
Fred Estes, 1899, 1900
Lynn Greene, 1950, ’55, ’56
Hal Hawley, 1925, ’26, ’27, ’28
Gene Haynes, 1947, ’48
Bill Hubbard. 1926. ’27, ’28, ’29
Don Hubbard, 1954, ’55, ’56
Thelno Knowles, 1946, ’47, ’48
Ed Kreyenhagen, 1954, ’55
Woody Linn, 1947, ’48, ’49
Bob McMullen, 1951, ’52
Mickey Maramonte, 1954, ’55
Mel Martin, 1949, ’50
George Mattos, 1949, ’50, ’51
Junior Morgan, 1947, ’48, ’49
Ray Overhouse, 1946, ’47, ’48
Bill Priddy, 1951, ’52, ’53
Jess Regli, 1925, ’26, ’28

0. W. Rhodes, 1954, ’55. ’56
Lou Salvato, 1931, ’32, ’33 ,’34
Billy Smith, 1942
Lang Stanley, 1953, ’56
Willie Steele, 1942
Charlie Stith, 1931
Tony Sunseri, 1938, ’39, ’40
Doug Taylor, 1932, ’33, ’34, ’33
Lowell Todd. 1937, ’38
Edmund Vasconcellos, 1938, ’39,
’40
Jack Wool, 1928, ’29. ’30
Billy Joe Wright, 1955
Herm Wyatt, 1951, ’52
SWIMMING
Jack Daly, 1948
Bill Finch, 1952, ’53
George Ilaines, 1949, ’50
Pat MeConhell, 1948, ’49, ’50
Ed Rudloff, 1947, ’48
Dick Therlfall, 1954, ’55, ’56
Martin Wempe, 1938, ’39, ’40
Howard Withycombe, 1937, ’38
TENNIS
Ronnie Edwards, 1941, ’42
Butch Krikorian, 1952, ’53
(Continued on Page 4)
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SPARTAN
BOOSTERS

Spartit’s Hall of Fame. Also In the "Hall" are Jess
Reg!’ (track, 1925, ’26 and ’28) in the middle picture, and Hal Hawley, far right photo, who was
awarded 12 letters in football, basketball, and
track, to tie Bill Hubbard for most awards for an
individual in &IS history.

From the opening
kickoff in Sep
tember
to
the
final out in late
May - we hav
always been land
will continue to be/
San Jos. State’s strongest
roofers. If gives us the greatest pleasure to be able to congratulate your fine school on its
100th Anniversary. We wish you an
even more prosperous 2nd 100 years.

Al’s Sporting Goods

79 E. SANTA CLARA

CY 5-3868

Ii e

Dr. Nellie Vee Richards

Beta
Kappa

Optometrist

282 S. Third St.
... the store
San Jose 12, Calif.

with the
college education.

a

DESIMONE’S

HAROLD’S

BIKE SHOP

LUNCH

New and Used Models

I

Helping State
to Grow

RENTALS

BOX

72 S. Second

We’re very pleased
to help in
San Jose State’s rapid
growth as builders
of the new administration
and classroom building

Roscalinist and King
Auto Accessories

Lubrication

Complete Brake Service

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

0. E. ANDERSON

E. A. HATHAWAY

1075N.10th
CY3-8844

5fh&Keyes
CY3-2543

S & H Green Stamps

WES’
CAMPUS
CREAMERY
Home of Minnie and Baby Pizzas
-For all occasions-

11th and Santa Clara St.

We Deliver

CYpress 5.9920

275 E. San Fernando
CT 2.0081
Sall

JOS.,

3

Calif.
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SPORTS and SOCIETY

Athletics Experience
Big Growth Since 1900
By DANNY HILL
(SJS Athletic PubWiser)
The present San Jose State
athletic department staff is a far
cry from the early days of Spartan efforts in the intercollegiate
field. In fact. the P.E. staff novs
has about the same number of
men as the entire male student
body before the turn of the century.
The first recorded coaches were
Thad McKale and a J. Woods who
were listed as volunteer football
coaches in 1898 and 1899.
Addicott solicited and received high powered help In the
person of Fielding Yost. then
the Stanford grid mentor. However, it was costly aid fur on
the Spartan team aas one H.
DANNY HILL
Martin Heston. The nest year
... Sports Publicist
he went to Michigan with lost
sad as Willie Heston became an
Jose State graduates coaching on
*Mime All -America choice.
The first man bred as an ath- high school, junior college or college level with another 500 in
letic coach was Da% id Wooster,
physical education and recreation
State
who
I
Kansas
graduate
of
a
work.
joined the San Jose State faculty
in 1921.
In 1932 Bud DeCroot became
((’ontinued from Page 8)
head football coach and director
JUDO
of athletics. His assistant was Bill
Hubbard. an alltime great Spartan Lyle Hunt. 1952, ’53
BASEBALL
athlete who has maintained his association with the college for Johnny Allen, 1939,40, ’41
three decades and is currently Dick Brady. 1952, ’3, ’54, ’55
Elmer Johnson, 1925. ’26, ’27, ’28
athletic director.
iTiny)
S. Glenn
I la rt ranft Walt McPherson, 1936, ’37, ’38
joined the staff as track coach in Torn Maloney, 1927, ’28
1936 and became head of the de; Pete Mesa, 1948, ’49, ’50
partment in 1940. He has been Lilio Marcucci, 1943
instrumental in the great growth John Oldham, 1952, ’53, ’54
of the entire department in the Clair Parkin, 1952
past 17 years and is currently Bob Pifferini, 1946, ’47, ’48
chairman of the division of physi- Bill Rahming. 1955, ’56
cal education.
Jess Rigli. 1927, ’28
Tiny’s staff, who provide Chuck Reynolds. 1955. ’56
Ralph Romero, 1947, ’48, ’49, ’50
training for some 4110
majors as well as minors and Dario Simoni, 1932, ’34
aethity students. consists no0
Bob Wuesthaff, 1948. ’49, ’50
of 20 staff members
GYMNASTICS
There are more than 200 San Iry Faria, 1952, ’5:3

FORMER SPARTAN (REATsFive of Sparta’., greatest athletes eho hase achieved extraordinary teats are
sho0n aliO1 e. From left to right: 1) Bob LAM* of early
traek sears twice became the National Collegiate Athletie Assn. javelin
_ _ champion: 2) Max Martinez 0on the

yo
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MAUER’S CAFETERIA
See ond Buy What You Like

Complete Dinners
Just
1.00 to 1.50

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

175 SOUTH FIRST

We Specialize
In Homemade
Desserts

ACROSS FROM KRESS

...01011409WeteW.W.01-14410:405.1.405,

100th
year
congratulations

SAN
JOSE
STATE
on
your
centennial year

Sunlite Bakery

in* champion In 1949.

Sas his* Normal SliI
Son Jibs* SW* Teachers C111
San Jas. State C191q

Our Proud Heritage for
100 years

Congratulations
from your 40.000 alumni
San Jose Shift College Alumni Assn.
Campus Office: 311 E. San Caries St.

Basketball History
(Continued from Page 1)
tans again won the championship
with a 22-13 record. In 1950-51,
with Stu Inman and Bob Wuesthoff as the big scoring guns, the
Spartans copped 21 wins and lost
7:

BEST MODERN MARK
McPherson’s best mark since
then was the 16-9 mark hung up
by the
1954-55 team. when Car.
roll Williams was terrorizing enemy quintets.
Most Spartan records were established after 1949.
Williams set the record for
the most points in OPP half by
scoring 19 against Oregon in
1954.
Most points in one game were
the 92 scored first by Don Mc Caitlin in 1945 against San Francisco State and later by Inman
in 1949 against Cal Poly.
Buster Burgos, In the 1954 Arizona game, attempted 13 field
goals in the first half and 33 in
the game, both of which are still
records.
Burgos also scored the most
field goals in one game, 13, against
Arizona in 1954.
St STRAIGHT FREE THROWS
Williams tallied on 31 consecutive free throws in four 1951
games to set another record, and
scored 14 free throws in one half
at St. Mary’s in 1955 for another’
mark
Williams also has the beat
free throw percentage for one
game-109 per centwhich was
set against Loyola in 1955 when
he bagged I6 -for -16. He hit 14 for-14 against St. Mary’s iii
The best field goal percentage
for one game is 85.7, established
by (who else?) Williams. Williams
hit six out of seven against USF
in 1954. Bob Borghesani, against
Santa Clara in 1956, also bagged
6-for-7, as did Mary Branstrom
against Loyola in 1956.
George Clark grabbed 27 rebonnds against Oregon in 1952 to
set the most rebounds per game
mark.

We have watched
you grow . . .
we are proud
you are here
Weaver Realty Co.
1092 Minnesota Ave.

ships: 4) Llyod Thomas ))11.4 an athletic great in the la.te
1930’s, participating in basketball, football. and !Howbeit:
and 5) Wayne Follies became the NCAA 135 -pound box.

Minas livnlaq Normal School

hail of Fame

15.1015141,944.410101615941409.9-140505444011

1950 NCAA boxing championship in the 125 -pound divias is stiph
and in 1952 equaled the feat In the
Amateur Athletic ( nion; 3) Frank Waxhain three times
won the Pacific Coast Invitational wrestling champion-

/41011

CY 7-0850

growing
with

San Jose!
College
and

San Jose Sears
San Jose’s most complete department store!

Aue

T-

24 PCI Boxing Titles

Sports Memories

The following are boxing champions from San Jose State through-

out the years:
OLYMPIC

GAMES

139 pounds
National Intercollegiate AN(’AA)
1942 Nick Miyagawa, 127 pounds
1949 Wayne Fontes, 155 pounds ’
1950 Mac Martinez, 125 pounds
1952 Chuck Adkins, 139 pounds
1953 Mike Guerrero, 125 pounds.
1955 Max Voshall. 165 pounds.
1952

GENE MENGES

WILLIE HESTON

Chuck Adkins.

1941
!kilo Webber, 1211 pounds.
1942 Dirk Miyagawa. 127 pounds;
Charlie Townsend, 135 minds.
1947- -Bob Anderson, 143 poun61114
Wayne Fontes. 155 pounds.
1948 Kenny Cayocea. 136
I() ounces; Pete Franusich, 176
pounds. 5 ounces.
1950 Mac Martinez. 125 Pounds.
195:2 1).111 C a m p, 125 Ponds:
Chock Adkins. 139 pounds: Jerry
Stern, 147 pounds.
1953 Mike Guerrero, 125 pounds.
1954 -Vic Bahia, 139 pounds;
Dick Bender. 156 pounds, Tom
Stern. 165 pounds.
1955 Dick Bender, 158 pounds;
Max Voshall. 165 pounds.

NATIOPiAl. AMATEUR (AAU)
1952 - Mac Martinez, 125; Jack
Scheberies, heavyweight.
Paelfle COwit Intercollegiate (PCII)
; 1937 Stan Griffin. 175 pounds,
193A- Don Walker, heavyweight.
I 1939 Charles Kerwin, 135 pounds;
1957 Pete Cisneros. 125 pounds;
Jim Kincaid, 145 pounds.
Nick Akana. 112 (wain&
1940 Bill Rolich, 155 pounds

WERE PROUD of our
part in your expansion
program

Congratulations, S.J.S.

General Contractors

music building
ilk

.--iaatota

memRELIVING SPARTA.N FEATSPleasant
return to local Spartan followers and alumni
as former heroes appear Out of the pages of the
SJS sports album. Old time (pre -century) athletics
are characterized by "Wee Willie" Heston (top left
photo) with modern football emphasized by the
Gene
of
1948-30,
record -breaking quarterback
Menges (upper right photo), now a coach here at
State.

ories

t’arrosil ..314gh-ty--Mainse"Roan.- and
Stanleyrecent greats are shown In the top renter
pictures. ’Williams (left) drives in for a layup
against the powerful USE Don cage team with AllAmerican MC. Jones guarding closely. Stanley Is
shown coming In Just a hair behind Mal Whitfield in
the Compton Insitational Relays in 1952. Roth
Ingo were clocked at 1:49.4 in the 880, at that time
thl fastest time es er recorded hy a college student.

Aqua Sports at SJS Date Back to 32
By TOM IARIMORE
Water sports at San Jose State
College date back to 1932 when
Coach Charles 1.. Walker organized the first swimming team.
Walker now is the mentor of the
water polo squad and Thomas P.
O’Neill, who arrived at SJS last
fall, has taken over the swimming team chores.
San Jose State swimmers
have amaased a record that

speaks for Itself. The Spartans
won the California Collegiate
At
Association championship in 1941, their first big title
honor, and repeated this in 1948
and 1950.

The California State College
Swimming Championships were
inaugerated in 1951 at San Jose
State and the hosting Spartans
emerged winners of this meet.
With the - one exception of 1953.
when Cal Poly nosed out the

Happy
Birthday
San Jose State College

California
Book Company

Spartans by one point, SJS has
woh the CSCSC every year since
its inception and defended their
1956 title this week in the Spartan Pool.
Present swimming colic Ii
Tommy O’Neill initiated tho
first annual Pacific Association
Senior Open Amateur Athletle
Union meet at San Jose this
year.
Coach Walker’s water poloists
Sian are reigning California State
Collegiate Water Polo Champions.
TheSpprtaq polomen captured the
first annual CSCWPC in 1952 and
repeated this in 1953 before last
seasod’s title-winning efforts.
The Spartan poloists have composed a total of 129 victories,
94 losses and 4 ties in the IR
seasons of competition.
The water poloists first claim
to fame came in 1938 when they.
won top honors in the Bay Cities
Water Polo League.
_
CONGRATULATIONS
from

tarlow’s
Fine Fur and Cloth Coats
40 veal,’ working Inperience
specializing is
Resfyliag
Repairing
Dying
Cseaning - Glazing

37 S. 2nd. St.

,

CY 5.6065

photo i. IS) I it henalcor
At the lawnr lilt of the V.
rent SJS head coachas he appeared during his playing days of
1937. ’33. and ’39. Opposite him and to the lower right hand corner
of the Stanley picture Is Stu Inman highest scorer in SJS basketball
history. He played from 1937 through ’50 and ’scored 11113 points.
Ills 321 markers for a single season is at-ill a record.
On the left is Chuck Adkins during 1932 %%hen he won the
National Collegiate Athletic Atom. and U.S. Olympic championships
In the 139-pound division for SJS.
At the right is State’s only ’national rosand-holder in football
history, Art Powell, who caught 40 passes last season to come in
first In the nation and to establish so new all -tin,- SJS mark. This
photo was taken during the Stanford contest.
The alms,’ center pictures are of Spartan football mentors
both past and present:
In the center photo and on the left in Glenn "Pop" Warner,
one of the all -lime great roaches of American’ football pointing out
advice to 5.15’ head football coach during the 1940 season, Ken
N’inkleman (on the right).
(Inc of Sparta’s players the year before nag so hard-hitting
lackly. Rob Rronzan (lower center). Rronzan remained al 5.15 as
a coach and then became head football mentor In 1930 guiding the
Spartans to numerous offensive records.
-

Nielsen & Nielsen

Congratulations San Jose State for
your 100 Years of Growth
We are proud to have been the building
contractor of your new and beautiful
Speech and Drama Building

Lew Jones Construction Co.
1535 S. 10th

CYpress 5-5597
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KAREN a% F:IsS
Karen Weiss. sponsored by Delta
Gamma and Kappa Tau, is a sophomore education major from Sac-

ANNA BEAL
Friday night, October 26, 1954’
Anna Beal was crowned the 19;i4;
Centennial Homecoming Quiseii
Not only has Anna reigned mei
fomecoming festivities and cam SPORTS and SOCIETY pos functions, but she will also
reign over the SJS Centennial
celebration
h lebrat ion --a
a once in a lifetime
I

Gunny Biondi, a sophomore corn.
mercial art major is from Palo 1
Alto. Twenty year old Grimy is
also an SJS song girl and a member of Alpha Phi She designed this
year’s winning door decoration in rage 6
the annual Christmas contest sponsored by AN’S.
Canny N3S sponsored by Sigma

ramento.

A member of Kappa Alpha
Theta, Anna Is a sophomore art
major from Davis, California. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Beal, she was born in Oakland
and attended high school in San
Leandro.
Queen Anna. 20, was an SJS
song girl last semester and was
chosen as queen of the Pi Kappa
Alpha’s Fireman Ball last year.

DONNA MUFF
Donna Acuff. sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon, is one of this
year’s Centennial attendants to
Queen Anna Beal. Donna is a 19
year-old general education major
from Santa Rosa.

Anna will be attended throughout the Centennial celebration by
her Centennial wart: Donna Acuff,
Ginny Biondi, Pat Parish, and
Karen Weiss.

A member of Alpha Phi. Donna
:s one of the SJS song girls.

Twelve Campus Sororities Tell Histories,
Foundings, Annual Activities Over Years
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Alpha Chi Omega, founded at
DePauw University in Indiana.
was the sixth Greek -letter fraternity for women. On March 6, 1848,
Beta Chi. a local sorority on the
San Jose campus, became Gamma
Eta chapter of Alpha Chi Omega.
Alpha Chi’s philanthropy project is helping Cerebral Palsy victims.
Traditional events each year include the masquerade ball where
the Favorite Guy of Alpha Chi
is chosen, the father-daughter
banquet, the annual Christmas
party for underprivileged children,
the senior breakfast, the scholarship dinner, and two pledge
dances, one in the winter and one
in the spring.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
A local sorority. Delta Beta
Sigma, was founded on the San ,
Jose campus’ in 1939. This chapter included 20 girls whose main ’
activity was service to the Hornet
of Benevolence. In 1948 this local
chapter became affiliated with
Alpha Omicron Pi.
Activities of AOPi are many.
This year the girls, together with
the Theta Xis, won first place for
their float in the Homecoming

PAT PARISH

Pat Parish, ASB corresponding’
Phi Sigma Kappa sponsored this secretary, is another of the Ccn-’
year’s Queen, who hopes to become tennial attendants. A member of
an airline stewardess after grad- Kappa Alpha Theta, Pat is a junior social science major.
uation.

Parade. Last year the house won
second place in the Ugly Man contest and the annual Blood Drive.
The AOPis also placed third in
this year’s Greek Show and second
in t h e AWS Christmas Door
decorating contest.
Philanthropy work is an important part of the sorority. Work is
done each year for the Red Cross
and various blood drives.
ALPHA PHI
Alpha Pfti was founded at Syracuse University in 1872. It was
March 6, 1948 that the Beta Psi
chapter of Alpha Phi was established on the campus, having been
formed from a local group. Ero
Sophian, which was founded at
tthe San Jose Normal School in
1898.
Annual events of Alpha Phi are
the pledge dances and a Christmas
party held each year for underprivileged children.
CHI OMEGA
Chi Omega w a s founded on
April 3. 1895 at the University of
Arkansas. Iota Delta chapter was
installed Feb, 22. 1948 on the San
Jose campus. The 119 chapters of
Chi0 are located in all parts of
the United States and Canada.
The national philanthropy of
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GOOD(?)
OLD
DAYS
Women used to do all their
own laundry. Now new -fashioned people bring their
laundry to us.

Centennial Congratulations
from

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
SOUTH THIRD AT SAN SALVADOR

Chi Omega is educational. The
sorority provides funds used for
scientific research and civic interests.
A Christmas party for underprivileged children is an annual
event as is the presentation of
an award to an outstanding woman
in the social science field.
DELTA GAMMA
Delta Gamma was founded on
March 15. 1873 at Oxford, Mississippi. In 1948 the local chapter
was chartered.
Sight Conservation and Aid to
the Blind is DGs philanthropic
project. The Los Angeles Nursery
School for Visually Handicapped
Children is completely supported
by the DGs of Southern California.
Each year the house sponsors
the Anchor Man contest. The
Delta Gamma -Alpha Phi dance is
another annual affair. The theme
of this dance is "Caught in a
Fire.’

privileged children. A Christmas
party is also given for underprivileged children with the Theta
Chis. The Kappa-Theta Dance,
Spring Chapter Barbeque, Senior
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Breakfast, and the Founders Day
On Januarr27, 1870 at DePauw activities round out the year for
University. Kappa Alpha Theta the Kappas.
was founded as the first national
Greek society for women. Gamma PH1( MU
One hundred and four years ago
Xi chapter was founded at San
at ’Wesleyan College Phi Mu was
Jose State in 1948.
The Institute of Logopedics in founded. At present there are 74
Kansas is supported by Kappa chapters, of which the local chapAlpha Theta funds. The local chap- ter was the 73rd to be chartered.
Phi Mu became active in camter also has a foster Korean child
whom they support. Each year pus activities immediately. They
they hold a Christmas party with took part in last year’s Greek
Sigma Alpha Epsilon for under- Show, March Melodies, and the
Novice Boxing To’urnament.
privileged children.
Each year the Phi Mus fill a
The Father-Daughter banquet.
Mothers weekend. Theta D a y. toy cart and present it to a deservwhich is held together with Theta ing children’s hospital ward in the
Chi and Theta Xi, and the Theta- city.
Kappa Kappa Gamma dance head SIGMA KAPPA
the list of annual activities for
Sigma Kappa was founded at
the house.
Colby College on Nov. 8, 1874. The
violet was chosen as the sorority
KAPPA DELTA
Gamma Iota chapter of Kappa flower and the triangle for the
Delta is one of the newest sor- shape of the pin.
Sigma Kappa was established on
orities on the San Jose campus.
having been chartered in 1956. the San Jose campus in, February
Kappa, Delta was founded in 1897 of 1948 and is now one of the
at Longwood College, Farmville, largest houses on campus.
The annual project is entertainVirginia.
KDs philanthropy is aiding ing the residents of the Milpitas
crippled children. The Crippled Home for the Aged, together with
Childrens Hospital in Richmond. the Pi Kappa Alphas. The girls
Virginia is supported by Kappa also present a Christmas party
Delta. The local chapter does vol- at the Home for Underprivileged
unteer work every Saturday at Children with the Delta Sigma
Phis.
the San Jose Hospital.

CONGRATULATIONS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
1857-1957
WO years of education
SAN JOSE ELECTROTYPE COMPANY

luncheon. Gamma Phi also has each
year their big-littk. sister party
and the Mothers Club Christmas
party.

DELTA ZETA
Delta Zeta was founded at
Miami University on Oct. 24, 1902.
There are 80 active chapters in
the United States. The sorority
colors are old rose a n d vieux
mreen: the flower is the Killarney
reSe.
Gamma Lambda chapter was
founded on the San Jose campus
in 1948. Each year the University
of California chapter holds an exchange with the local group.
A traditional breakfast is held
Other events for the house this
every June for graduating seniors
of the chapter. The annual Aloha year were their two pledge dances
Party is held at the end of spring and their annual open house.
titester to honor these seniors.
KAPPA KAPPA (IA MU
Kappa Kappa Gamma was
GAMMA PHI BETA
’ Gamma Phi Beta was founded founded on Oct. 13, 1870 at Mon, in 1874 at Syracuse University. mouth College. Delta Chi chapter
The local chapter was chartered was founded on the San Jose campus on January 29. 1949 when the
On April 24. 1948.
The philanthropy of Gamma local Alenian sorority was acceptPhi is supporting t w o summer ed by National Kappa Kappa
camps for ’underprivileged child- Gamma.
The philanthropic work of the
ren. The local chapter also chooses
sorority centers aroufal rehabilia project each year.
Annual events of Gamma Phi tation. Scholarships are given anBeta are the Christmas Party for nually to those persons outstandunderprivileged childre n, the ing in this field.
Traditional events include the
senior breakfast, the father-daughter banquet, the spring card party, annual Easter egg hunt. togelher
and the Panhellenic Scholarship with the Sigma Nus, for under-
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1957 Marks 10th Anniversary Of Homecoming Events

San Jose State is having two
anniversaries this year. 1957
marks the 100th year since the
founding of our school and the
10th year since the advocation of
Homecoming celebrations.
In 1948 SJS, by a popular vote
’of the student body, chose Gaynell Miller of Sigma Kappa as
the first
Homecoming queen.
Since there was no Coronation
Ball, the queen was presented at
campus functions.
Patty Burke, Delta Gamma,
was Homecoming queen in 1951
and Barbara Kelly, of Sigma
Kappa, in 1952. This year Miss

testants were presented to the Theta, was judged queen in 1956.
students in Morris Dailey Audi- She is a junior education major
tori urn. and after the judging the front San Just
queen was immediately announced
Anna has ros ally reigned
oser Home,
log and campus
continue to
fst Is itie and is ill
do so for the rest of the Centennial year.
Homecoming is not the only
time a queen is chosen at Sparta.
There are many contests held annually. both school -wide and fraternity. Each year the Soph Doll
Contest is held.

many. The
Sweetheart
This year
aortsi by

oldesf of these is the
of Sigma (’hi contest
Linda Coleman. sportDelta Gamma, was

, Watson. Delta Gamin a, who t crowned National atottnlight
:
reigned last year.
.of Phi Sigma Kappa.
’ Sigma Nu holds its White Rose!
: fornial each fall to choose their NADVNE KING
queen, who this year is Karen1 The.a NI hold,: tO ; aim,
Weiss ot Delta Gamma. Karen
represented the local chapter in
the district contest and was cho
sen as Queen of the White Rose
for the entire dist net

The Orchid Ball of Sigma is
another of the annual fraternity
contests at Sparta.
Then there are the other contests. Betty Coed-Joe (’ollegia,
sorority contests such as the Delta
it.1111Illa Anchor Man and the
Delta Zeta Man, the organizational contests, like the Military
Ball Queen chosen by the ROTC,
and the AFROTC groups, Nancy
Frahm is queen this year.

111 Kariba Alpha elms.. Fivriiir
Wood of Alpha Phi as heir
I third Quern of the Firemaien
Ball. Presions qiiernis is ere
Joan Henderson usual Anna Beal.

, BARBARA JOHNSON
The queen is chosen by a group
lopm,,enting the earn’

Spartans can look hack on a
century of queens. each Illie add..
tug to San Jose State’s undying
-Spirit of Sparta."

Moonlight Girl of Phi Sigma
Kappa for 1957 Is Carol Crisler
of Kappa Kappa Gamma. She was

Centennial
Congratulations
PAT BURNS
... Dream Girl
In 1953 Patsy Liefrick, sponsored by the International Students Organization, was crowned
queen. She is now living overseas with her husband, James
Downs, a civilian employee of the
government.

LINDA COLEMAN
.Sigma Chi Sweetheart
Kelly returned to the campus for
the 1957 Homecoming activities
from Hayward where she is a
teacher. She said that the con -

-‘rta

TRISH MEYERS
Kappa Kappa Gamma Trish
Meyers, queen in 1954, is now attending dental nursing school in
PATTY RAWLE
the Bay Area and is planning a
... Carnation Girl
summer wedding.
In 1955 Joan Dalton, Alpha Chi pus and city. This year Barbara
Omega, reigned over the Home- Johnson of Chi Omega was
coming festivities.
chosen as Soph Doll.
Barbara Dale, Kappa Alpha
Fraternity queen contests are

a
BERNIE WOOD
.
RiKA Queen
crowned Sweetheart. Past Sweet.
hearts of the local chapter are
Jackie Barth. ehirley Strahl,
Nancy Main, and Robin Wurzburg.
Theta Chi lase leads an annual queen contest
their Dream Girl. %Alio this ear
Is Pat Dorms of Kappa kappa ,
Gas
. She was croiined
last year’s Bream Girl, Barbara". Clement, Delti Gamma.
Delta Sigma Phi holds their
Carnation Ball each yea? to
choose
their
Carnation
Girl.
Patty Rawle reigns as this year’s
queen.,,She was crowned by Sue

to
San Jose State

CAROL HOPKINS
... Blossom Queen

College

queen contests. The (andel
Girl this year is Nadyne I(Ina
Chi Omega.. The Ithe
Queen, chosen at the I.
’rime Ball. is Carol lii
Gamma Phi Beta, Last
Blossom Time queen was GaN
Gillingham She also was theI.
qt leen.
CAROL CRISLER
. .. Moonlight Girl

---crwA lied by last year’s Moonlight
Girl. Dorothy Fairburn of Kappa
Alpha Theta. 1955’s queen was
Mantel
McKinnon.
who
was

from

Lambda Chi Alpha. ponsarera of the annual Plurlwas rt Relays, chose their t’reveent
to ride user the festisities. She
wa. Pat Parkli, Kappa Alpha
Theta. thus-en in 1951 is u.
Kaatoenliettiter.

Fraternity Histories Tell Origin, Activities, Projects
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Alpha Tau Omega was founded
In 1865 at the Virginia Military
Institute by Alfred Marshall, Otis
Glazebrook, and Erskin Ross,
three of the top cadets in the
school at that time.
The San Jose chapter was
chartered in 1950 and now has a
membership of 93 brothers.
Alpha Tau Omega was the first
fraternity to change their pledge
"Hell Week" to "Help Week" in
order to help with the task of
improving the community. In the
past ATO has helped with construction of a swimming pool.
painting churches, and many other
helpful jobs.
The top social functions "of the
house include the annual Christmas Dance, Okie Stomp, and
Apache Dance. They also sponser
a party with the Chi Omegas for
local orphans of the community
during Christmas time.

here at SJS in 1931 a’s Alpha Pi
Omega.
Two annual events of the house
include "Kanaka Kapers", a fall
Hawaiian dance, and "Full Moon",
the spring formal.
KAPPA ALPHA
The Kappa Alpha Order was
founded at Washington University
December 21, 1865 under the
spiritual leadership of Robert E.
Lee. The four founders stressed
brotherhood, scholarship and a
well rounded social life.
At San Jose State. Gamma
Delta Chapter of Kappa Alpha
got its start in 1948 when most
of the Greek letter houses on
campus went national.
Highlighting the K.A. social
year is the annual "Dixie Ball"
at which time the K.A.s from
Cal and Stanford join in with
the San Jose chapter. Three days
prior to the dance the K.A.s read
a proclamation announcing that
they have offlpially seceeded from
the Union. For three stirring days
the Rebel yells ’and costumes
adorn the Kappa Alpha house on
Ninth Street.
At Christmas the K.A.s join
the Delta Gammas for an annual
Christmas party for underprivilieged children. In October a Halloween party is also held for
these children.
The annual Novice Boxing
tournament was won four years
in a row by the K.A.s and this
year the house took third place.
By winning the tournament three
years in a row the K.A.s have
earned the right to keep the perpetual trophy formerly given at
the tournament.

DELTA SIGMA PHI
Delta Sigma Phi was founded
In 1899 at the College of the
City of New York. Gamma Epsilon was chartered on the San
Jose campus in June of 1949.
Annual functions of Delta Sig
Include the Spook’s Ball, held each
Halloween, the Carnation Ball,
the winter formal honoring the
Delta Sig Dream Girl who is
chosen by the brothers to reign
over the ball, and the Sailors
Ball, which i,s ruled over by King
Neptune’s Bride, also chosen by
the brothers.
The brothers also help each
year with the Heart Fund as well
as contributing annually towards
the YMCA building fund.
This year the Delta Sigs KAPPA TAIT
teamed with Alpha Omicron Pi
Kappa Tau, the only local fraIn the Homecoming float com- ternity on the campus, was
petition to win second place.
founded here on April 16, 1951.
The fraternity was founded with
DELTA UPSILON
More than a century has passed the eventual intent of affiliating
since the founding of Delta Upsi- with a national fraternity, and
lon at Williams College on Nov. toward that aim present membership is investigating several of
4, 1834.
San Jose chapter of DU got its the top national fraternities.
Kappa Tau holds several out first start as a local fraternity

Varly an(,?
inuni me in...
for the

party -time
,,f

only a quarter

may 22

standing social events throughout Oxford, Ohio. The local chapter
the school year, including the received their charter on March
Black and White Fantasy and-the 1, 1952.
Spring Formal.
Annual events include a ChristIn a more serious vein, the mas party held each year for unfraternity sponsors an Easter derprivileged children.
philanthropic project for underThe biggest event on the Sigma
privileged children.
Chi social calendar is the annual
Kappa Tau has won a good Sweetheart of Sigma Chi Formal.
many trophys, among which are This year the dance was held at
those for its entries in Greek the San Jose Country Club and
Show, which they won in 1953 Linda Coleman of Delta Gamma
and 1955. and Homecoming con- was chosen as the 1957 Sweettest, in which they took first heart of Sigma Chi.
place in 1955.
Another function of the
This year Barbara Johnson, the brothers is the Dual -Sig dance, an
Kappa Tau entry in the Sopho- annual spring formal held with
more Doll contest, won first place. the Cal and Stanford Sigma Chi
chapters.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
On March 15, 1947 a local SIGMA NU
fraternity, Pi Beta Sigma was
Sigma Nu was founded at Virfounded on the San Jose campus. ginia Military Institute on JanIn. 1949 the group petitioned the uary 1, 1869. The local chapter
Lambda Chi Alpha National head- was founded in 1947 as Theta Mu
quarters and on May 27. 1950 Sigma. In 1951 the chapter hewere granted their charter. , came part of National Sigma Nu.
With this installation, Zeta Nu
Annual events of the chapter
chapter became part of the third include a Christmas party held
largest National fraternity which with the Alpha Chi Omegas for
was founded in 1909 at Boston underprivileged children and the
University.
Easter Egg Hunt, also for underOn campus, the annual Push- priviledged children, held with
cart Relays are held each spring. Kappa Kappa Gamma
The Lambda Chi Crescent Girl
The White Rose Formal, held
reigns over this affair. She is with the Cal, Stanford, Reno, and
chosen at the annual Crescent Fresno chapters is the highlight
Girl dance.
of the social season. Karen Weiss
reigned over the formal this year.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
The local chapter of Phi Sigma The annual Gangster Party is held
Kappa came to the San Jose together with the alumni. The
campukin 1948 when the national Blackfoot-Whitefoot party, held
fraternity took over the local annually with ATO is another
Gamma Gamma Gamma, founded social highlight.
in 1946.
THETA CHI
The brothers join with a sororGamma Xi Chapter of Theta
ity each Christmas in caroling at Chi Fraternity at San Jose State
O’Connor’s Hospital. Many hours College received its charter on
are spent working at the Ming May 15, 1948. Originally a local
Quong Home in Los Gatos. Phi fraternity, Beta Chi Sigma, whict
Sigma Kappa has adopted cere- had the distinction of being on(
bral palsey as its national charity.
Each year the brothers sponsor
the Boxers Banquet in conjunction
with Kappa Alpha Theta. Also the
all -college golf tournament is put
on each year by the Phi Sigs.
Social activities include the
Moonlight Girl Dance, of which
Carol Crisler is queen this year
The Tahiti Tustle, held each year
with the Davis chapter, and the
Spring Pledge Dance are other
annual events.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
On March 4. 1950Sigma Gamma
Omega, the oldest local house on
the San Jose campus received
their charter from National Pi
Kap.% Alpha.
PiKA was founded on March 1,
1868 at the University of Virginia
and today has a membership of
114 chapters.
Each year the PiKAs join with
the Delta Gammas to hold a
Christmas ’party for underprivileged children of the area.
The Fireman’s Ball, at which
the Fireman BaU queen is chosen,
is a highlight on the social calendar for the brothers. Another traditional event is the annual Shipwreck party held .each spring.
SIGMA CHI
Sigma Chi was founded on June
28, 1855 at Miami University in

of the two local groups to remain
active throughout the war years
had been founded in 1938.
Theta Chi organized two of the
top campus events at San Jose
State; the All Greek Show and
the Spring Sing. Theta Chi still
sponsors the annual All Greek
Show. In 1952 the Theta Chi
National named Gamma Xi Chapter the most progressive of all
its chapters in the entire United
States. On campus, Theta Chi
has won the Bishop Memorial
Trophy awarded to the fraternity
accumulating the most points
from both campus events and
intra-mural athletics.
The Dream Girl functions constitute the major events on the
social calendar: although Founders Day and the Tr -Party with
our University of California and
Stanford Chapters are also important dates. In selecting the
Dream Girl, the members stage an
introduction night. a dinner dance,
the wild west "Red OX Stampede"
costume party, a dinner at the
house, and the biggest event of
the year, the annual formal dance
during which the Dream Girl is
crowned.
’META XI
Theta Xi Fraternity was colonized in 1950, changing it from
a veterans fraternity Mu Delta
Pi to a social fraternity.
The colony had 21 active members, four almung and Mr. Lowell
C. Pratt and Captain Robert D.
Agers as faculty actvisors.
In 1951 the colony became an
active chapter of Theta Xi.
From 1950 to 1953 the fraternity won the scholarship award
and received a perpetual trophy.
The Cinderella Queen Contest
was initiated in 1955, along with
the Blossom Time Ball.

In 1956 Theta Xi won a sec,’ :
place in the float division al.,
with a third in the races. ’I I
chapter was also third in schol,,
ship on campus among the
ternities.

455 E. William Street
Near Tenth
CY 7-0380
Open 10 Id 7

During the past year Theta
won the Homecoming float pi
to add to their laurels.
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Congratulations SPARTANS
for maintaining
CLEAN Sportswanship
for 100 Years
The Spartan Cleaners
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Don’t get us wrong; we’re just
as proud as anyone of the fine

SIG M A
PI

record accumulated in the century that San Jose State has been

. , .

,., .

in existence. We, the Greek organizations of SJS, however,
would like to salute the awesome
and yet bright future which lies
in store for our alma mater.
San Jose State, although a

THETA
CHI

hundred years old, is only now really coming of age. Its growing pains are evidenced
by the skeletons of buildings to be which stand naked throughout the campus.

THETA

The futfire, although bold and challenging, can be faced with confidence. San Jose
State’s roots, in its one hundred years, have grown strong and deep, thus providing a
firm foundation if need be for one of our land’s great universities.
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Candidates Present Platforms Today in Quad
o Day Elections
To Begin Tomorrow
An election rally in the Inner Quad from 11:30 a.m.-I2:30 p.m.
today wiU present the 48 candidates for ASB Court and class offices.
Elections begin tomorrow and Wednesday from 9:30 a.m.-3:30
p.m. in the booths located in the Outer Quad, in front of the Women’s Gym and in front of this Engineering Building.
Don Ryan, uncontested candidate for ASB president, will present his platform. ASB vice presidential aspirants Cal Callaway and
Al Walburg also will give short

Freeinan Says
Opportunities
Are Limitless
Dear Fellow Students,
As we look ahead to the future
in this, the Centennial Year of
.
s

Campus Expansion Just Beginning in 1950

pattanct
cAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

San Jose, California
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Dignitaries Send Centennial Congratulations
Tile sPAIITAN DAILY has received congratulatory messages
from prominent Californians, on
the occasion .of the College’s
100th year. Messages from U. S.
Senator William F. Knowland, Attorney General Edmund G. Brown.
Congressman Charles S. Gubser
and other dignitaries are printed
below.

ing the College on its hundredth
birthday.
First, as a representative of the
City, and secondly, as an alumnus
of San Jose State, it is a real
pleasure to add my best wishes.
We all realize the extent that the
College is an integral part of the
community, and we hope that the
next hundred years will be as
-I
successful as the first.
Robert C. Doerr
I am happy to send greetings
Mayor of San Jose
to the faculty, students and alumni of San Jose State College on
the occasion of its’ 100 years of
The centennial observation by
existence.
San Jose State College marks a
San Jose State has grown from century of enlightenment to its
a small normal school into the many students.
largest state college in California.
Competent educational facilities
The past century of progress of
afforded at San Jose State
San Jose State College is an exam- such as
but help materially in
ple of the advances made in the cannot
bringing to our people a better
field of education in California in
at
our relative short history as a understanding of the world
large.
state.
It is through education that we,
William F. Knowland
asi a peaceful and progressive
S. Senator
nation, will bring to others the
advantages of the American way
The City of San -Jose joins with of life.
Hinder or strangle education
all of the other friends of San
Jose State College In congratulat- and the dark ages will be upon

us again.
Frank st. Jordan
Secretary of State
State of California

standing service to the greater
Santa Clara County community
and to the State of California.
All of us are aware of the important contributions made by the
college, its administration, faculty,
graduates and students to the unprecedented growth and development of this area in which we

800 and 20,200 (full time equivalents of regular students) for San
Jose State in 1965 and 1970 indicate that the next one hundred
years will bring your college even
greater prominence.
Santa Clara County is proud
of San Jose State’s contribution to
higher education. During my 15
years in the Legislature, I have
Introduced ind supriorted measures which have helped your
growth. It has been a source of
real pleasure to have been a service
to your college.
John F. Thompson
State Senator
18th Senatorial District

RAY FREEMAN
. .
President

speaks

our College. we look ahead into
a limitless sea of opportunity. We
see before us the vast challenges
in exploring the unknown in the
sciences and in human affairs.
Men with imagination, energy and
courage will fiad unlimited opportunity for the use of their talents.
But this opportunity is made
possible only by the freedom that
we share as Americans. No place
else in all the world do so many
enjoy so much. We must guard
this freedom jealously and insure
it with mature understanding and
part icipa tion.
Apathy and ignorance have no
place in w free and democratic
society for they undermine the
achievement and happiness of all.
We must ’not sell ourselves short.
but look ahead with strong determination to meet the challenge
of the day, But more than that,
we must take pride in ourselves
and our community and plan ahead
for their continued growth and
prosperity.

It is a pleasure to extend n4,
sincere congratulations to San Jose
State College for its great contribution to the cultural development
-)
of Santa Clara Valley during the 1111.
We mi.) proud’ to- sail% ffiTs .fide
past hundred Yak.
institution on its innumerable acAlberto E. Merrill
and to wish it conMayor of Los Gatos complishments
tinuing success in the all-important fields of education and public
The first Centennial celebration service.
of San Jose State College is truly
Noel E Porter
a milestone in California’s educaMayor of Palo Alto
to
tional history. The college is
be congratulated on its first hundred years of service.
My heartiest congratulations to
As one of the most outstanding
Edmund G. Brown
San ’ Jose Slate College on educational institutions in the
Attorney General .
its Centennial.
state of California, I wish to
State of California
Your fine college draws a larger offer my heartiest congratulaons o San Jose State College
On behalf of the City Council the entire state than any other as it celebrates its Centennial.
With best personal regards I
and the people of the City of Palo state college except one. This May future years bring continued wish you every success possible
California
of
rest
that
the
shows
growth and even greater recog- throughout years to come.
Alto, it is a ,great pleasure for me
to exterkd our sincere congratula- is fully aware of the excellent nition to one of California’s truly
Sincerely.
has
to
State
fine colleges.
tions to San Jose State College curriculum San Jose
Ray Freeman, President
Charles S. Dubsnr
which is celebrating and memorial- offer.
Associated Students
Congressman, 10th District
Enrollment projections of 14,izing one hundred years of out-
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speeches. ether candidates to be
Introduced are IAz Bell and Joan
Oeser, recording secretary; Kathleen Collins. Marjorie Jackson,
Sox Kawauchi. Jeanne McHenry,
and Richard Pugh, corresponding
secretary.
Bruce Bush, Chuck Miller and
Grant Salzman are candidates for
treasurer and Mary Virginia Bush,
Carol Crisler and Alice Kunz are
candidates for female representative at large.
Court candidates are William
Bjorge, junior male justice; Barbara C. Johnson, Christina Richards, Dorothy A. Williams, junior
female justice; Claire Gill and
Sazanne Slater, senior female justice; Ron Ortland and Welsin
Stroud, senior male justice.
Senior Class .candidates include
Carroll Perkins and Jerry Siebes,
president; Alicia Cardona, vice
president; Vivienne Andres, secretary; June Bibb, treasurer; Penny
McCienahan and Betty Roberts,
reprmentat ive.
Junior aspirants are Bill Douglas. president; Gerry Reid, secretary; Lavonne Gomes. treasurer;
Bev Crawford, Marshall Gibson,
and Lee Sorg, class representative.
Sophomore hopefuls are Jerry
Snyder, president: Ronald Robinson, vice president; Donna Dean,

Election Platforms
Candidates for AMR. Court
hl hand
and clas% (drill.% 14i
in camimign platforms to the
SPARTAN DADA office before
1:30 p.m. today for a special
election edition tomorrow. according to not% Penger, editor.
Platforms si
Id not exceedik 100
words.
secretary; Nina .lo Carson, Sandra
Creech, and Donna Lenz, treasurer; and F.arline Graff, Robert
McClenahan, Patrick Maloney and
Mary Lu Odegard, representative.
Incoming freshmen will elect officers in the first election of next
year, according to Gary Clarke,
Student Court chief justice.
Besides these elective positions,
two major appointive offices are
up for Student Council action. Applications for Student Court Chief
Justice and ASB Prosecuting Attorney are being taken until
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the
Student ’Union. The Council will
interview interested students the
same day at the regular Student
Council meeting, the last one of
the present administration.
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Letters Home Trace U.S. History During Past Century
By 11110 \ \

BLAZIN

1860
Dear Dad,
School’s tine. I’m studying hard.
But, Dad, ne all need relaxation
once and a while, and Dad. there
Is a dance coming up that is being
given by the Ads a neer:tent of
Shakespeare class. I feel that this
activity would be both enlightning
and relaxing. And I have met a
lovely girl whom mother would
like and whom I would like to
take. So. Dad, with this n
wonder, the Puny Express, it you
could see your way clear, would
you ads ance me about $2 on next
month’s allowance so it would
get here in time for the dance
which is two weeks from tomorrow
night.

amendment.
’lit is now
i
has come when I must. Whether 1941
you realize it or not this country Dear Folks,
Is going through a rough depresI hope this letter. has reached
sion. And ’.shat is worse, I can jou sometime this year. Weather’s
not see the end in sight. I had to fine. but I’m sure glad you didn’t
let Jim go the other day,
decide to come over to see the
1933
S.IS football team play a game. AU
Bad, this is the best 11 ..t
kidding aside; don’t worry about
birthday I could hope to have.
rile. We were all safe and sound
, I via,: afraid those old *toggles
alien the Japanese came, but we
he Washington ’.’.err going to
have been keeping quite busy ever
spoil it for nit’. But they came
through.

Hurrah

tor

the

list

since .

,

11195
The campoos is spread equally
Dear Dad,
far in the north and south: It
The eye strain has been lifted reaches to Reed Street in the
considerably. A man called an south and to St. John Street in
electrician came to the boarding the north,
house yesterday to install the new
Th e library building u p0 ri
wonder of light by the flick of a
which Winston Jones stands was
switch. It is rather a frightening
completed just this year to eel.’ experience to see the bulb light
hrate Sparta’s 200th anniverup so quickly, but I
ose
gory. It is called the centennial
will all get used to it in time.
library and is appropriately. 57
stories high.
Dear Dad,
From where he stands, Winston
It was with much relief that I j
Jones can catch glimpses, between
received a letter from you
treday. With the earthquake’s far- buildings, of the hills. They are
covered with housing tracts. Once
reaching destruction I could only ,
the College had been in the cenimage the horror jou and Mother t
ter of the City of San Jose. Now
cation was rather disrupted down it stands on its southeastern fringe
The business are of ’the city has
here for the Normal School build -1
ing was shaken so badly that it ;spread northwest. The city is now
one of five million souls. The
will have to be torn down.
Santa Clara Valley, and the hills
1917
that make it, are glutted with
Dear Dad and Mom,
houses. The college enrollment is
know that this is something
30.110ft The prognosis for the year
2065 sets the enrollment at 60.000.
I can not it Idly by and watch
The school is still adding to itmy friends leave to go to nor.
self. Winston Jones can hear the
I am no braver nor more of a
stentorian rat -tat -tat of a mechcoward than anyone else. But
anical riveter. It comes from the
this war in Europe is for the
mammoth, scafolded skyscraper
peace of the world and for the
which dominates the view to the
peace of this country.
’ south.
1918
I
One day, Winston Jones thought
Dear Jean,
Your father and I are looking to himself, the construction would
forward to you coming home we stop. All the so-called temporaryall feel a tremendous relief that permanent buildings would have
this horrible war is over. Yester- t been replaced by spangled new
day I received a very nice letter structures.
The old main building had
from Billy’s commanding officer: !
been torn down in 2010, totit made me feel better about a
lowing a violent earthquake,
great many things. The final arwhich destroyed the antedilte
rangements have been made and
four of Billy’s friends will he
visa barn -like journalism building. It was said that the journaalong when they bring him home
lisf building had been so old, just .
on Saturday.
prior to its collapse. that one
1929
had to nalk gingerly upstairs in
Dear Son,
I have been putting riff writing , f ea r of bringing It crashing
down.
this letter to you for several
In place of the old main buildmg is an angular, diaphanous
RENT NOW!
iiiiilding. which consists of about
75 per cent glass the rest polishDelivery
aluminium. Its tower rises
thousands of feet. It is the tallest
stt ’whim on campus.
Winston Jones remembered
seeing photographs of the old
tower. It had been Ivy -co erect,
nith long, narrow winelons, and
hail an unusual eornigistect tile
FREE dal;.of FREE ofclop
roof. Winston Jones liked ivy,
On San Jos Ate)
toil lion could It grow up a ;
PHONE CY 2.4542

FREE
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The Uederwooe Agency

3 Months
1

Month

. . . . $12.00

5.00

1S5 W. SAM FERNANDO
pint th,
mimmt

Sparta College is still largely a
communters’ school. Winston Jones
knows students w h o commute
from Reno, Nevada. The school
draws commuters from all the
north and central part of the
state.
As he stands on his vantage
point, Winston Jones marvels at
the good visibility. Usually the
i immersed in a heavy
camPs
mist. called "smoof." It is a combination of fog and smog.
It has become peculiar to the
area with the increase in population. Pipe smoking among both
sexes, and outdoor eating are
cited as its major causes. Both
are exceedingly fashionable, es.
pecially the eating of food pre.
pared outdoors and cooked with
smoky "pino-logs." It is part of
the
"back -to-nature -movement."
The state is attempting to outlaw
outdoor eating to combat t he
smoof problem.

as the answer
shortage.

The
2040.

last
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the

teacher

scripts for the lectures, which
are recorded on film by persona
trained ’in forensics a n d histrionics.

Only in the laboratory classes
is personal instruction required.
It is always preformed by local
experts in the field. They are
hired by the state. Lab courses
one went bankrupt in are becoming very prevalent.

Partners in the
Valley’s Future
California’s Oldest and
Lot-gest State College

1857-1957
Santa Clara Valley’s
Home-Owned Bank

1874-1957
Congratulations to San
years of

Jose

outstanding growth.

State College on WO
For 83 of those

100 years. First National has enjoyed equally

phenomenal growth. Now the future holds an even
greater potential for these two successful partners
in progress. Thousands of San Jose State graduates
ts ill fulfill the demands for capable, highly qualified
people in business

and

education. At the sante

time. First National will continue to play a prominent

growth, uhile
providing the most advanced banking services
tens of thousands of Valley residents.
part in financing the Valley’s

for

The First National Bank
Los Altos
of San Jose
11(in wain View
Los Gatos
.nta Clara
Palo Alto
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Dear Dad,

Dear Sig,
How’s old SJST It better still
be there when I get home because
I’m heading straight for the outer
quad and a registration line. You
can’t imagine how great that place
will seem after t he mountain
scenery of Korea’. And gosh darn,
you’d better have that carol mine
in good condition. I’ve got a date
with the most beautflui girl in
tht

Specialization in industry is beThe state now controls the en- coming intensified. A chemist
tire public education system. It might know everything there is
does so in the interest of the to know about sodium chloride and
general welfare. It prepares all its componds, but nothing whatsoever about any other chemical
teachfilms.
compound: a man might know exMost of the films used in toactly how to bolt an atomic engine
day’s classes, however, were made
in a skjcar, but absolutely nothmany years ago. They feature lee.
lures and demonstrations by tea- ing about the mechanics of the
engine.
chers long dead.
Thus, there are myriads of disThe teaching profession has
tinct lab classes, each plumbing
succumbed to the teachfilms.
deeply into a specialzed area of
The majority of teachers replaca general field.
ed
went
Into administrative
positions. The new films being
Winston Jones stepped from the
Issued, mostly to keep abreast
elevator into the glass -domed quad.
One corner of the dome was ocof the developments in I he
cupied by a mammoth TV resciences, are produced by research experts salaried by the
ceiver. The man was still peddling
state. These men prepare the
tea.

Such protective glass also closed
in the walk -ways between build.
ings. He supposed that the wind
had cleared the sky. lie thought
to himself that if he got time during the day he might even step
outside and see if he was right.
Just then the bell in the tower
began to chime. Even though it
is a recording, it still
sounds
strident and impressive.
Winston Jones crowds Into
the elevator. The man on the
wall -television Is selling tea.
campons
The only place on
where commercial TV receivers
are not permitted Is on the
roof domes, in the library, and
in the classrooms.
Of course, instruction in class
is via TV. Most classes are held
in aduitoriums before TV screens,
which cover entire walls. The
lessons and lectures are film transcriptions.
In 1970 textbook companies began prodcing series of classroom
tlims. They were hour-long lectures by eminent educators. At
that time the dearth of teachers
was critical. The films were hailed

to

By the turn of the 21st century
all ItMer di% islon courses in the
nation’s colleges were taught
through the televised films. It
was about that time that the
State began e
oeting %% Mt the
pri%ate ’’teach Olin’’ companies.

Winston Jones surmised that
the lucid atmosphere was attributable to a cold wind which blew
outside. It had no doubt blown
away all the smoof. lie could not
feel this wind, of course, owing to
the glass which covered the roof
of the building.

MAUER’S CAFETERIA

STUDENT
TYPEWRITER
RENTAL

1953

imoof, T.V. Ed. Plague Campoos’ in 205

pgli-hed alomi )) i tt m nail? Ni.
By RILL HOWARTH
soil around here to plant it in,
St talent \Vinston Jones stood
anyway, he mused.
1861
atop the 57 -story library bulding
Dear Son.
The landcars on the West San
and looked across the totally ediThis strange slip of paper you
ficed campoos tas it is called) of Carlos Street overpass whined
now hold in your hand is a teleSparta State College. The name of continually. It is the main route
gram I happened to receive one
the institution had been changed to downtown San Jose. Thirteenth
myself because of a business tranthe name of an Street, the major route south,
from San Jose
saction. and it came to me from
adjacent cityl State College in tunnels under the campoos. There
Boston in a matter of hours. This
are places on campoos directly
phenomenon will revolutionize the
user it. where one can feel the
The school is now a corporate ’
world of communication. I couldl
(
of the traffic.
city in itself. It is called the Cityibration
not contain myself from sendine
Few people come to Sparta
Sparta. It has its newspaper andj
you one so that you might marvel of city government the Spartaburo. College by car. For short distances
t the wonder of
I
; The newspaper is the Daily Spar- It is an obstolete mode of loco1865
tan: the police force the S.P.O.. motion. Intra-town mobility is
Mama dear,
facilitated by the aircar. Winston
’Student Protective Organization.
Mama dear. is it true what these
Jones has a ’40 model with a bad
Sparta- in 2057 stretches from
Yankee girls tell me? Is it just I
gyro. lie hopes it will just keep
19th
street
in
the
east,
to
Fouth
some horrid Yankee trick? Or has
flying until he finishes school.
Street in the west. In 1989, Sears
our dear General Lee really stirWhen he gets out he will buy a
Roebuck built a two-block large.
rendered’, I can imagine the dreadlandcar. Most young men have
twentY-storV st ore bordering
ful oppression that must be felt
this material ambition nowadays.
Fourth street. That stopped the
in our dear old Virginia homeland;
With a landear one can go alexPansion of Sparta in that
but at least the fighting is over
most anywhere in the state in
direction.
1865
a couple of hours. All one has
In the ease however, the camDear Dad,
to do Is get on the right thruway
The campus is in
ing.
poos has through the years conand press the accelerator. The
Dark shrouds hang ominously
demned and extirpated the hodgeear, magnetized to the metal
trout every protrudence. and the
podge
architecture(’
residences
road, travels straight to its perthat used to serve as rooming. sorflag is flying at half mast. The
determined destination at 300
nomal gayiety of campus life is
ority and fraternity houses. The
miles per hour. Each separate
subdued in mourning for our
students now live in dormitories
road leads to a specific town.
great president, Mr. Lincoln.
on campoos.

-

has ended this dreadful war,
Dear1945 Jean.
The war is over. That is all we
have been hearing for the past
two days. I received a wire from
your father last night and he will
be home next weikend.
I still
can’t believe that these long three
years. are over. lie will have to
go back to the far east in a month
just for a little while, so please,
please try to be home as much as
possible. The atom bomb is a
frightening thing. But, Jean, it

CORPORATION
.

School’s fine. I’m studying hard.
But, Dad, we all need relaxation
once and a while, and there is a
dance coming up in celebration of
SJS’s Centennial. This dance will
be the greatest with Frank DeVol’s
orchestra providing music in the
Civic Auditorium. I have to take
Margie to this one; We missed
Junior Prom and she sta,
the
rather unhappy about that. This
whole event should set me back
about $40 and I could sure stard
a loan until my GI. gets here.
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-
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of progress ... Progress elnd health
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San Jose Health
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body building and reducing for men
and women. See us today and start
your personal instruction . . .
future depends on your health.
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Publications’ 90-Year Growth Began as ’Timid Experiment’
’Sy JIM DRENNAN
"Mighty oaks from little acorns
grow," says the tired cliche, but
It takes on significance when applied to San Jose State’s three
major publications, which have
grown literally from such a little
acorn.
The SPARTAN DAILY. La
Torre and Lyke, the three publications printed under auspices of
the Department of Journalism and
Advertising, all have grown from
The Acorn, a "timid experiment"
begun at San Jose Normal School
in 1867, 90 years ago.
The Acorn consisted of a few
pages of manuscript (typewriting was not common then) tied

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
and Camera Shop

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

41 North First
CY 2-8960

together with ribbon bows and
offering jokes, literary, scientific and educational matter.
The Acorn later developed into
a printed sheet called The Class
Paper, which in turn became
The Senior Journal, a send -annual publication of the Senior
Class,
SENIOR CLASS INDEX
After these attempts came the
Senior Class-sponsored Index, a
monthly published until 1891. The
Index made a somewhat hesitant
debut, its first editorial couched
in high-toned phrasing:
"In this, the initial copy of
the Normal Index, we make our
modest bow to the public. As
the verdant, unpracticed school
boy advances timidly to make
his maiden speech, we mount
the rostrum and seek anxiously
among the countenances before
us for a friendly glance of sympathy and encouragement while
we do not expect to escape that
cold, cynical gaze that is always
leveled at those who embark on
such enterprises, we humbly ask
our critics to be as charitable
as possible, and to remember
that
’Large streams from little
fountains flow,
Tall oaks from little acorns
grow.’"
NO APOLOGETIC TONE
The Index, though, soon seemed
to have lost its apologetic tone;
in fact, it got up enough gumption
to publish the following editorial,
describing a problem that faces
most modern Spartans:
"The wisdom of abolishing
written examinations was apparent to all, for, during the
last few weeks, the pupils did
not go about with tired, aitvious
faces, but kept their courage to
the last."
But the Index’s life was a short
one, and it was followed in 1893
by The Telescope, a four-page
monthly devoted to news of
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Went to bevel,

campus societies.
LA TORRE ANCESTOR
The immediate ancestor of La
Torre started publication in February 1898. The Normal Pennant
was an 8-page monthly magazine.
on whose heavy pages were published letters and articles by
teachers, book reviews, campus
news, cartoons and jokes.
In 1909 The Normal Times,
"father" of today’s SPARTAN
DAILY, was founded. The Times
began as a weekly 5 -column, 4 page newspaper, with a circulation of nearly 1000. In a 1911
issue the Times thundered the
news that the school had just
registered its largest enrollment
in history, a whopping 800, and
that the number of male students was increasing.
The 1917 edition of La Torre,
then in its second year, showed
a graduating class of 298; 289 of
these were women. Published by
State Normal School, San Jose.
the 189-page issue included graduates’ pictures, class histories,
news of organizations, sports and
jokes.
TAU DELTA PHI
The list of organizations included the Newman Club, the Dramatic Society and the Short Story
Club, Tau Delta Phi was called
"a new honorary fraternity of
men majoring in education," and
the article describing it concluded
with the statement: "Some day
the question, ’Are you a Tau
Delta Phi?’ will largely be a determining factor in choosing men
for principalships."
The 1917 La Torre was not
without its humor, corny though
it may have been. Example:
"Bert: ’Do you consider yourself a typewriter?’
"Gardner: ’Yes.’
"Bert: ’From the appearance
of that letter, I’d think you
were a typewronger!"
Oh, well.
The frontspiece of the ’17 La
Torre was a large picture of the
Tower, looking naked without its
familiar ivy. Morris Elmer Dailey
was president of Normal.
ZESTY START
The 1919 La Torre got off to
a zesty start, with a quotation by
Teddy Roosevelt on its first page:
"Aggressive fighting for the right
is the greatest sport the world
knows."
Athletics took up a large part
of the ’19 La Torre, with features on such popular sports as
volleyball ("the damsels of the
Normal played the dames of the
YWCA"), tennis, aesthetic dancing and baseball.
The athletic event of the year,
according to La Torre was the
second annual interclass track
meet between the juniors and the
seniors.
Color made an appearance In
the 1921 La Torre, with a tinted
plate_ of the Tower, which by now
had grown some ivy.
The seniors’ pictures were
elaborately done up, with the
graduate’s signature on each
one, and a poem and a slogs
below.
All senior offices were held by
girls in that year, and the 1921
La Torre announced the birth of
the Women’s Athletic Assn. Baseball, tennis, volley ball and swimming were popular sports of that
year, and the boys had managed
to scrape together a basketball
team. La Torre said, "There are
only six eligible men in the
school, so every man had to turn
out." The boys played Santa
Clara High School, the San Jose.
High School faculty, and Chico
State. their biggest rival.
NORMAL SONG
The 1921 La Torre also printed
the words and music to the Normal song, which went like this:
"Come, let ns all do homage,
Send the joyous word along,
For the Normal that we cherIsh
We shall glorify In song!
Lift your voices high for Normal!

For the school of our oration:
Lift your %oices high for Norma!
Praha. her same, revere, extol her!
Glorify our Alma Mater, Baia
Jose!"
In its 1922 edition, La Torre
featured a color picture of the
Tower, and by the looks of the
athletic team pictures, the number
of male students was increasing.
By 1926, State Normal had become State Teachers, and the La
Torre of that year celebrated the
event by publishing a beautiful
color photograph of the Tower.
The 19E8 La Torre used color
throughout. In 1932, the yearbook published 245 pages, with
greatly increased tMerage of
campus activities.
The Department. of Journalism
was organized in 1935 (see separate story) and La Torre and the
new SPARTAN DAILY were
made part of its curriculum.
FIVE-COLUMN TABLOID
In its first years, the DAILY,
which has never missed scheduled
publication since its inception, was
a five-column tabloid newspaper.
its first few editions having small
headlines and few pictures. The
big issue on campus in the fall
of 1934 was whether the Library
should be kept open at night. The
infant Daily’s front pages Were
filled with news of the controversy, raging because the librarians felt that the students were
using the place as a social hall
at night. Dolores Freitas, now
Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon, professor
of journalism, was managing editor.
The first editions were filled
with campus, society and world
news. The sports editors were
grappling then, as now, with the
question of how to handle the
annual shellacking from Stanford’s football team; following a
48-0 loss by the Spartans at the
hands of the Indians. the sports
page optimistically advised, "The
fact that SJS lost its opening
game should not discourage the
students here." Circulation, in a
school with 3000 students, stood
at a healthy 1500.
Though it began modestly
enough, the DAILY soon blossomed into a collegiate-style
newspaper, with its small front
page packed with headlines that
screamed for the reader’s attention. The DAILY did boss to
culture, though, with a contributor’s edition each Monday
which featured articles written
by faculty and students. One of
these was by Elmo A. Robinson,
head of the Philosophy Department, entitled, "Sadie Sallies
Forth to Philosophize with Elmo
the Eulogizer."
Issues which hold the public eye
today were prominent even then
in the SPARTAN DAILY. Stories
about a congressman on campus
omto investigate "charges of
munist influence at San Jose
State" and "students rocking and
rolling" at a dance were published
in 1934 editions.
LIVELY PAPER
By 1937, the DAILY was still
a lively paper, but a little more
craftsmanship was in evidence.
The type had been modernized,
and the editorial policy was a
crusading one.
Editorial cartoons, grocery
ads and composite photographs
were published; one of the best
of the latter was a picture
showing Santa Claus and crew
flying into the Tower.
The sports page in 1938 was
almost an entity unto itself, with
its own nameplate and "ears." and
practically no ads. Cheesecake began appearing on page one in that
year. end an outspoken column
called "The Voice of Reaction." in
which even department heads
were raked over the coals, was
printed. On special occasions, such
as the Spardi Gras celebration.
the DAILY was printed on colored
paper.
The DAILY, still a five-column
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tabloid, further modernized ii.
type in 1940: its front page headlines were still bold and shovy.
Registration in that year. accord.
to the DAILY, stood at 37(8).
Darla, the 1941-42 year the
DAILY published an eye-witness
account of the Pearl Harbor attack. written by a reporter alio
had been sent to the islands to
rover the se1S-UnIserslty of
Hawaii football game.
World War II drained oft much
of SJS’s enrollment. which, according to the DAILY, declined !
from 4076 in 1940. to 356& in 1941,
10 2623 in 1942. Probably in deference to the war effort. the 1
DAILY published a number if
two-page editions and featured
war bond ads in prominent positions.
MODERN MODE
By 1949. headline and body type
began to resemble today’s.
Perhaps the biggest crisis
faced by the DAILY iii its two
decades of existence ciune In
1946 with a printers’ strike.
With no one to set up or print
the paper, the DAILY was
forced for a week to publish a
mimeographed sheet, which contained the barest minimum of
campus news.
In 1949, the DAILY published
a short-lived 8-column newspaper,
soon reverting to its tabloid size.
By 1955, though, the DAILY took
its present form BS a 7 -column
newspaper.
The functions of the DAILY,
according to its manual, are to
furnish a medium for administration notices, to furnish the student body with a newspaper, and
to serve as a workshop for journalism students. "Our most difficult problem." said Dr. Dwight
Bente!, chairman of the Department of Journalism and Advertising, recently. "is to conduct a
publication which satisfies the students and faculty and meets the
requirements of the media."
MANY CHANGES
While the SPARTAN DAILY
was evolving, La Torre continued
to grow and mature. By 1942 it
had lost much of its early frivolity
and naivete and was beginning to
look like a professional publication. Many pictures showed activities of the different departments; the women’s dresses were
short and their hair long; and
humor, once a fundamental yearbook feature, had disappeared. 13y

19:gi La Torn, had heopme a slick .
high -quality publication.
The story of San Jose State
publications would not he complete without mention of Lyke,
the campus feature magazine.
1..51ke Is a relative youngster,
tuning been born In 1946 as Lycargos, in honor of the Spartan
king. I.yke features a "Lyke.
able Doll," "1.)keable Prof,"
and other features by SJS students from many departments.
Lyke publishes four times a
and claims an aerage
Obviation of 11,000.

A short- important assamare of
the publication" museum Is the
fact that emit boa. is it. own
growth and devidapmeat, mirrored the pumek and de%elaplatent of sea Seas State ( ollege.
In the pages of its publicatioret
San Jose State has told its story,
providing as true and fresh a picture as possible of its 100-year development, and of the never-ending humor, optimism and adventurous spirit of the American college student.
4

And so, from the timid little
experiment called The Acorn 90
years ago, have grown San Jose.
State’s three major publications,
each a leader in its field; La
Torre. this year the second largest
yearbook on the West Coast.
Lyke, one of the nation’s leading
college feature magazines, and the
SPARTAN DAILY, one of 40-odd
college dailies in the nation and
the only state college daily in
California.

PIPES FOR
DISCRIMINATING SMOKERS
ATWOOD
PETERSON
BARING
GAD.
COMOY DUNHILL SASIENI

When San Jose State celebrated
it’s 62nd anniversary. San Jose Paint
& Wallpaper Co. was just starting
in business.
In those days paint used to be
sold by the pound and artists hadn’t
heard of canvas boards. The college
art department was limited and bore
lottle resemblance to the present
huge facility.
The Art Department at San Jc,,e
Paint & Wallpaper Co. has grown
to be the area s largest source of
art supplies. We are proud to have
a place in the development of fine
art in this community. The community
is proud of the college’s excellent
art department.

12r

2 Blocks off Campus
S. Second St.

SAN JOSE
STATE
COLLEGE

18571957

"Individualities may form
communities, but it is institutions
alone which create a nation..."
Disraeli

featuring
Hillman-Minx
Hillman Husky
Sunbeam - Rapier

BILL MANDER
Foreign Car Saks & Service
635 University Ave., Los Gatos, Calif.
"Mere p.m wake your spill, es se* Ell"

EL 4-2706

CY 2-1447

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS ’TIL 9

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS
50 NORTH FIrP5yT STREET. SAN JOSE
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WAA Sponsors Sports for Coeds

in the Bay Area.
SJS coeds are offered afternoon also with colleges
in
year
each
and evening sports
the form of the Women’s Athletic
Assn. WAA is sponsored for the
enjoyment of all women students
:int! no college credit is given for
participation. Competition is oft, red between Ito. S.IS

ant

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
Founi,,;n: Breaii,t, Lunch,
Dirner
7th & E. Santa Clara

61ene Owl
Floral Artists
98 E. Santa Clara St.
CV 5-4934 or CV 5-4935
FREE DELIVERY WITHIN CITY
"Flowers could never Offend"
Members of the Student C ttttt
CBI NC1L AND TO11E1.
pose
11ip-," crving timid, a gift from the sPARTAN
behind their
ouncii-Daily relations.
1/A11.1 editor in recognition of improsed
Left to right are Lir Bell and Toni Liles. sophomore representatis es;
Karen Brooks and Bob
f
representatis es; Joan
ewer. female rep’, ...Manse at large; likin Ryan, Asti sire peesi-

dent; Joan Heals, recording secretary; Bay Freeman, president; Pal
Parish, corresponding secretary ; Birk Arington, treasurer; Grant
1111111.n.
senior representatise; 1/r. Lowell Walter, 1141% Ixer Ai
representatise; Jerry Ali -Milian and Penne Mcelenahan. junior representatises; Al V. alburg, male retire...manse at
large; and Curtis LIM. ASH iirosecisting attorney.

MVia

4111. =MN,

.

-.

Sore Feet Are Price of Service
Student Council members feel a president,

strong bond betsseen themselves
and members of the SPARTAN
DAILY staff. They often meet
one another leaving the campus
at about 6 p.m. They all seem to
have sore feet. They are continually receiving criticism. They are
often the object of hut and furious
gripes.
Inother words, "We understand
each other." Ray Freeman. ASB

probably spends more
time on school actisities than does
any other member of the student
body. He spends an average of
40 hours a week on school business.

Research has uncovered
the sin
1922 --Hazel Reynolds a n it
I
I names of student body presidents George Charmichael. 1923 Louis
from 1898. They may still be Marsh and Milton Ward. 1924
tired--Gladys Stocton and Helen Howell
1898 -Harriet Quilly and tato 1925 Louis Motiferinti arul Paul
J. Mouron. 1899 Maude Mariner Thomas.

More than one hundred student and William Donlon. 1900 Alexander Sheriffs and Charles E.
this same grind during the one Miller. 1901 --Elsie Ruhl and Carmel Martin. 1902 - Pearl Bonhnett.
hundred years of San Jose State
1903 --Irwin Fox and Robert J.
College
Leonard. 1904- Arthur Heche and
Johnnie Johnson. 1905 -Eleanor F.
Lowe and Ada DeWitt. 1906
Ira Payne. 1907 Frank Hain and
Ottilia Klein. 1908 Grace Moore.
1909 Floyd
Bell
a n d
Rachel
Crawford. 1910 -- A rd cc Parsons
and Donald Marshman.
ed for the use of all San Jose
1911 Marie Walker. 1912
State affiliated groups. This serMarguerite Bozarth and Phoebe
vice is located in the activities ofMitchell. 1913 --WE. Baker and
fice and is available to all stuRuth Everding. 1914 -Lucille Snydents.
der and Lois Salsman. 1915 -Irene
Coming events which the Stu- Dickey and Reu by Bainhart.
dent Affairs Committee will have 1916 Mary Olds and Elizabeth V.
a hand in are the Centennial Ball Case. 1917- -Orpha McDougall.
this Friday night at the Civic 1918 Gladys Sherman and MarAuditorium with the orchestra of ian
Moffatt.
1919- --Margaret
Frank DeVol; and the co-sponsor- Benier and Evelyn Miller. 1920 ship (if a concert sometime in May Alice Howell and Ruth Murphy.
with the Concerts and Bands Com- 1921Ethel King and Alfred Sarmittee.
adminstrations have gone through

SAC Promotes Dances
Events for Entire ASB
Probably the largest and most
ambitious campus group at San
Jose State is the Student Affairs
Committee which handles many
activities concerning the entire
student body, promoting various
dances throughout the year.
Headed by Chairman Bill
Squires, the 50-plus member committee this year has staged two
registration dances, one in September and the other in February,
held at the Cis ic Auditorium.
Both of these events had capacity crowds.

In

November, the student affairs organization honored the
football season by staging the
annual Corornation Mull, also
held at Ow Cis ic Auditorium.

Squires recently ink! the comthat someday the SAC
may take user the orratione of
the Concerts and Hands Committee because "Its function has
Interest that concern% the entire student body."

;

1920 Marjorie Bind and Robert T. Rhodes. 1927 Vernon Perrin and William Sweeney. 1928
Geraldine Delbon and J. Wilfred
Richardson. 1929 -Awbery Dennis Laws. 1930--De Witt Portal.
1931 James Tormey. 1932- John
Horning. 1933--L e o n Warmke
1934 -F ran k J. Covello. 1935
Ronald Linn. 1936 Bill Moore.
1937 Paul
Becker.
1938 Jack
Marsh and Ben Melzer. 1939 Jack Hilton, 1940 Hugh Staley.
11941 -Stan Murdock and Bob
Payne. 1942- Don True. 1943
Tom Taylor.
1944Betty
Buckley, IT
"Boots" Prindiville and Phil Sykes.
1943 -Howard Riddle. 1946 Milo
’Badger. 1947 -Marty Taylor. 1948
IEmerson "Doc" Arends. 1949 -Torn Wall. 1950 Don Schaeffer.
1952 I...ud
Spolyar. 1953 Tom
Evans. 1954John Aitken. 1955-Art Lund, 1956 Don Hubbard.
.1957 -Ray Freeman.

Today, you are invited to visit San
Jose’s newest and smartest restaurant.
You’ll enjoy sLpetb food, quickly and
deliciously prepared in Spivey’s ali-elecfric kitchen, the only one of its kind in
Northern Calirornia. You’ll dine in an
atmosphere of re!axed comfort and unmatched beauty. Perhaps you’ll select
an individually prepared salad from

Sp’vey’s exclusive salad bar or one of
the delicious French and American pas
fries. Whatever you desire, you can be
sure of the consistent quality and savory goodness. Why not plan to enjoy
this new concept in dining at Spivey’s
new restaurant, drive-in and pastry shop,
1783 West San Carlos in San Jose.

SPIVEY’S RESTAURANT 1783 W. San Carlos

mittee

Music to your ears...

The committee has organized an
During the following academic
activities f ile
which
includes
specifics of entertainment and year. the SAC %sill again sponsor
locations in the area for dances the annual Wintermist Ball, usualand parties and othersocial func- ly held in late winter or early
tions. This file has been establish- spr:n;z.

MONEY IN THE BANK*

cakuisa qardetto
Among the delicious entrees are Sukiyaki,
Tempura and Te,-iyaki served in either
the traditional Japanese manner in
separate rooms or in the main dining
room. Whichever you select
you’ll discover
just how good Japanese food can be when quickly
and skillfully prepared and served in a tranquil atmosphere of ancient beauty May we expect you soon?

P.

*Crocker-Anglo Bank, of course . . .
where your savings earn 3% intereq

SAN JOSE OFFICES

CROCKER-ANGLO
Nat ON a

BANK

West Santo Clara and North Market
340 Rare Street
2 1 1 6

EL

CAMINO

REAL
Vrifyiersazi reaa 04;46,-wat apat

MOUNTAIN

L

VIEW

11.1694

/AMUR ffDfltat RESERVE SYSTEM

MEMBER TEDERAt DEPOSIT INSURANCE
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Business Divis. ion Acclaims
Highest Number of Majors
Its 10.L1 LARIMORE
San Jose State College’s Dualnes.s Division enjoys the distinction of having the largest number
of majors at SJS.
Huss are approximately 1641
14,M:tents ettralled in the division’s
seven departments, according to
Dr. Milburn II. Wright, division
chairman.
Dr. Wright, who is the third
division heaa, was preceded by
Dr. Elmer Staffelbach, who was
the first Business chief in 1928,
and Dr. E. W. Atkinson, who resigned his chairmanship last fall
and plans retirement in June.
The Business Division hay 67
undergraduate and 16 graduate
courses. The division offers both

g,stulations on your

CENTENNIAL

the roaster of arts degree for
teachers and the master of science
degree in Business Administration
for non -teaching majors. Approximately 100 students are enrolled
in the two master’s programs.
Forty-one fatuity members mete
ently are instructing in the seven
departments: Accounting. Business
Admibistration, Business Education, Industrial Relations, Marketing and Merchandising, Real Estate, and Secretarial Administration and Office Management.
ACCOUNTING DEPT.
The courses in accounting were
established at SJS in September.
1928. The present head of the Accounting Department, Arthur (’.
Kelley, professor of blItitIllt$14, Matti
the only accounting instructor 29
years ago.
BUSINESS AD. DEPT.
The Department a Business Adininistraticr is the largest at SJS
in terms of majors as more than
ROO students are working towards
the B.A. degree.

in just 64 YEARS
WELL HAVE OURS!

KvsasTEss ED. in2rr.
-,,scIsta

TOPS in 7005

aedfa/016

of business institutions In the
Ray Area with the Intent of
making 11111111 lllll re familiar with

mer division head Dr. E. W. Atkinson.
ALL THE
TOP
NAME
BRANDS

SWIM $395
SUITS
Mtching
urn $3.95

A mama. Fentore of the Slarketing Ihpartment that has
been des eloped in the past sear
is the series of Inter-session
courses Oen by faculty members of the department. The purpose of these 1.0111,11.N Is to -nable students tat Vit41, a variety

The purpose of the Business ad - the types of hus:nessim that they
cation program at San Jose State may wish to enter.
s to provide a specialized le:wilwrenee Appleton, associate
l. education program for teach- professor of business, serves as
-us of business subjects for Vall- chairman of the San Jose City
i rnia high sclusgs and junior Planning (a mind lee and as a
member of the San Jose School
Dr. Edwin A. Swanson, mores- Board in addition to his market- -or of business, is in charge of ing instruction duties.
’he Business Education Depart- REAL ESTATE AND
ment. Dr. Swanson came to SJS INSURANCE
in 1916 after serving six years
The Real Estate and Insurance
as head of the Business Depart- program at SJS is now One of the
ment at Arizona State College at most extensive and well-balanced
Tempe. He formerly was a facul- programs among American Colty member at Fullerton Junior leges, according to depa rt ment
College and at the University of head, ..Dr. Charles’ Suffield, profesSouthern California.
sor of business..
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
The Real Estate and Insuranee
The Industrial Relations De- Department originated in the
partment at San Jose State is one recognition given tai the import!if the largest programs of its kind ance of such a progra ni by for-

run -1,10111 MUM I IL/

kr WRONG

-

anywhere in ti,c United Slates
as there are approximately 125
students currently majoring in
this field.
Dr. Edward! P. Shaw, pressor I
of business, is in charge of the In- !
dustrial Relations Department and I
has toot’s him four faculty members.
MARKETING
The Marketing Department is
one of the most rapidly growing
parts of the Business Division as
.here are 176 majors. According
.0 Dr. John W. Aberle, associate
professor of business and head of
cispartment, approximately 950
itudents take marlwting 1’11111ses
.litring the year,.

up

During the current school year
fifteen separate classes in the department have been offered, preparing the students for California
licenses. These licenses provide
for positions in Life Insurance,
Property and Casualty Insurance.
and Real Estate.

Pebble
Beech
Catalina
Santa
Cr titer

ALL HAIRCUTS $1.25

B.lboa

SPECIAL
Haircut & Shampoo

$2.00

Fred’s Barber Shop

ei

Between 3rd and 4th
on

Men’s &fore

SAN CARLOS
Open Mon. Thu Set

241 SOUTH FIRST

SECRETARIAL AD. DEPT.
Secretarial Administration and
Office Management department is
the only such department in California State Colleges to have an
increase in the number of secretarial majors this year. The department also has the largest
number of Secretarial majors and
more secretarial offerings in upper division than other state college.

Dr. Benjamin F. Gilbert will be

SPARTAN DAILY
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Psychology anti Philosophy Fields
Were Together at Normal School
By WILL WATKINs
The Psychology-Philosophy Division began, as did most divisions
and departments, with courses in
the curriculum of the Normal
School. With changes in the approach to life, however, the clans, ses. particularly psychology, came
to assume greater importance.
,
In 1922 the psychology courses
WPM at-lunged into a department
!!.
Linder the direction tor Janes Be
cuss.
_ Lir---pri---Voss -attained national
imminence in 1.Q. testing after

Staffer Stays
Close To DaiR

A female member of the DAILY
Advertising staff has had her
"finger in the SPARTAN DAILY
pie," so to speak, since she was
four years old. Katherine Ron done, office manager for the
DAILY this semester, can remember many a day when she went ti
the Globe Printing Co. to slip
pages three and four into the six
page editions of the paper. "That
happened a good sixteen years
ago," she laughs.
Miss Rondone is pictured above
with her father, Frank F. Rondone, who was a printer al the
Globe Printing co. up until his
death. The picture shows him delivering a stack of DALIES to the
SJS campus. He brought the papers to the college every day when
the DAILY office was located in
Room 17 of the Administration
Building,
Miss- Rondone, a junior advertising major, is the only girl we
know who worked her way up
from a delivery boy’s assistant to
office manager of a daily newspaper.

Co-Ree ’Offerings
Co-Rec, sponsored by the Recreation Department, offers games
and dancing to all SJS students
most Wednesday evenings of the
school year. The activities are free
to all ASB members and provide
a place for recreation majors and
minors to gain experience in leadership and organization.

In 1951 the department was organized into a Divisivn and when
!Brant Clark became head of the
division the philosophy catirses
’AVIV 1.1r,:ttnized into a separate department.
This new department was headed by Mr. Elmo Robinson, a graduate of MIT and Stanford, who
had been on the staff since 1928.
The Philosophy Deportment now
offers both a major and minor in
PhOirmne)13:fy,the best known memhers

of

philosophy faculty Is

Arturo Fallico, a graduate of
Ivinnasium Lyceum, C071417.1! Ito -

IF

ly. and Northwestern University
George A. Muench, of the psyetiology faculty, heads a counseling service which is administered
by members of the Psychology
!imminent. The service acts as a
.11,4.1111 training center for grailiate students in the field of 71141 till health.
The present chairman of the di vision, Dr. Clark is a product if
California education. His 13.A. was
granted by the University of California and he was awarded an
MA and Ph.D from the Universilty of Southern California. He is
a naval veteran of SVW ti and the
Korean conflict

1/4e oldc
KITCHEN
TAKE 4-toME
West 5avt Cia,mrlaossosSts.,:ra
851

PIZZA
10,

ELMO A. ROBINSON
... Philosophy Department Head
the publication of the results of
his research.
In 1930 the school opened a free
psychiatric clinic and a social adjustment clinic.
The following year Raymond
Mosher, after studying at Stanford and Columbia became a member of the p’sychology faculty.
In 1937, after previously offering only a minor in psychology,
the department began offering a
major.
Dr. Mosher headed the department. which included philosophy,
after 1944 and brought specialization to the ’department. Then.
teachers who were proficient in
particular areas of psychology,
taught their particular specialization.
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we’re proud of State’s first hundred years!
%Stair

Bloom’s hasn’t missed a class
in 90 years ... 1867-1957

autographing his

/r
BLaDms

"PIONEERS FOR ONE’ HUNDRED YEARS"
the new history of

...Shoes of Quality...
s,

Starting as e one men teilor shop In grow with San Joie Stela .
from highb,,orin shoes to flats . . . now Bloom’s are the larg...
independent shoe stores in San Jose. w,isth the greatest rrA.
can of flee shoe brands in Northern California

San Jose State College
Your charge account invited

tuesclay, April 30th
from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
We also invite you

Famous

to view our window

Ca pezio

display of the works of other

I. Miller
Spalding

San Jose State authors ...
on display all this week

Women’s Shoes by

DeLiso Dabs
Red Cross Shoes
Hollywood Shooters
Deb Shoes
Barefoot Originals

California Book Company
134

E

SAN

FERNANDO

Women’s Store
135 Smith First Street

Famous Womens Shoes by
F orsheim
Winthrop
Spalding
Frye Boots
. . . three stores for your convenience in Sari Jose . . .
Wilton (den Store
1:111 lJnisila %venue

Ilen’s Stare
II South First Street
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I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From le* to right
Curtis Luft
Sandy Singer
Gayle Hansen
Chief Justice Gary Clarke
Carol Crisler
Bob Doggoft

FOODS
IHAVENLY
t
Out Of 711s World lest

Dmnr
Lunch
Breakfast
BANQUETS A SPECIALTY
PRIVATE PARTY ROOMS
CY 31662 On Byhore N. of Julian

BRAKES
ADJUSTED
AND TESTED

r

IJU

"An Expert Job
Done by Experts"
Adjust brali clearance
Adjust pedal clearance
Adjust wheel bearings
Test pressure system
Gine operation test
Check master cylindro

For this small $1.50 charge we
Remo’s front wheels
B:ow out dirt
Check wheel cylinders
Inspect hydraulic lines
Inspect drums and lining

CREDIT JEWELERS

72 South First Street

E.
m11!)iims
ace

"San Jose’s leading

540 SO. FIRST

Diamond store for

OFFICIAL
BRAKE
STATION
No. 231

CY 2-7864

Sweethearts"

extends our heartest
congratulations
to the

SHERMAN OAKS
BOWL

Administration,
Faculty and Students

Bowling
24 hours a day

of

San Jose State College
on the

100th Anniversary

The Rally Committee, SJS’s
largest ASB organization, boasts
more than 100 students active
throughout the year promoting
campus spirit. The group plans all
student activities connected with
athletic events, student rallies and
parades.

May you continue to prosper . .
we hope we can continue to serve you,
our customers, for many
generations to come.

Sincerely.
Paul Baracker
and
staff

CY 7-0920

There is an opporhinity for college graduates in retailing that few
other industries offer. I. here can you achieve the satisfaction of
seeing every day the tangible results of your own efforts? Where
can you base the chance of assuming early executive responsibility
before the age of 25? Where can women and men find equal
advancement possibilities? 3i here can you find the substantial
earnings and other ber.efits that are concomitant to this industry
In retailing! Macy’s has an Executive
and to its ’Iv namic grow
Training Program to start vim on your career and to make these
things possible.

Macy’s
San Fran,
IIi
1.111c) Fair I "all Jo V’ I
flichmond
San Rafael
Bay lair (San Leandro. Fall ’57)

LOUNGE

RESTAURANT

BILLIARD ROOM
920 San Jose -Los Gatos Road

CY 5.7302

tion of 2000 rooters, and half

, time activities.
During the past season the
Committee sent yell leaders to
games at San Diego State and
Arizona State. Next season they
hope to send representatives Sri
the Oregon --SJS tussel.
Meeting Wednesday afternoons
Rally activities continue during
at 3:30 o’clock in the Student the Spring Semester, with the
Union, the Committee invites all group encouraging spirit at basstudents to attend. Students who ketball games through a pep band.
chalk up 20 hours of Committee yell leaders and song girls. Also
work qualify for membership.
every April they sponsor the High
Committee membership usually ’School Rally Convention.
is made up mostly of women. The ’ And, with spring comes the Anfairer sex accounts for 75 per nual Ugly Man Contestanother
Rally Committee project.
cent of this year’s group.
Throughout the year Committee
T h e Committee’s year-round
members attend high schools in
program begins in the fall with
the area to present rally profootball rallies at SJS. exchange
’grams. A little-known responsibirallies, a bonfire rally, Homecomlity of the group Is to hold reing Week, card stunts for a secceptions for visiting boxing teams.
An executive council of 14 elective officers is headed by Chairman Gary Waller.
Advisers for the Committee are
hr Keith Johnsgard and Robert
Baron.

HaiTe you considered
a career in retailing?

The most modern
Bowling Alleys
in San Jose

song girl: Donna Acuff: (iini Biondi; and Dorothy
Fairborn. Not pictured are Bobby Thum and
Blanche Fritzen.
Photo by Vossem

Rally Committee Boosts SJS
Student Events, School Spirit

occasion of your

72 S. 1st St.

SPARTAN SPARKERS Four of the
nicer reasons to attend S.IS sporting events are the Spartan
Song Girls. Left to right are: Jeri Bullock, head

The first outstanding teacher
psychology was a Harvard and
University of Chicago graduate
Wayne Smith, who came to SJS in
1895. with a hearty recommendation from the eminent philosopher
and educator, John Dewey.

IDA,s
Pe’

r -

California’ Oldest Shoe Concern
extends
Best Wishes
on

SAN JOSE STATE’S
CENTENNIAL
Women’s Shoes
at 74 South First St.
Accent, Air Stop, Palirzio, Joyce, Westport, Hilland Dale,
Adores, Geppet-to, Feather Tread, Cangemi Coed, Clinic,
Lazy Bones, Cellini, Miller, Paradise Kittens, Johansen, Edith
Henry, Lucky Strides, Heydays and Daniel Green and Welco
Slippers.

Children’s Shoes
at 74 South First St.
Jumping Jacks, Lazy Bones, Little Yankee and Weber
Dress-Ups, Welco Slippers.

X
Men’s Shoes
at 40 South First

0
Just contact the Executive PIncernent
Department of Macy’s by phone;
Slitter 1.1800. Or when you take a
trip to Ili, city. stop in personally at
Mar’s
our Fight I hair
Francisco, Stockton at O’Farrcll ’1 .

RENTALS
1027 5 FIRST
i24 S SECOND

WHITE AND BLUE
DINNER JACKETS
TUXEDO AND BLUE SUITS
fin
Indudot, Shirt, Stu4s
141, Cuff Links, Florio’,
Handkerchief and
Curionerke;nd.
4
Hoerr II A.M.-7:30 P.M. Sat.
Thurs. ’III 9 Sundoy 1 S
Phone. CY 2.9102

Well Streeter Foot Pals,
French Shriner, E. T. Wright
Arch Preserver, Taylor Made
Bostonian, John E. Lucey
and Evans Slippers and
Ca

tuels.

I,

-^-.-.+.=.=--"

’Work Needed,’
Titchenal Says

Nine on Road
For 7 Games
In Southland

Norton First to Bed
Agostini is Victor

Spartan baseballers embarked
By HON BECKER
on a six day invasion of the
After one full week’s practice, new grid coach Bob Titchenal southiand Sund
Coach Eddie Sobecak’s successsays his charges still have a long, long way to go.
The blond coach was well pleased with the progress of the team ful crew meets USC today in the
after five days of practice, however, and noted with no small amount first of seven scheduled encounof pleasure that the general attitude of the grid aspirants was ex- ters.
ceptionally good.
FoRowing the USC tilt, the lo"They have a lot of spirit," Titchenal said, adding, "mem: or cals will take on UCLA at Los
failure of the team is mostly a Angeles on Tuesday; Pepperdine
matter of desire. The boys all at Lon Angeles Wednesday; San
seem willing to work, which is Diego Naval Training Center on
good, because believe me, we have Thursday and Friday afternoons:
San Diego State on Thursday
a lot of work to do."
Weak spots which have mani- night; and Marine Recruit Depot
fested themselves in the short Saturday.
practice period, according to TitchSobscak took his entire mound
enal. are end, center and tackle
staff for the grueling road test.
positions.

6mpktely
Na’ 57
HILLMAN
-712-i_rtx

IS HERE

See it and drive it
today at:
BILL MANDEB
Foreign Car Sales and Service
635 UNIVERSITY AVE.
Ls Gate., Calif.
EL 4-2706

Classified
l’OR RENT
Furnished apt.four men. 301 S.
5th. (7Y 7-1758.
11-br. bee. 6-wk. s.s. 6/20-8/3. Rens.
fqr visiting faculty member or
exch. for 3-br. hse. in Pasadena.
Ed Shutman, 9510 Wendon Ave.,
Temple City.
Ran. for man. Prvt. ent., linen. $25
mo. 374 E. William.
Bans, for boys. ’4 blk. from co(
lege. Kitch. priv., linen $25 per mo.
47 S. 8th.

1

"It’s mostly a lack of depth
in those spots," he pointed out.
By way of contrast. the backfield positions are filled with
seemingly talented operators. Bob
noted it would be awhile before
he could determine just what
backfield combination would work
out the best.
Jim Riley. ace halfback on last
season’s crew, has been moved
back to his coustomary left half
spot after a brief fling at quarterback. He joins Harvel Pollard to
make a solid combination in that
position.
At right half, there has been
no real standout so far, due not
so Much to lack of ability, but
rather to a surplus of evenly
matched talent. Bunny Buzman,
Bill Montero and Ken Matsuda,
all returnees from last year, are
in close contention for this spot
Little (155 lbs.) Tommy Uyeda
from Valley J. C. has been particularly impressive in his bid for
the fullback slot. Al Chapman and
Claude Gilbert, who is presently
injured, are expected to give
Uyeda plenty of competition for
this berth.
Mary McKean continues to he
the stickout at quarterback with
Roger Weiland and Mike Jones,
both up from lest year’s trash
team, right behind the senior signal caller.
Dick Vermeil, third string qb
last year, may he moved to a
halfback spot. His running has
been impressive so far, while his
passing leaves something to be
desired, and thus the reason for
the possible switch. Titchenal said
he does not plan to make the
move right away, and will wait
until he has seen more of Vermeil.

SHANK’S

WANTED
Men Earn full day’s pay In
hrs. while learning Military Police
work. CT 4-7871 or CH 3-8582.’
College typing d o n e,
TYPING
25c per pg. Call after 5 p.m. CI 70763.
Pull or part time wk. in Tahoe.
Contact Mrs. Headland in Placement Office, Room 100 for further
Information.

DRIVE-IN CLEANERS
OUT AT 5:00
IN BY 9:00
2nd & San Carlos

The traveling squad includes
Jerry Clifford and Don Christiansen, catchers; Hal Kolstad, Tuck
Halsey, Ron Roe, Larry Peterson,
Bill Kline, Dale Ocken and Al McIntyre, pitchers; John’ Rostomily,
lb; Don Rodgers, 2b; Bob Krail,
as; Harry Haley, 3b: Ed King,
Joe Winstead, Bob Colombo and
Jim Craig, outfield.
Hurler McIntyre, who has pitched only two innings re, far this
year, can play the infield if need
be and both King and Craig can
handle the first base position.

IN

OUT

DRY CLEANERS
SHIRT LAUNDRY
Directly Behind Newberry’s
"S&H" GREEN STAMPS
.111

Warrnerdam 1.S-7i and believes
he will start to leap now .
UCLA’s Rater Johnson. 210-pounds
of Olympic TNT. cut loose with:
a floating javelin throw of 228
ft. 1 in. to capture his specialty
at Fresno .
Johnson says his
leg is feeling -much better, although it still bothers me.- Rater
has been running :5.4 50-yard
dashes in practice, which indicates
how ill he is. .

By DONNA BLA7.IN
Young ladies attending the San
Jose State Normal School in 1890
were required to take a course
in physical culture which was
taught by Nannie C. Gilday--who
also taught reading. There were
some 500 girls to buck the registration lines to get into this class
just before the turn of the century.
"The work in physical culture
is made thoroughly practical in
the junior year. Much atention
is given to correct walking, poising, sitting, standing, bowing, and
general bearing. Vigorous exercises are given with light apparatus; such as: dumb-bells, wands,
poles, etc. for developing strength
and endurance, and for acquiring
promptness, accuracy, and quietness of movement.
This is the description of the
class that started off the women’s
physical education department at
San Jdse State. Physical culture
I was based on a combination of
’ the Betz system of physical culture and the Delsarte philosophy.
The class was on a compulsory
basis for five years with the for-

SJS Golfers Fade
In Indil idual Pla
At NCI Tourney

mation of military drill for the
ladies also.
Physical Education, a systematic
course of out -door exercise, was
carried on at the recess periods
beginning in 1895. The students
were arranged in divisions on the
parade ground according to their
physical development and strength
and instructed by the more advanced students. In the same year
a large hall was provided for
exercises in light and heavy gymnastjcs to promote the student’s
symmetrical development.
Alice Sassier began her long
teaching career at SJS in 1904
with a curriculum of light gymnastics, Swedish gymnastics and
games. She was on the staff until
1933 when a modern curriculum
had been developed. Miss Brassier
headed the department until 1924.
There has been a scholarship and
award in her honor for women
physical education majors.
In 1908 SJS had a women’s
basketball team and beat Chico
University of
Normal.
State
Pacific, Stanford. University of
Nevada, Mountain View High
School and Campbell High School
At that time.the gym suits "were
ducky!"

ed in another dual win Friday
against Stanford 43-38 in the season’s finale and gave the locals
a 6-1 mark for the year.
Bill Gustafson’s men
Coach
nabbed four firsts in the meet as
Ron Phillips. the Spartans’ iron
man’ collected 20 points to lead all
individual scoring. Phillips won
San Jose State’s Jack Cum- top honors in the swinging rings
mings was the only other Spartan and all-around competition.
to reach the finals as he was deJack Alberti earned first place
feated by Dick Pre)l in the first
in his specialty the tumbling
flight six and five.
event and Bob Davis took the nod
In establishing the new team for the horizontal bars competirecord Thursday. 858’s individual tion.
scores were George 69, Ross Carley, Eddie Duino, and Dave Cranston, all 71. This was the first
time in eight yestra that San Jose
Approved MinitMon Service,
State has won the NCI title.
AUTOMATIC CAR WASH CO.
Stanford University claimed sec77 S. MONTGOMERY ST.
ond in the team race with a fourOpen Dail Sunday A.M.
man mark of 284,
Ernie George gathered in the
medalist honors on the, tournament’s opening day with a two under par 69, but the Spartan ace
was eliminated in the semi-finals
during Saturday morning’s round
by the tourney champion George
Hobert.

SPARTAN DAILY
April 29, I9S7

Paul ’slerie has faded badly in
his last two 440 outings. Coming:
off the last turn in Fresno, he
was in the fight, but the( juice
evacuated Valerie’s legs and it
looked for awhile as if everybody
would pass him, lie ran :497
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SPECIAL!
Hot Plate Lunch 50c
DONUTS
COFFEE
SANDWICHES
SALADS
Problems? ... Forget them at the COOP

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE .4

545 S. 2nd St.

Hours 7 AM, to 9 P.M.

"’"2

Patronage and Cooperation
You are Always Welcome
.it

BUNGALOW FOUNTAIN
Fine Food af Reasonable Prices
Open 7 days a week

Corner 9th and Wdharns

brides’ stationery
guest registers
imprinted napkins and matches
tablecloths, cups, plates
’Ask for our FREE booklet
’SO YOU’RE GOING TO It,. HARRILL,"

11c1Vitor1er Young

165 So. Nil St.

A SALUTE TO YOU
Who have made SJSC
what it is today...
We are here to serve you . . . the next 100 years of students . . . the same fine grinder sandwiches and pizza that
students of the past have enjoyed.
Come in an enjoy VESUVIO’S Original Old Italian Style
Foods.

lle4uoio:41

3044 El Camino, Santa Clara
Phone AX 6.1052 only a step
away from the
Moonlight Drive-in

We’re pleased to play
a part in San Jose State’s

100 YI.RS
of expansion

1857-/937
. . as the mechanical
contractors on the
new classroom
building

Branch Locations:
W.

L. Hickey Sons, Inc W. 1.. Hickey Sons, Inc.
198 Commercial St.
427 First Mt.
Sunnyvale
Niles

Affiliates:
W.

L. Hickey Sons, Inc.W. L. Hickey Sons, Inc.
of Sacramento
of Mann
3430 -- 33rd Ave.
2736 Redwood Highway
Sacramento
San Rafael

ROAST BEEF

85c

961 UR DRUM ht 2 /S
RENT A TYPEWRITER
SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE. 3 MONTHS

Thanks State

The All -Corners Meet at Spartan Field Saturday, which will
be local fans’ last opportunity to
tee Norton. Redus, Hightower &
Co. at home this season, should
see All-American Lang Stanley in
action . . . Stanley has been reeling off nifty 1320s in practice,
Two-miler Wes Bond LtRa
waited until the last lap beim,
he made his eye-poping move, but
he uncorked his kick too late to
whip FSC’s John Foreman (9:15.61
and UCLA’s Pete Rodriguez 19:19.11. Bond is about ready for an
all-out assualt.

thetic dancing. More general
courses were added in 1918 along
with a two year course which
would enable one to teach physical
education and all other subjeets
in elementary schools.
Laura E. Herron became the
head of the department for the
1924-25 year and was followed
by Maud Lombard Knapp as Women’s Physical Department head
until Dr, Irene Palmer took over
in 1936. Dr. Palmer will be succeeded by Dr. June McCann next
September.
From the one physical culture
course offered 67 years ago that
the young ladies of SJS took, to the
over 50 courses in physical education and recreation now offered. the Women’s Physical Education Department has grown
right along with all other SJS
departments.
Pioneering is still in progress
and changes are still being made.
Only this year the announcement
was made that the Recreation Department will be separate from
the Women’s Physical Education
Department next fall. Another 100
years of change is underway.

(Feature)

CAR WASH

Large Bottle Milk 15c

KEnnEuglaW

Spartan Sports

Women’s P.E. Emphasized
’Poise’ and ’Bowing’ in 1900

Gymnasts Top
Stan ford 43-38

LOST
RAE Log-Log Duplex Decitrig
slide rule. Lost in coop. by Dick
Alock. PLEASE ret. to S. Union.
Heward.
MIS-CELLANEOIJS
In Santa Cruz dorm. accommodations $1 a nite at "Beachwood"
stud. op. Club convent to beach.
Meals served. Parties, art classes
TV, etc. Info. CI 3-8987, GA 62357.

I

By RANDIE E. POE
TALES OF A TROUNCING .
The oply race won by Rapid Kay
Norton .in Fresno took place at!
the Hotel Fresno two hours before the meet. Ile was the first
man up the elevator and into the
bed for a two-hour rest .
Mike
Agostini, who decisively whipped
Norton. feels that he’s "really
clicking" now. He thought his victory last week was his best race
of the season . . . Assistant UCLA
coach Craig Dixon lamented that
the Bruins were defeated by little
Occidental because "you can’t give
away 18 points In the sprints and
hope to win." . . . Chuck Hightower chilled his seat -mate, Norton. on the way
home with taunts
of "how ya’ doing :9.8?" (that
was Nortighn’s
century eloAcing
against Ago. stini’s :9.5 . .
Rapid Ray snapped back goodnaturodly
"not
bad 13-6" (that’s
what Ilightower
polevaulted . . .
Hightower received some good vaulting tips
from world-record holder Dutch

e 5 ’pa ment of Physical Education required black gym suits
in 1915 and offered three general
courses in physical education, general training, advanced gymnasAfter recording a record break- tics, and advanced folk and actsing 282 for the 11th annual Northern California Intercollegiate team championships Thursday. Spartan teemen faded in the
play individual Friday and Saturday at the Pasatiempo Course.
San Jose State’s gymnasts turn-

FOR SALE
Motorcycle ’53 A.J.S. Scrambler.
Ex. cond. Must sacrifice. $325. 60
a 12th. CI 2-6189.
’SO Chevy. Call CY 4-7082 aft. 8:30-.
Gdi cond. Reasonable.

IP+

W.L. Hickey Sons, Inc.
IMECHANICAL’ CONTRACTORS
901 El Camino Real

San Bruno, Calif.

ertio4’""rt-
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Drama Major Wins
Playwriting Plum

InterviewsJobs

Miss Sylvia (7imne, senior drama Playwriting Contest which was
major, was named winner in the held recently. Lee Devitt, junior
First Annual Children’s Theaterj drama major, and Mrs. Olive Engwieht. a graduate student, were
named runners-up.

- Show Slate.

Miss Crone has taaen the
1111111’Se fantasy, "Chop-Coin and
the Golden Dragon." and adapted
it for performance before child
audiences. The story was %%Titter,
la- Laura K Richards and is in
the tradition of "Brer Rabbit old -this nefe is how it all beLzati " The story seems to gixe
an explanation of how the dragon
became a symbol of the Chinese
festivals.

STUDIO
1A -G -M Presents
Lauren
Gregory
Bacall
Peck
Dolores Gray

"DESIGNING
WOMAN"
Met,O Co,Or

Chop-Chin is a young boy who
resorts to scaring the daylights
out of the king in order to save
his deaf father from execution.
Devin’s play is entitled, "Ali and
the Genie Who Will Never Amount
to Anything." This is an Arabian
Nights story with all the splendor,
magic. and mystery of these
Tamils’s stories.

Cmmascops

One of the annual queen contests at Sparta is the Soph Doll
contest. sponsored each year by
the Sophomore Class. This year’s
doll is Llarbara Johnson of CM
Omega.
A sophomore music Major from
Pre-Renaissance literature is the Sunnyvale, Dabs, as she is known
basis for "Childe Rowland," the to her friends, was sponsored by
play of Mrs. Engwicht. She dis- Kappa Tau fraternity. Her attendcovered the story as she was researching the literature of the
time.

tariniMIE
CV. 7-3060
RUOFeew’
STARS!
Dody Ne.1

e

MClittaCOLOIt
"EDINBOROUGH FESTIVAL"
B’h in Color

SARAIrOGA
UNION 1 -yore
MARION
BRANDO

GLEN
FORD

in
"Teahouse of the
August Moon"
plus
"Battle of Gettysburg"

SUSAN
HAYWARD
in
"Top Secret Affair"
Plus
"The Wrong Man"
HENRY FONDA

KIRK
DOUGLAS

RANCHO

John
Wayne

Maureen
O’Hara

"THE WINGS OF EAGLES"
plus
"THE RAINMAKER"
Burr Lancaster - Katherine Hepburn

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN I
Gary
Cooper

Dorothy
McGuire

"FRIENDLY PERSUASION**
plus
"CANYON RIVER"
Geo. Istontgornery.Marci Henderson
ORIENT Study Tour with SITA Sponsored by See Jose State College. 9
remarkeble
week tour featuring
surrey of the Islands of Japan, the
urban centers end industrial ad
rural sections and Aiding the Govammonia! heads of new Japan. Special dinners, theatre parties, etc. Accommodations in fine hotels, famous
resorts, picharesue inns. II units
credit aueilable in Society Science by
Sac Jose State College. Conducted
by Dr. William Vatcher, Jr. Total
. 51,4E4.00
rate
PRES. WILSON
Sailing July 7th
Write or phone feresrplanatory
folder
DON DAVIS
Sate Jose’s Oldest Travel Agency
1st & San Antonio, San Jose
CY 7-5000
Or
Sylv.a Cfronr. Campus RepresentativeCY 4-12913

JUDY’S CHEERFUL
LITTLE EARFUL
FUNNY FACES: Music, dancing and the rudest ’face in
IHollywond combine to make
one of the best musicale yet
produced, "EUNNYEACE(now playing at the VA theatre, roc rows the st rent Irons
OAST RADIO %sheen II,.’
soundtrack album is mailable).
sdarring in the film and in the
album (a huh In as sparkling
and isu big as Atidr1.04 even)
are Audres Hepburn. Fred
Astaire and Ray Thr int plum
(creator of that lovable
JJJJJ miter. Eloise). SIDE ITEM:
If you like little Audrey you
might ithe a listen to Ifirritwck
and Desmond* side railed "And_
rey" on the album "Brubeek
Time"the hest noisiest Interpretation of her eser
. For
those with big eyes for ft.,album covers COAST II:11HO
lias a wonderful album and
coaer, "International Vibrations". This album is complete
ssith the beat in musical interpretations of the mows
most beautiful women (right
down to the last splash of
water as Gina is thrown into
the swininiing pool in Hollywood 1, Hurry down to COAST
RADIO, 268 So. let for dome
records you want (we earn
have OW that’s complete with
recipe instructions good
for
filibustering Congress if the
nerd arises).

nnv

%VALI/NEU

The playwriting contest was initiated to encourage the writing’
of plays suitable for child audiences. There has been a great
need for more material for production, according to Dr. Crain.
The contest was sponsored by the
.:peech and Drama Department.
"Chop-Chin and The Golden
Dragon." by Sylvia Cirone. will
be produced next fall by the
Children’s Theater Association of !
the College. The Association is al
group of students who are inter-,
ested in Theater for children. John’
Kerr, and Miss Bereice Prisk, associate professors of drama, are ’
advisers.
The three plays are now being
typed and edited. There will be
a prisate reading of them after
the Centennial celebration to see
if further revisions need to be
made.

SMART COLLEGE MEN
RENT

ants were Linda Coleman of Delta
Gamma and Jane Amsden, Chi
Omega.
On March 15, Dabs represented
San Jose State in the Intercollegiate Soph Doll Contest, held at
the Richmond Civic Auditorium.
Last year’s Doll was Gail Dahlen. Kappa Kappa Gamma. I955’s
Doll was Jeanne Gibbs of Delta
Gamma, and Soph Doll in 1954
was Gini Watson of Kappa Alpha
Theta.

MEETINGS
Collegiate Christian Fellowship
will meet this evening at 7 o’clock
in Room 24.
HMO Foundation will meet this
evening at S o’clock at the Student Y. The Rev, John S. Duryea
will be guest speaker.
Latter Day Saints Institute of
Religion will meet Sunday at 5:30
o’clock at the Berkeley L.D.S. Institute of Religion. Professor A.
Ted Tuttle, supervisor of L.D.S.
seminaries, will be guest speaker.
Spartan CM will meet tomorrow
evening at 7:30 o’clock in Room
21.

FORMAL
WEAR
Extra
curncular
activities
need not
place an
extra strain
on your
tosiget. Be
correct

sociallyand
thrifty, too
rent your
krmal attire
at

La Torre Sales

THE
TUXEDO

The-re are a few eoples of the
La Torre yet to be sold, accord:ft% to Don Lucehesi, sales
0.aliazer.

nro

SHOP
35 So. 4th St,

BARBARA JOHNSON
Soph Doll

CY 3-7420

The Annual Cat’s Meow Barbecue. sponsored jointly by Associated Women Students and the
Women’s Athletic Asurn.. will be
held in front of the Women’s Gym
at the barbecue pits. Hot dogs,
chili beans, tossed salad, pie and
milk will be servild from 5 to 6:30
o’clock.
Entertainment and speeches by
candidates airing to next year’s
AWS offices also will be featured.

AL’S QUALITY HAIRCUTS
ONLY 31.25
6 Excellent Barbers
OPEN EVERY DAY 8 TO 8

91 E. Santa Clara Near 3rd.

GENTENNIAL DATEBOOK

Badminton Signup

New for Spring
Large Selection
of
Pert
Sunback Dresses

"These three plays are bettei
than the majority Of scripts now
on the market, which are designed for children’s theater," said
Dr. Harold C. CraM, Fine Arts
I Disision chairman and head of
! the Speech and Drama Department.

MAYFAIR

EL

Soplts Crown
Doll Annually

Placement interviews for permanent and summer positions will
continue tomorrow and Wednesday
in the Placement Office, Room
MO. Details and appointments are
re.ailable in that office.
Interviews to be held it/11101’1’0W
are:
United Airlines, San Francisco.
from 9.40 a.m.-4 p.m. for stewardess trainees.
Mon t ecit o-Sequoia Camps, Santa
Barbara, from 1:30 p.m. -4:45 p.m.
for counselors for horseback riding,
waterfront and general work lot
summer.
Interviews to be held Wednesday are:
MODE:RN DESIliNNesserst t’
pleted building on the San Jose
California State Personnel Board
state campus is the north addition to the Library’. Cotipsleted early from 9:20 a.m.-12 noon for graduin the tall, the building enlarged Library facilities twofold.
ating seniors for state compensation insurance representatives.
Ross Laboratories, San Rafael.
Irons 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. for
MONDAY, APRIL 29
Grow the, Lilacs" in the College
pharmaceutical sales positions.
AWS will hold a "Cat’s Meow" Theater at 8:13 p.m., by special
barbeque in front of the Women’s invitation only.
Gym from 5-7 p.m.
Radio Guild presents a broadcast
Soph Class will sell snow cones over station KEEN incluing a
Tomorrow is the last day for
in the Outer Quad from 10:30 convocation digest and the re- all college badminton players to
a.m.-3:30 p.m.
porting of the opening Centennial sign up for the Seventh Annual
TUESDAY, APRIL 30
events at 9:03 p.m.
All-College Badminton TournaIndustrial Relations Club plans
ment to be held on May 7, 8, and
FRIDAY, MAY 3
a dinner at San Ramos from 6:30Centennial Committee presents 9.
8 p.m.
a music program:
WEDNESDAY, MAY I
Concert rehearsal is open to
Co-Ric will hold recreation in
music students from
the Women’s Gym from 7:30-10 selected
Santa Clara County and San Jose
p.m.
Newman Club plans a Centen- City Schools in the Civic Audinial mass at St. Patricks Church torium from 10-11 a.m.
Centennial Concert in the Civic
at 7:30 p.m.
English Department will meet Auditorium will feature Irene I
in the Student Union from 7:30- Dabs, mezzo-soprano, of the Ber- I
tin State Opera Company and
10 p.m.
Sabre Air Command plans to San Jose State graduate, and also
show a movie in Morris Dailey will’ feature the San Jose State ’
College Symphony Orchestra and ’
from 7-9:30 p.m.
Sigma ChI, CM Omega plan an Chorus.
exchange at 241 S. 11 St. from
Speech and Drama Department
4-8 p.m.
presents a play, "Green Grow the
Delta Upsilon, Kappa Alpha Lilacs", in the College Theater
Theta will hold an exchange at at 8:15 p.m., open to the public
135 S. 11 St. from 4-8 p.m.
Theta XI, Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Phi Sig- plan an exchange its the afterma Kappa plan an exchange from noon.
3-8 p.m.
SATURDAY, MAY 4
Soph Claim will sell snow cones
Centennial Conunittee presents
in the Outer Quad from 10:30 an air fair and two plays:
a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Alpha Eta Rho will hold an air
CSTA plans a birthday party fair in the Aeronautics Laboratory
and oirtruntrlitw ground from 8
in Rm. 49 at 3:30 p.m.
CENTENNIAL WEEK
THURSDAY, MAY 2
Centennial Committee prese:Y
SUPPLY YOUR HOBBY
Founders’ Day, President’s c.
WITH THE FINEST IN
vocation:
HOBBY MATERIALS
Academic Procession will ma:
tit
from the campus to the (’ii,’
Auditorium at 9:15 a.m.
Convocation Program begin
HOBBY SHOP
455 E. William Street
with Dr. John T. Wahlquist pre293 S. FIRST STREET
siding at 10 a.m.
Near Tenth
Nest to Alpine Cafe
Rev. Herman J. Hauck, S. J.,
Open 10 ’111 7
OPEN
Ei3
president, University of Santa
CY 7-0380
Moe.- Thurs.- Fri.
9-9
Clara will give the invocation.
Tues.-Wed.-Sat.
9-6
Governor Goodwin J. Knight,
Dr. Roy E. Simpson, Dr. Robert
Gordon Sproul;- Dr. J. E. Wallace
Sterling, David A. Ileagerty, A.
Ray Freeman will congratulate
the school on its Centennial.
Dr. Ernest 0, Melby, dean emeritus, New York University, will
address the audience.
on
Honorary degrees will be conferred.
A gift from the City of Sparta,
Gl’I‘PCP Will be presented 10 the
school.
Delegates will lunch at the lintel
Sainte Claire at 12:30 p.m. De.
John T. Wahlquist will speak.
A Historic Marker will be dein,ated at Fourth and San Antonio
-lreets at 3 p.m.
The Speech and Drama Department proserds a play, "Green

Women Stage
Annual Feed

SAMMY THE STUDENT was losing
his POOP. ids head was hanging, he
walled with a DROOP, his ptoblern
was solved when he. entered the
COOP.

SPECIAL!
Hot Plate 50c
Coffee and Donuts
Salads
Sandwiches

NANCY!

HUSTON’S.

Congraittiationi S.J.S.

100 Years of Progress

How To Grow Thicker Hair, Stop
Baldness To Be Demonstrated
S. Turoff, nationally famous scalp expert, &feet from our Los Angeles
headquarters, brings amazing new methods to San Jose.
Learn the Facts About Who( Yea Can Do
About Heir Loss

S. TUROFF
Scalp Specialist
$1 DO DEMONSTRATION TREATMENT!
LET THIS FAMOUS
SPECIALIST AND H I S
STAFF GIVE YOU A
REMARKABLE 30-MINUTE TREATMENT FOR
$1.00. NEVER ANY
THING LIKE IT!

The widespread belief that nothing
can be done about hair loss "has no
basis In medical fact." Few people
know what causes baldness nor do
they realize that practically all
cases of baldness can be stopped
. and hair regrown. Many men and
women, by their own neglect to
treat certain accepted causes of
hair loss, are condemned to need leis baldness." What causes baldness and what can be done about it
will be explained to you at the Tin. off hair and scalp clinic without
charge or any obligation to you.

WHAT ARE
TREATMENTS LIKE?
.4114Cliliirlt
Rricfb, Tura( NC a
treatments are a scientific combination of ultra-violct stimulation.
r%1111/the lahoratory-created clink
cally-tested formulae, %special germicidal applielations and profeeelonail
Massage applied scientifically and
at regular Intervals, The treatment
are pleasant HMI relaxing . . . administered In ’triode.

This. are the remarkable new methods that hire made us California’s
leading specialists, with 9 effices now, more pending.

ONE HOUR FREE PARKING TO OUR CUSTOMERS
AT MUNICIPAL PARKING LOT (MARKET STREET)

Hair & Scalp Experts
LP
CPI 1
San Jose: 45 N. lit St. (Sate 129) CY 3-8173
Other II.to. on tan Mat.. San t’ransista. Oattenti Rerheigry end Lax Anvil..

HOURS. Daily It A.M.-11
SATURDAY, 10 A.14.3 P.M.
No Appointment Needed
Separate Dept. for Ladies
barnination FREE
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS

IllIhIin
(A) %est Santa (.Lira

lucleus

tntI !man Association
Sao Jose. Cali foroia

t.

411

